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We describe how physical universes that are composed of gauge and gravitationally interacting
bosonic and fermionic quantum fields arise from the generic discrete distribution of many quantifiable
properties of arbitrary static entities. Alternate presentations of the smooth coarse-graining (fit) for
this discrete distribution compose probability-related evolving wave function of the fields’ dynami-
cal modes. Their gauge modes, being symmetry transformations, and constrained modes require no
additional material structure. We prove that evolution of any origin for which the quantum superpo-
sition principle is absolute cannot be governed by specific laws. In contrast, locally supersymmetric
quantum fields that emerge as described from the basic discrete distribution evolve by unchanging
and closed physical laws. The emergent quantum evolution is many-world; yet its Everett’s branches
whose norm diminishes below a positive threshold cease to exist. Then some experiments that for
the standard Everett view would seem safe are instead fatal for the participants. The Born rule
arises dynamically in emergent systems with extended regular past. It and, consequently, quasi-
deterministic macroscopic evolution emerge in systems that allow cosmological inflation but not in
typical random ones. This resolves the Boltzmann brain problem. We explain how inflation creates
new physical degrees of freedom around the Planck scale. Quantum entanglement for the emergent
fields is trivial because their wave function, up to its representation, is material.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SKETCH OF THE
RESULTS

A. Fundamental questions resolved

Today quantum mechanics—including quantum field
theory as its relativistic generalization—enjoys the sta-
tus of one of the most impeccable and yet the most coun-
terintuitive theory of the natural world. It has flaw-
lessly passed a century of accurate experimental tests.
So deeply has it permeated the contemporary physical
picture that in the search for the ultimate “theory of
everything” some physicists regard its principles as fun-
damental postulates. Popular approaches to unifying the
Standard Model of particle physics and general relativ-
ity (e.g., by string theory, supergravity, or loop quantum
gravity) usually impose them axiomatically.

Yet ever since its inception, quantum mechanics has
seemed to defy logic. To this day, broad disagreement
persists even on its consistent formulation. Many of its
various “interpretations” are not alternative formulations

of the same theory but are nonequivalent physical the-
ories. They imply different fundamental organization
of nature and different results for certain, in principle,
plausible experiments. The mechanism for wave func-
tion collapse, origin of the probability for predicted al-
ternate outcomes and their physical status, or quantum-
mechanical description of gravity remain debated.

Everett’s Ph.D. thesis [1] partly demystified quantum
mechanics. It demonstrated that the standard Copen-
hagen interpretation can abandon the awkward postu-
late of probabilistic (and, by Bell’s theorem [2], nonlo-
cal and superluminal) collapse of a wave function during
measurement. In the Everett’s picture, the perceived col-
lapse of the wave function is the natural decoherence of
its separate terms (branches) [3–7]. Nonetheless, the as-
signment of probabilities to measurement outcomes in it
remains a postulate. The Born rule cannot be derived
only from the other standard postulates of quantum me-
chanics.1 The world’s consequent splitting into numer-
ous co-existing branches of “alternate realities” is also
worrisome or objectionable to many people. Different
approaches continue to be explored [9–18].

The origin of many other fundamental physical prin-
ciples has likewise remained unclear. The fundamental
questions addressed by the presented work include:

1. Why does nature obey physical laws? Why does it
obey the laws that we observe [19–21]? Why do the
core numerical parameters of the Standard Model
of particle physics remain constant [22] in time and
space?

2. What is the dynamics on the short scales (e.g.,
the Planck scale) where the Standard Model and
canonically quantized general relativity [23] break
down?

3. Why do time and space unify in the classical rela-
tivistic description of nature but they conceptually
differ in quantum description even of relativistic
systems?

4. Why is the physical dynamics observed to be local
in spacetime?

5. Do the alternate Everett worlds exist? If yes, why
do we find ourselves in a given branch with prob-
ability proportional to the squared norm of the
branch’s wave function [24–29]?

1 Indeed, this paper will describe scenarios where the Born rule
fails but the other postulates of quantum mechanics hold. (E.g.,
see the end of Sec. XII B.) This does not contradict Gleason’s
theorem [8], proving that the Born rule is the only option for a
probability measure on a Hilbert space, because then probabil-
ity is not a measure on the Hilbert space in the sense required
by [8]. Namely, then the probability is defined for the alternate
outcomes of a quantum process but not for any set of orthogonal
subspaces of the Hilbert space.
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6. Do the quantum-mechanical postulates and the
physical Lagrangian follow from deeper, more el-
ementary and natural principles?

7. Why is our observable universe consistent with in-
flationary past, rather than is one of the more
generic anthropically suitable configurations of
matter and metric fields [30–34], including “Boltz-
mann brain” worlds [35–37]?

8. Does and, if yes, how does eternal cosmological in-
flation [38, 39] create new physical degrees of free-
dom? Can inflation ultimately “run out” of the
new small-scale degrees of freedom?

9. What is the precise initial state of the short-scale
modes during inflation [40]?

10. How to reconcile unitarity of quantum evolution
with apparent loss of information during the Hawk-
ing evaporation of a black hole [41, 42]? What
would an observer who falls into a black hole see
at its horizon [43–45]? What happens at its center
and at the end of the evaporation?

Below and in a companion paper [46], studying black
holes, we suggest a surprisingly simple and natural res-
olution of all these questions. We show that elementary
and generic static structures give rise to materially ex-
isting evolving wave functions of phenomenologically vi-
able quantum-field worlds. The Born rule indeed relates
these emergent wave functions to the probability for their
internal inhabitants to observe various branches of their
quantum evolution. These worlds are bound to evolve by
dynamical laws and from initial conditions that resemble
and for some of the worlds apparently coincide with those
that govern our universe. The generality and omnipres-
ence of the basic constituents for the emergent quantum
worlds suggest that our physical environment has similar
origin. For the emergent physical worlds, possibly includ-
ing our observed universe, we answer the listed above and
several other important fundamental questions.

B. Sketch of the results

This subsection is an overview of the entire natural
picture developed in the paper. The reader should re-
member that this part is only a qualitative sketch of the
results obtained systematically and described rigorously
in the main sections.

1. Emergent wave function

Consider a light field during cosmological inflation. Its
modes of frequency much higher than the Hubble rate
of the inflationary expansion are almost in the ground
state. (Otherwise, pressure of the modes’ excitations

would prevent inflation: eqs. (277–278) and the text be-
tween them.) The wave function of the ground state for
a free field is almost Gaussian: for its N modes

ψ(q) ≈
N∏
m=1

(
π−

1
4 e−

1
2 q

2
m

)
= π−

N
4 e−

1
2

∑
m q2m (1)

where qm are the appropriately normalized amplitudes of
the modes. The physically viable emergent fields studied
in the main sections are interacting. Their ground state
is hence not expected to resemble the Gaussian form (1).
Yet let us continue the illustration by assuming negligible
interaction and the modes’ initial wave function (1).

Are there elementary structures that are described by
eq. (1) and that can materially represent [47] this wave
function, unchanged in the Heisenberg picture of quan-
tum mechanics? The Gaussian dependence (1) arises
in almost any collection of many objects, regardless of
what the word “object” stands for. It is sufficient that
the objects or their groups possess numerous indepen-
dent quantifiable properties. Of course, properties Qp,
p = 1, 2 . . . , of many familiar physical or mathematical
objects have non-Gaussian distribution. Nevertheless,
general linear combinations of many independent prop-
erties, Qn =

∑
p c

n
p Q

p, are distributed by the universal
Gaussian law, at least, under the conditions of the cen-
tral limit theorem of probability theory. Thus N typi-
cal uncorrelated and appropriately normalized “generic
properties” Qn are indeed distributed by (1).

Consider a large but finite collection of ob-
jects {a}. Select randomly N their generic properties
(Q1, . . . , QN ) ≡ Q. The distribution density V(Q) of the
selected N properties is a sum of Dirac’s delta functions:

V(Q) =
∑
a

δ(N)(Q−Qa) . (2)

Here Qa ≡ (Q1
a, . . . , Q

N
a ) are the values that the N se-

lected properties take for the a’th object. At a sufficiently
coarse resolution ∆Q the discrete distribution V(Q) ap-
pears as a smooth distribution Ψ(Q) that is compatible
with the Gaussian form. Expand the smooth fit Ψ(Q)
into linear combinations of linearly independent, smooth
basis functions Bq(Q):

Ψ(Q) =

∫
dq ψ(q)Bq(Q) . (3)

Fig. 1 illustrates this, with more details in Sec. III and
its Fig. 3. The linear space of linear combinations
of Bq(Q) will become the Hilbert space of quantum states
(Sec. IV). The complex structure of the Hilbert space and
its unique Hermitian product that is related to objective2

2 Refs. [24–27] suggest that probability may be subjective. They
propose that the branches where the Born rule for outcomes of
repeated experiments is strongly violated develop on a par with
the branches abiding by it. They then propose to account for only
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FIG. 1. (a). The discrete distribution V(Q) of the generic quantifiable properties Q ≡ (Q1, . . . , QN ) at a finite resolution can be
approximated by a smooth function Ψ(Q). (b). View this Ψ(Q) as a superposition of smooth basis functions Bq(Q) multiplied
by coefficients ψ(q). (c). The wave function of the emergent physical fields is a continuous set of the alternative, equivalent
presentations ψ(q) of the smoothed basic distribution Ψ(Q). I.e., the fields’ evolving wave function is composed of {ψ(q)} for
a continuous set of choices of the basis {Bq(Q)}. The appropriately rescaled independent arguments (q1, . . . , qN ) ≡ q of ψ are
identified with the amplitudes (φ(k1), . . . , φ(kN )) of the fields’ dynamical sub-Planckian modes. Then the local field opera-

tors φ̂ι(x) for the elementary particles of various types ι are linear combinations of the operators q̂m, where q̂mψ(q) ≡ qmψ(q)
[e.g. (98)]. (Continued in Fig. 2.)

probability in the emergent physical world will appear as
explained in Sec. IV.

The possibilities for continuous linear transformation
Ψ(Q)→ ψ(q) for various sets of smooth basis func-
tions Bq(Q) in (3) seemingly vastly outnumber the trans-
formations of quantum evolution with a specific Hamil-
tonian or specific Lagrangian density. Yet the identi-
cal concern applies to the standard axiomatic quantum
mechanics. Sec. II will prove that if the quantum su-
perposition principle is an absolute law then a state ψ
can evolve into a state ψ′ = exp(−i

∫
Ĥ ′dt)ψ with any

Hamiltonian Ĥ ′(t) that continuously transforms the sys-
tem’s pointer states [4, 7], stable to decoherence, into
other pointer states. Then a typical internal observer
of a quantum field system would see that the particle
masses and couplings change arbitrarily and inherently
unpredictably (Sec. II).

The observer would then perceive the dynamical laws
changing unpredictably over the shortest conceivable
timescale. Subsystems of such a world cannot develop
into internal intelligent observers by natural biological
evolution. To prove it, let us define intelligence broadly
as the ability to predict future consequences of given
conditions. Only by successfully anticipating future out-
comes, an organism can choose an action that will benefit
it, whether in distant or immediate future. If the laws

the branches where repeated experiments are consistent with the
Born rule because only these branches contain “rational” inter-
nal observers. However, for example, our lives would proceed
normally even when all the Stern-Gerlach experiments returned
substantial disagreement with the Born rule as long as the rest
of the world, save the Stern-Gerlach experiments in every labo-
ratory, runs as usual. This and similar examples show that the
proposal of Refs. [24–27] contradicts to our observations. We find
below that in the emergent systems the probability of following
various branches of quantum evolution is objective and does not
depend on the presence of an observer.

of dynamics changed unpredictably on all scales, predict-
ing future outcomes would be impossible. In particular,
adaption to the current environment would not help a
prospective biological subsystem and its replicas to sur-
vive the new, unpredictably changed fitness criteria. The
random change of dynamical laws thus disallows biologi-
cal evolution and evolutionary development of intelligent
observers, even those that might differ drastically from
the familiar chemistry-based life.

Why nonetheless, as far as experimental data [22] and
our daily experience indicate, do the fundamental phys-
ical laws remain constant in time and space? A propo-
sition: “Because only this dynamics has produced in-
telligent life,” is unsatisfactory. Even if the anthropic
principle uniquely restricted physical evolution since the
beginning of the Big Bang up to, e.g., development of the
human civilization, that alone would fail to explain why
the experiments continue to find the core physical laws
inflexible. Why do “fundamental” dimensionless phys-
ical constants not vary even within limits safe for our
continuing existence?

2. Origin of physical laws

A key to understanding why nature evolves by un-
changed and, incidentally, highly symmetric dynamical
laws may be the following. Many of the known local
symmetries apply not only to the action, specifying the
dynamics, but also to the wave function of the system’s
instantaneous state. This has been long recognized in
canonical quantum gravity [23] but rarely emphasized in
elementary particle physics, where calculations are typi-
cally performed in a fixed gauge and for fields’ correlation
functions rather than the wave function. We will how-
ever find that the symmetries of the wave function, not
only those of the action, are crucial for fundamental un-
derstanding of the physical world.
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The number of independent degrees of freedom for lo-
cally symmetric fields is enormously smaller than for sim-
ilar fields without the symmetry. Neither gauge nor con-
strained modes of locally symmetric fields are their phys-
ical degrees of freedom. The amplitudes of the gauge
or constrained modes are not independent dimensions of
the system’s wave function. The wave function of the
system with local symmetry can hence arise from a ba-
sic structure of considerably smaller dimensionality than
that necessary to produce a wave function of superficially
similar non-symmetric fields.

The second key ingredient for evolution of the emer-
gent fields proceeding by unchanged physical laws is
the discreteness of the distribution V(Q) that under-
lies their continuous wave function. Transformation of
the wave function that breaks its inherent symmetries
increases suddenly and substantially the number of the
fields’ dynamical modes and, hence, the dimensionality of
the configuration space. The resulting continuous wave
function of substantially larger dimensionality cannot be
represented by the same fundamental discrete distribu-
tion V(Q) (Sec. X A). Thus the discreteness of the under-
lying basic structure V(Q) preserves the inherent symme-
try of the emergent wave function during evolution.

The third ingredient is the requirement that the in-
herent local symmetry of the wave function of the fields
uniquely relates their current state to their dynamics.
This applies, e.g., to local supersymmetry. Details of how
a locally supersymmetric wave function at a fixed time
encodes the dynamical laws are described in Sec. X B.
Other symmetries that fix quantum dynamics might as
well be contemplated. Akin to local supersymmetry, they
require physical fields beyond the Standard Model or its
typical extensions for Grand Unification. Their analysis
is postponed to future work. Secs. II, V, and VI show
that pure gauge- and diffeomorphism-symmetric quan-
tum field theories, whether emergent or fundamental,
cannot be logically consistent complete description of na-
ture.

A discrete structure behind the continuous wave func-
tion of physical fields limits the number of their inde-
pendent dynamical variables. It thus protects the local
symmetry that fixes the dynamical laws. There is an-
other compelling motivation to expect the physical wave
function to originate from a discrete structure: this nat-
urally explains the existence of objective probabilities of
quantum outcomes that are governed by the Born rule.
Introductory part I B 6 will outline how the probabilities
and the Born rule arise. This will be described rigorously
in Secs. III and XII.

3. Mapping the basic structure to quantum fields,
spacetime, and physical objects

Let us review how the generic static distribution V(Q)
of (2) represents the standard elements of quantum field
theory and the physical objects of an emergent world.

Their rigorous identification will follow in the main sec-
tions.

Decompose the studied matter and metric fields into
nonlocal modes, e.g., the harmonic modes. Assign every
mode to one of the three classes:
(a). Dynamical modes. They permit independent initial
conditions and evolve by specific equations of motion.
Their amplitudes are in one-to-one correspondence with
physically distinct field configurations.
(b). Gauge modes. Their amplitudes can be set by sym-
metry transformation to any value without affecting the
physical observables.
(c). Constrained modes. Their amplitudes are determined
by dynamical and gauge modes via constraint equations.

For example, the electromagnetic abelian gauge field
Aµ(x) has for every wavevector k: two dynamical modes
(transverse photons with k·A = 0), a gauge mode (with
Aµ ∝ kµ), and a constrained mode (whose amplitude is
determined by the Gauss law).

In compliance with PBR theorem [47], the wave func-
tion of the dynamical modes of emergent fields φι(x)
exists materially. Their wave function is the smoothed
generic basic distribution Ψ(Q) in some of its various pre-
sentations ψ(q), eq. (3). When ψ(q) is identified with the
wave function of a system then ψ’s arguments q should
be identified with the dynamical variables of the system.
The dynamical variables for the emergent fields may be
chosen as the amplitudes of their dynamical modes with
various spatial wavevectors km. These amplitudes are
then identified with appropriately rescaled independent
arguments qm of the presentation ψ(q), q ≡ (q1, . . . , qN ).

In any specific gauge, the local field operators φ̂ι(x) are
then linear combinations [e.g. (98)] of the operators q̂m,
defined by q̂mψ(q) ≡ qmψ(q).

The amplitudes of the gauge modes of the emergent
fields are not coordinates qm of a presentation ψ(q) of
the basic material structure. The gauge degrees of free-
dom are “created” by transforming the materially repre-
sented wave function of the dynamical modes along the
symmetry orbits of the eventual, covering every gauge,
wave function of the fields. The amplitudes of the gauge
modes are the respective transformation parameters ξ. In
other words, the fields’ gauge degrees of freedom ξ are co-
ordinates for a continuous set of the equivalent presenta-
tions {ψξ(q)} of the smoothed generic distribution Ψ(Q).
The rightmost panel c. in Fig. 1 illustrates this.

Finally, the amplitudes of the constrained modes are
determined by the constraint equations for the local sym-
metries of the fields.

The identified quantum field operators φ̂(x) and the
Hamiltonian for their evolution involve no fundamen-
tal material structure other than the basic distribu-
tion V(Q). In particular, there is no external spacetime
for the emergent physical fields. Likewise, the underly-
ing basic objects {a} of part I B 1 are not assumed to be
embedded in any space or time. The generic basic distri-
bution V(Q) is everything that is sufficient to exist funda-
mentally in order to produce the evolving quantum fields,
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FIG. 2. Left: Physical spacetime for the emergent quantum fields arises by constructive interference of their quasiclassical
large-scale modes [23, 48] as discussed in Sec. VII. The remaining, shorter-scale modes of the fields are described by a reduced
wave function, Sec. VII B and [49].
Right: Integrate out all the dynamical variables but the fields φι(x) at a single spatial point x. Familiar macroscopic objects
correspond to the deviations of the resulting space-dependent density matrix from its vacuum value. The fields φ(x) ≡ {φι(x)}
at various spatial points are highly correlated. Their pure state is completely described by a wave function ψ[φ(km)] for the fields’
dynamical sub-Planckian modes. Our observed world is represented by mixed states, with a density matrix ρ[φ(km), φ′(k′m′)],
Sec. XII.

physical objects made of them, their possible internal in-
telligent observers, and the emergent physical spacetime
where those are located and evolve. The field operators
and composed of them operators for observables funda-
mentally are merely artificial rules that help to describe
the physically relevant alternate presentations ψ(q) of the
smoothed generic discrete distribution.

We can similarly identify fermionic field operators,
which obey the canonical anticommutation relations.
Wave functions of emergent systems that contain bosonic
as well as fermionic quantum fields can be identified
with multi-component presentations ψ(q, n) of the same
smoothed generic static distribution V(Q) (Sec. VIII).
These presentations carry bit indices n ≡ (n1, n2, . . . ),
nm ∈ {0, 1}, to be associated with the occupation num-
bers of the dynamical modes of fermionic fields. The only
basic material structure involved in this representation of
fermions is the same generic distribution V(Q).

Sec. VIII B identifies emergent wave functions of
bosonic and fermionic fields with local supersymmetry.
Unlike the wave functions of fields with gauge and diffeo-
morphism but no other local symmetry, a wave function
of locally supersymmetric fields permits no freedom for
its dynamics (aside from the freedom of setting spacetime
coordinates). Different locally supersymmetric field sys-
tems with physically different Lagrangian densities gener-
ically emerge. In each of them, the Lagrangian density
does not change during evolution of the system. Sec. X
proves that an emergent world with local supersymmetry
cannot continuously evolve into another world that has a
different Lagrangian. We thus expect emergence of differ-
ent physical worlds that evolve by their own unchanged
dynamical laws.

The described emergent quantum fields with gauge and

gravitational interaction are not merely a mathematical
construction. Their wave function objectively exists as
a tangible distinctive entity. For example, it emerges
from the surrounding us material macroscopic objects,
in the role of the basic objects {a} of part I B 1. Yet, as
discussed in Sec. XIV, our physical world is not expected
to arise from its own internal objects. A more natural
option is that the wave function of our world is produced
by a static material structure that exists independently
of any spacetime.

Physical spacetime emerges [23, 48–51] for any sys-
tem whose large-scale degrees of freedom evolve quasi-
classically and whose wave function obeys the Wheeler-
DeWitt equation. The physical spacetime for the emer-
gent fields arises from constructive interference [23, 48]
of their quasiclassical large-scale modes. Sec. VII will de-
scribe comprehensively the emergence of spacetime and
of the Schrodinger equation for quantum evolution in it.
Fig. 2, continuing Fig. 1, sketches the key steps of emer-
gence of the familiar structure of the physical world: the
general relativistic background spacetime and physical
objects that evolve quantum-mechanically in it.

The rightmost part of Fig. 2 illustrates the fundamen-
tal nature of physical objects in the emergent world.
A spatial point with coordinates x is associated with

the operators of particle fields φ̂ι(x) at the respective
value of their continuous parameter x, cf. eq. (98). The
same physical configuration has, of course, many gauge-
equivalent presentations. Spatial arrangement of familiar
physical objects corresponds to the deviation of the ex-
pectation values of space-dependent physical operators—

constructed of φ̂ι(x) and canonically conjugate momenta
operators π̂ι(x), cf. (103)—from their vacuum expecta-
tion values. A pure state of the system would be com-
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pletely described by the wave function ψ[φ(km)], where
φ ≡ {φι}. Its arguments φ(km) are the amplitudes of
the fields’ sub-Planckian modes, as outlined in the next
part I B 4. Sec. XII argues that the state of a physical
universe such as ours is fundamentally mixed. It is fully
described by a density matrix ρ[φ(km), φ′(k′n)].

4. Physics near the Planck scale

The physical degrees of freedom of the studied gener-
ically emergent fields are limited to their sub-Planckian
modes. With comprehensive discussion to follow in
Sec. XI B, let us outline the main points.

Phenomenological evidence for unification of the gauge
couplings suggests that at least up to the energy scale
of grand unification our world is described by 3 + 1 di-
mensional quantum field theory. The grand unification
scale is only two orders of magnitude below the Planck
energy. Sec. XI B or part I B 5 next argue that, while
not inevitable, it is natural to expect that below the
Planck energy the spacetime metric evolves by the stan-
dard Hilbert action of general relativity. Then any ex-
cited state of the field modes of wavelength comparable
to the Planck length gravitationally collapses over about
the Planck time to trans-Planckian energy density.

We consider emergent fields whose evolution (fixed by
local supersymmetry or another mechanism) has no reg-
ular continuation whenever Planckian energy density is
reached. This characterizes at least the typical general
relativistic systems with the Hilbert gravitational action.
Then, of various alternate presentations of Ψ(Q) that
could compose emergent wave functions ψ[φ(km)], only
those presentations that place the fields’ modes of wave-
length comparable to the Planck length to the ground
state can evolve further over a physically meaningful
time. The other presentations do not correspond to
evolving physical systems. This confines the degrees of
freedom near the Planck scale to the ground state. Evo-
lution of sub-Planckian modes of the emergent fields can
then be described by an effective quantum field theory.

Gravitational collapse on spatial scales much larger
than the Planck length is analyzed in detail in a compan-
ion paper [46]. In short, if gravitational self-attraction of
matter overcomes its pressure and the collapse becomes
irreversible then a black hole forms. It slowly converts
the energy of the collapsed matter into an equal amount
of energy in the Hawking radiation [52]. The black hole
information paradox [41] does not arise because quan-
tum information in the collapsed matter abandons the
emergent physical system. Ref. [46] proves that under
local generally covariant dynamics of any fundamental
origin the Hawking radiation cannot return the full in-
formation about the collapsed matter. In the emergent
physical world information vanishes inside the black hole
as the matter under a formed event horizon evolves to
the physical singularity. (Of course, the information in
the underlying basic distribution V(Q), which is static,

remains unchanged.)
The density matrix of the fields outside the event hori-

zon evolves regularly through the complete evaporation
of the black hole [46]. The same applies to the fields
under the horizon at a sufficient distance from the cen-
tral singularity. The degrees of freedom for the outgo-
ing modes of the Hawking radiation emerge from the
Planck scale in an initially trivial state of the vacuum of
short-scale modes in a locally Minkowski frame around
the horizon [46]. Throughout the evaporation, includ-
ing its final stage, the distance from the event horizon to
the physical singularity substantially exceeds the Planck
length [46].

The loss of physical information and consequent break-
down of unitarity for a black hole do not violate
the energy-momentum conservation [46]. Full (non-
perturbative) quantum evolution of the emergent fields
is unitary in regular regions, free of black holes much
heavier than the Planck mass.

5. Regularization of ultraviolet loops

As outlined above, the modes of the studied emergent
fields of wavelength comparable to the Planck length in
regular spatial regions occupy the ground state. The
fields can be described by an effective field theory where
the influence of the near-Planck-scale degrees of freedom
is quantified by counterterms that maintain the inherent
local symmetries of the emergent fields. However, the lo-
cal symmetry transformations are now restricted to those
that affect only sub-Planckian modes.

In particular, transformations of physical evolution,
belonging to the diffeomorphism symmetry group, be-
come restricted to temporal intervals much greater than
the Planck time. Evolution of the emergent fields for spa-
tial and temporal scales smaller than the Planck length
is thus physically meaningless and undefined (Sec. XI B).

Although the considered generically emergent quan-
tum fields are non-renormalizable, evolution of all their
physical degrees of freedom is well defined. It is thus
possible and may be expected that gravity remains non-
renormalizable up to the Planck scale, and that no dy-
namical theory objectively describes our world on the
shorter scales. The physical fields of spin less than
two could evolve by an action that contains renormaliz-
able and non-renormalizable terms. Wilson’s treatment
of renormalization [53–55], with a formal proof in [56],
shows that only renormalizable terms are generic for the
non-gravitational part of the effective action below the
Planck energy.

In the discussed scenario it is physically meaningless
to specify the Hamiltonian for Planck-scale and trans-
Planckian modes. Below the Planck energy, actions that
contain only renormalizable or, for gravity, the closest to
renormalizable terms are concentration points in the set
of all the actions of emergent systems. We can expect
that one of such generic actions describes our observed
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world. The available experimental data conforms to these
expectations.

6. Probability, entanglement, locality

Sec. XI will show that the smoothed generic Gaus-
sian distribution Ψ(Q) of (3) can be transformed into
a multi-branch Schrodinger wave function of an inflating
universe. The wave function complicates further when in
some pockets of space inflation ends and nonlinear cos-
mic structure develops. This corresponds to the well un-
derstood transformation of the simple ground-state wave
function of the inflaton and coupled particle fields into
their today’s global wave function. Our perceived world
is one of its numerous decoherent branches [57].

A wave function that fundamentally is a presenta-
tion of a smoothed discrete basic distribution V(Q) has
an intrinsic uncertainty. Indeed, the discrete distribu-
tion V(Q) can be approximated by slightly different but
equally statistically significant smooth fits Ψ(Q). This
inherent uncertainty in Ψ(Q) translates into an uncer-
tainty in its equivalent presentations ψ(q). An analogy is
the uncertainty in the smooth boundary of any familiar
macroscopic physical object that below certain resolution
is composed of almost point-like elementary particles.

Sec. III constructs a bilinear product 〈·|·〉 with the
following property. Let {ψi(q)} be the decoherent
(Everett’s) branches of an emergent wave function
ψ =

∑
i ψi. Then both ψ and ψ − ψi, for some picked i,

are acceptable smooth presentations of the basic discrete
distribution if and only if

〈ψi|ψi〉 . δχ2
min . (4)

Here δχ2
min is a fixed positive number that depends on the

basic distribution V(Q) and dimensionality of the con-
figuration space of the emergent system but not on the
presentation of its wave function.

Thus when a branch ψi that satisfies (4) is removed
from the overall ψ, the remainder ψ − ψi =

∑
j 6=i ψj con-

tinues to be a smooth presentation of V(Q). Hence the
branch ψi(q), with 〈ψi|ψi〉 . δχ2

min, is not an objectively
existing component of the considered smooth presenta-
tion of the discrete V(Q). Since the squared norm of
every Everett’s branch that has objective material pre-
sentation, i.e., that physically exists, should exceed the
positive value δχ2

min of (4), the number of such Everett’s
branches {i} is finite. This leads to objective and un-
ambiguous probability of various macroscopic outcomes
of quantum processes in the emergent system (Secs. III
and XII).

Unlike the earlier formulations of quantum mechanics,
including Everett’s, we do not impose the Born rule as a
postulate. Instead, we establish that it arises as a result
of dynamical equilibrium, Sec. XII.

For the emergent quantum worlds, the phenomenon
of quantum entanglement across any distance is triv-
ial. Their dynamical variables fundamentally are the

variables q ≡ (q1, . . . , qN ) of a presentation ψ(q) of the
smoothed basic distribution. An entangled quantum
state of two dynamical variables, e.g., q1 and q2, is a
dynamically isolated (decoherent) term ψi(q

1, q2, . . . ) of
the emergent wave function. The variables q1 and q2 are
entangled when the domain of non-neligible probability
|ψi(q1, q2, . . . )|2 is localized in both q1 and q2 so that
specifying one of the variables restricts the other.

Locality of the dynamics of the field operators in the
emergent spacetime likewise follows from the first princi-
ples, Sec. XIV.

7. Resolution of the Boltzmann brain problem

Consider prospective wave functions for the dynamical
modes of quantum-field worlds with internal intelligent
observers. Apparently, the most typical of such randomly
constructed wave functions would be Boltzmann-brain
worlds [35–37]. Outside a region just large enough to
currently harbor an internal observer, they would differ
drastically from the low-energy, low-entropy environment
suitable for life. Cosmological observations starkly con-
tradict this picture.

Sec. XIII shows that the described emergent systems
avoid the Boltzmann brain problem. In short, for them,
the Born rule develops upon establishing dynamical equi-
librium in the evolving ensemble of emergent states
(Sec. XII). Anthropically suitable states of emergent gen-
erally covariant worlds that did not inflate lack extended
regular past. Therefore, their ensemble may not have
sufficient time to achieve the equilibrium. Without it,
all the alternate quantum outcomes, including “weird”
ones, become practically possible. Macroscopic evolution
in such universes, despite their wave functions evolving
by fixed laws, is unpredictable. Then biological evolution
is impossible in principle (Sec. I B 1).

On the other hand, emergent systems that undergo in-
flation can evolve regularly for arbitrarily long duration.
Then the detailed equilibrium (300) inevitably arises and
so does the Born rule (Sec. XII). It results in a physical
world with reasonably predictable quasiclassical macro-
scopic evolution by unchanged laws.

Table I summarizes requirements to a system that can
contain a viable physical world with internal life. The
generically existing structures identified in the paper ful-
fill these requirements owing to their features listed in
the second column of Table I. The third column refers to
the paper sections that describe these features and their
role.

C. Paper outline

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
last part I D of this Introduction specifies the notations.
Sec. II considers an arbitrary quantum theory where the
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Features that Discussed
Requirement

enable it in

Specific dynamics of Discreteness of underlying structure
wave function ψ & Local supersymmetry

Sec. X

Relation of ψ to Discreteness of underlying structure
objective probability & Extended regular past

Secs. III, XII

Concrete, low-entropy Inflation
initial conditions & Singular gravitational collapse

Secs. XIII, XI

TABLE I. Column 1: Requirements to a quantum system that is a physical world with internal life.
Column 2: Features of the studied emergent field systems that naturally produce the required properties.

superposition principle applies absolutely to the evolu-
tion, at least, on the scales presently accessible to exper-
iments. The section proves that its any quantum state
develops physically real paths of the subsequent evolution
by any conceivable, generally time- and space-dependent
dynamical laws. This raises the question of why the dy-
namics of our world does not vary randomly in time and
space.

Sec. III presents the basics for showing how an evolv-
ing, probability-related wave function of particle fields
emerges from the generic discrete static distribution of
arbitrary quantities. Sec. IV describes the emergence
of a complex wave function, Hamiltonian for its evolu-
tion, and probability-related Hermitian product for its
branches.

Sec. V proves that if the dynamics (action) of quan-
tum fields is symmetric under a group of local transfor-
mations then the fields’ wave function ψ[φ(x), t] is also
invariant under changing its field arguments by trans-
formations from this group. The section then constructs
wave functions of gauge-symmetric fields. Sec. VI studies
emergent quantum fields with diffeomorphism symmetry
and their gravitational degrees of freedom. Sec. VII de-
scribes how the static wave function of diffeomorphism-
symmetric fields represents a universe with quasiclassical
spacetime.

Sec. VIII introduces generically emergent fermionic
quantum fields. Sec. IX identifies emergent wave func-
tions of field systems with local supersymmetry. They,
unlike the prospective wave functions of the preceding
sections, evolve by concrete dynamical laws. Sec. X ana-
lyzes the mechanisms that fix the dynamical laws for the
locally supersymmetric emergent quantum field systems.

Sec. XI describes evolution of the studied emergent
fields close to the Planck scale. Sec. XII demonstrates
how different macroscopic outcomes of quantum pro-
cesses in the generically emergent worlds acquire objec-
tive frequentist probabilities that are governed by the
Born rule. Sec. XIII shows that the typical physical
universes that emerge as described avoid the Boltzmann
brain problem and naturally experience cosmological in-
flation.

Sec. XIV summarizes the results. The paper has
three technical Appendices, which derive and summa-
rize some formulas for the main sections. Notably, Ap-

pendix C summarizes the structure of the general lo-
cal (super) symmetry and construction of the symmetric
Hamiltonians.

The paper describes the emergent physical worlds up
to the most basic level. It thus lets us tackle challenges
that require the knowledge of physics at the fundamental
Planck scale. Sec. XI discusses how new short-distance
physical degrees of freedom appear during inflationary or
other cosmological expansion. Opposite to inflationary
expansion, gravitational collapse and the entire Hawk-
ing evaporation of the formed black hole likewise become
fully tractable, and its “information paradox” [41] un-
derstood [46]. The companion paper [46] describes the
complete evaporation of gravitational black holes, their
central singularity, and the final moments of their evap-
oration.

D. Notations

We employ the units with ~ = c = mP = `P = 1,
where the Planck mass mP and Planck length `P are
related to the Newton gravitational constant G as

`P ≡ m−1
P = (8πG)1/2 . (5)

We use Greek indices µ, ν, . . . for the components of
spacetime tensors and Latin indices i, j, . . . for the com-
ponents of spatial tensors. In a locally inertial frame, or
in tangent Lorentz spacetime, we label the components
of spacetime tensors with Latin indices a, b, . . . and the
components of spinors with Greek indices α, β, . . . .

We apply the spacetime metric signature (−,+,+,+)
and parameterize the metric by the Arnowitt-Deser-
Misner (ADM) decomposition [58, 59]

ds2 = −(Ndt)2 + γij(dx
i +N idt)(dxj +N jdt). (6)

The respective metric tensor and its inverse are

gµν=

(
−N2 +NiN

i Ni

Ni γij

)
, (7)

gµν=
1

N2

(
− 1 N i

N i N2γij −N iN j

)
. (8)
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We lower and raise indices of spatial tensors by the spatial
metric γij and its inverse γij respectively. We denote dif-
ferentiation by a comma, covariant differentiation based
on the spacetime metric gµν by a semicolon, and covari-
ant differentiation based on the spatial metric γij by a
vertical bar “|”.

We label the components of general vectors or coordi-
nates in configuration space with indices n and m. We
denote the components of general field multiplets with
indices ι, κ, . . . . However, we distinguish the multiplets—
including symmetry generators, transformation parame-
ters, and gauge fields—that transform by the adjoint rep-
resentation of the local symmetry group as follows: they
carry indices r, s, . . . for Yang-Mills gauge symmetries;
indices a, b, . . . for the local Poincare symmetry; spinor
indices α, β, . . . for (local) supersymmetry transforma-
tions, and indices A,B, . . . for the general local symme-
try transformations.

Bosonic and fermionic field operators F̂ (x) ≡ {F̂ ι(x)}
at a spacetime point x change under symmetry transfor-
mation as

F̂ (x)→ ˆ̃F (x) = Û−1F̂ (x)Û . (9)

For an infinitesimal vicinity of x in a locally inertial frame

Û = exp(−ξAT̂A) (10)

where ξA are transformation parameters and T̂A are sym-
metry generators. We will consider

ξA=(εa, εab, ξα, ϕr) (11)

T̂A=(iP̂a, iĴab/2,− ˆ̄Qα, T̂r), (12)

for respectively translation in spacetime, Lorentz ro-
tation, supersymmetry transformation, and Yang-Mills
gauge transformation. The operators ξATA form a
graded algebra whose multiplication is the commutator

[ξA1 T̂A, ξ
B
2 T̂B ] = ξB2 ξ

A
1 fAB

C T̂C . (13)

On the right-hand side, fAB
C are the symmetry structure

constants. The order of ξA1 and ξB2 accounts for their
possible anticommutativity.

The transformation parameters for the general local
symmetry transformation are fields ξA(x). These pa-
rameters may not be all independent; for example, see
the zero-torsion (a.k.a. “conventional”) constraint (C30)
of supergravity, e.g., Ref. [60]. The transformation oper-

ator Û in (9) equals

Û = exp

[
−i
∫
d3x ξA(x) ĤA(x)

]
, (14)

eq. (C2).
The Hamiltonian of a diffeomorphism-symmetric the-

ory [eq. (244)] is a linear combination of the symmetry

generators ĤA(x) from the right-hand side of (14). Ap-
pendix C proves that in a theory with locally symmet-
ric dynamics the wave function satisfies the constraints
ĤAψ = 0, eq. (C42).

We denote the operators of bosonic fields by f̂(x) and
of fermionic fields by χ̂(x). We label fermionic mode
occupation numbers, each either 0 or 1, by n. A pure
state of bosonic and fermionic fields is thus specified by
a wave function ψ(f, n).

We write fermionic fields, carrying spinor indices, in
the 4-component Dirac form. We do not fix a represen-
tation of the Dirac matrices γa. The Dirac conjugate of
a fermionic field χ is χ̄ ≡ χ†iγ0. For the supersymmetry
directions of the symmetry transformations (9–12),

ξαTα = ξ̄Q = Q̄ξ (15)

where ξ and Q are anticommuting Majorana spinors in
the 4-component Dirac notation.

For the Fourier transformation of a function ψ(q),
q ∈ RN , we introduce a shorthand notation

d̄Np ≡ dNp

(2π)N
. (16)

Then

ψ(q)=

∫
d̄Np eip·q ψ(p) (17)

ψ(p)=

∫
dNq e−ip·q ψ(q) (18)

and ∫
d̄Np eip·(q−q

′) = δ(N)(q − q′), (19)

where δ(N)(q) is the N -dimensional Dirac delta function.
Likewise we define

δ̄(N)(p) ≡ (2π)Nδ(N)(p), (20)

for which ∫
d̄Np′ f(p′) δ̄(N)(p′ − p) = f(p)

and ∫
dNq ei(p

′−p)·q = δ̄(N)(p′ − p).

Throughout the paper, q and p denote “dynamical vari-
ables,” which describe the physical degrees of freedom in
the configuration and momentum representations respec-
tively. The dynamical variables q should be distinguished
from spacetime coordinates x or spatial coordinates x

of field operators, e.g., of φ̂(x) ≡ φ̂(t,x). Similarly, the
canonical dynamical momenta p should be distinguished
from the spatial wavevector k for the Fourier modes of
field operators, e.g., in

φ̂(x) =

∫
d̄3k eik·x φ̂(k). (21)

We use function notations for functions of a finite num-
ber of variables and for functionals (functions of func-
tions). The quantum-mechanical wave function is de-
noted by ψ(f) and called “wave function” even when
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its argument f ranges over a set of field configura-
tions {f(x)}. Since we may approximate a continuous
function f(x) by its discretizations {f(xn)} on a series
of progressively refined grids, a functional ψ[f(x)] can
be regarded as the limit of regular functions ψ(q) of an
increasingly large number of variables qn ≡ f(xn).

Accordingly,
∫
df denotes both the ordinary (e.g. Rie-

mann) and functional integral with a measure df . The
Dirac delta function δ(f) is defined for any—discrete,
continuous, or function—argument f by∫

df ′ δ(f − f ′)ψ(f ′) ≡ ψ(f) (22)

for any map ψ(f).

II. FREEDOM OF QUANTUM EVOLUTION

Experiments and observations provide solid evidence
that quantum principles apply to the physical world
from the smallest scales probed by the particle collid-
ers to macroscopic and even cosmological distances. The
validity of quantum description at the accessible mi-
croscopic scales is verified, for example, by the preci-
sion measurement of scale “running” of the renormal-
ized couplings and other parameters of the Standard
Model due to quantum radiative corrections. At larger
scales experiments confirm accurate and detailed predic-
tions of atomic and condensed matter physics, relying
on quantum description of the electrons and electromag-
netic field. On macroscopic scales quantum mechanics
has also been tested with precision in quantum optics,
quantum networks and communication, and other exper-
iments (e.g., recently, with massive mechanical oscilla-
tors [61]). Even for the largest observable cosmologi-
cal distances quantum entanglement and the superpo-
sition principle are strongly favored with the successful
predictions of the inflationary paradigm, explaining the
observed cosmological inhomogeneities as amplified vac-
uum quantum fluctuations.

This section highlights a peculiar logical consequence
of the cornerstone superposition principle of quantum
physics on the accessible scales. This observation will
guide us toward identifying in Secs. III-X realistic dy-
namical quantum fields as emergent phenomena in the
generic set of almost arbitrary static entities.

Let us consider quantum degrees of freedom that are

described by commuting (bosonic) field operators f̂ ι(x).
Their discrete label ι denotes a field type or/and specifies
the component of a field multiplet (e.g., spin or isospin
projection). The continuous label x of the field operators
belongs to a 3-dimensional manifold. It can be physically
interpreted as the spatial coordinates in some coordinate
frame of the physical points associated with the respec-
tive field degrees of freedoms.

Since the field operators f̂ ι(x) commute, we can ex-
pand any pure quantum state |ψ〉 over their simultaneous

eigenstates |f〉, for which f̂ ι(x)|f〉 = f ι(x)|f〉, as

|ψ〉 =

∫
df ψ(f) |f〉 . (23)

Here df ≡
∏
ι,x[df ι(x)] and ψ(f) ≡ ψ[f ι(x)]. Normaliz-

ing the eigenstates |f〉 to the delta function (22),

〈f ′|f〉 = δ(f ′ − f) , (24)

we arrive at representing the state |ψ〉 by its wave func-
tion ψ(f). By (23–24), the Hermitian product of quan-
tum states is

〈ψ1|ψ2〉 =

∫
df ψ∗1(f)ψ2(f) . (25)

We define the operators of canonical momenta fields
π̂ι(x) as the operators that are canonically conjugate to

the local fields f̂ ι(x):

π̂ι(x)ψ(f) ≡ −i δ

δf ι(x)
ψ(f) . (26)

The operators f̂ ι(x) and π̂ι(x) obey the canonical com-
mutation relations

[f̂ ι(x), π̂κ(y)] = iδικδ
(3)(x− y) , (27)

where δικ and δ(3)(x) are respectively the Kronecker sym-
bol and Dirac delta function.

We now consider an arbitrary analytic function H ′ of

the operators {f̂ ι(x)} and {π̂ι(x)}:

H ′(f̂ , π̂)=
∑
n

∫
d3x1 d

3x2 . . . d
3y1 d

3y2 . . . × (28)

× Kκ1κ2...
n ι1ι2...(x1,x2, . . . ;y1,y2, . . . ) ×

× f̂ ι1(x1)f̂ ι2(x2) . . . π̂κ1
(y1)π̂κ2

(y2) . . . .

To avoid ambiguities, let us use only functions H ′(f̂ , π̂)
with a finite number of terms in the sum (28) and with

a finite number of operators f̂ ι and π̂κ in each of the
terms. Also let us apply only the kernels Kn that yield

well-defined convergent integrals in H ′(f̂ , π̂)ψ.
For a real ∆t, let

Û ≡ exp(−iĤ ′∆t) , (29)

where

Ĥ ′ ≡ H ′(f̂ , π̂) (30)

of (28). Further, let

f̂ ′ι(∆t,x) ≡ Û−1f̂ ι(x) Û ,

π̂′ι(∆t,x) ≡ Û−1π̂ι(x) Û .
(31)

The similarity transformation (31) is canonical, i.e., it
preserves the commutation relations (27).

Take Ĥ ′ to be Hermitian: Ĥ ′† = Ĥ ′. The hermitic-
ity imposes some straightforward constraints on the ker-
nels Kn in (28), but the remaining freedom for choosing
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these kernels is still vast. The corresponding operator Û
of (29) is unitary: Û−1 = Û†. Hence for any function

O(f̂ , π̂) and any state |ψ〉 we have

〈ψ|O(f̂ ′, π̂′) |ψ〉=〈ψ| Û−1O(f̂ , π̂) Û |ψ〉 =

=〈ψ′|O(f̂ , π̂) |ψ′〉 (32)

with

|ψ′〉 = Û |ψ〉 . (33)

When Ĥ ′ coincides with the Hamiltonian Ĥ of a phys-
ical field system then in the Schrodinger picture of quan-
tum mechanics the system that is initially in a state |ψ〉
evolves over the time span ∆t into the state (33). We

will however be interested in Ĥ ′ 6= Ĥ.
For the arguments of the rest of this section, including

its important conclusion, we may also take some of the

operators f̂ ι(x) and π̂ι(x) to be fermionic. The commu-
tator in the canonical eq. (27) should then be replaced
by the usual commutator/anticommutator [., .} that ac-
counts for the grading of its arguments. With fermions,
we specify a quantum state by a wave function ψ(f, n),
where f stands for the independent bosonic fields and
n for the occupation numbers, 0 or 1 each, of dynamical
modes of the fermionic fields (Sec. VIII).

A. Freedom of evolution in Heisenberg picture

In the Heisenberg picture |ψ〉 is static. Physical evolu-
tion is manifested as the change of the operators for ob-
servables, e.g., the energy-momentum tensor, density of
a current, a field-strength tensor, or their averages over a
finite region. An observable that at a time t corresponds
to an operator

Ô = O(f̂ , π̂) , (34)

where O is an analytic function of the displayed argu-
ments, at a new time t+ ∆t becomes

Ô′∆t = Û−1O(f̂ , π̂) Û = O(f̂ ′, π̂′) , (35)

where f̂ ′ and π̂′ are given by (31) with Ĥ ′ set to the phys-

ical Hamiltonian Ĥ. The system’s state at the new time
is the same Heisenberg state |ψ〉 that is now regarded as
a linear combination of the eigenstates of the operator
for the evolved observable Ô′∆t.

We now make our first key observation. Let the Hermi-
tian operator Ĥ ′ in (28) differ from the physical Hamil-

tonian Ĥ. Then the operator Ô′∆t in (35), obtained

by Û of (29) with Ĥ ′ 6= Ĥ, is still a Hermitian opera-

tor. The transformations Ô → Ô′∆t of various physical

operators Ô form a continuous one-dimensional group
of similarity transformations, parameterized by ∆t ∈ R.
For several observables Ôι, the respective Ô′ι∆t satisfy
the same commutation/anticommutation relations as the

original Ôι do.

Most of the arbitrary “alternative Hamiltonians” Ĥ ′

do not possess pointer states, stable to decoherence under
the evolution by Ĥ ′. Yet for a typical physical system we
can contemplate many Ĥ ′ 6= Ĥ with pointer states that
smoothly continue the evolution of the earlier pointer
states of the system. For example, consider a Hamilto-
nian where some particle masses and couplings or the cos-
mological constant change from their current values adi-
abatically, so that short-scale degrees of freedom retain
the ground state. The projections of |ψ〉 on the evolv-

ing pointer states of the alternative Hamiltonian Ĥ ′ then
develop into the Everett branches of evolution with Ĥ ′.
If the quantum superposition principle is an exact law
of nature then these branches should be as real for their
inhabitants, evolving from our current state by the alter-
native Hamiltonian, as a future branch of the evolution
with the unchanged Hamiltonian will be for its inhabi-
tants. Hence it should be more likely for us after any
current moment to experience the evolution described by
one of the alternative Hamiltonians compatible with our
well-being, rather than by the unchanged past one.

This conclusion stands even if one insists that the wave
function of a physical system should not be considered
independently of a specific Hamiltonian Ĥ. Indeed, for
many Ĥ ′ 6= Ĥ we can arrange a measurement of the pro-
jections of |ψ〉 on the eigenstates of the operators Ô′ι∆t,
obtained by transforming the observables Ôι with the
alternative Ĥ ′. Let |1′〉 and |2′〉 be such Ô′ι∆t eigen-
states with different eigenvalues. Suppose, for simplicity,
|ψ〉 = |1′〉+ |2′〉. During the suggested measurement the
joint state of a studied subsystem |ψ〉 and of the rest of
the system (|ext〉, representing the detector, observers,
and environment) changes as

|ψ〉|ext〉 =
(
|1′〉+ |2′〉

)
|ext〉 → |1′〉|ext1′〉+ |2′〉|ext2′〉 .

After a typical measurement, the states |ext1′〉 and |ext2′〉
for the macroscopic environment decohere. Subsequent
observations of the studied subsystem for the observers,
who are part of |ext〉, then become confined either only
to the branch |1′〉|ext1′〉 or only to the branch |2′〉|ext2′〉.
This is identical to evolution of the subsystem |ψ〉 with

the alternative Hamiltonian Ĥ ′.
The above assumes that the detector and observer re-

tain their integrity and continue to operate in their re-
spective roles when they themselves evolve by the mod-
ified Hamiltonian Ĥ ′. It is a reasonable assumption for
some modifications of the Hamiltonian, e.g., for moder-
ate and smooth variation of the cosmological constant
that yet exceeds the current observational constraints on
its time dependence by orders of magnitude.

Why, despite the presented arguments, the experi-
ments consistently indicate quantum evolution by un-
changed fundamental physical laws, constant in time and
space? Importantly, we cannot resolve this paradox by
simply assuming a multitude of worlds with all the con-
ceivable Hamiltonians [19, 20] and suggesting that only
the world with our Hamiltonian is life-friendly. The ques-
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tion concerns our own world. Why of all the choices
for quantum evolution that should materialize here and
now, do we witness only spacetime-independent dynam-
ics? Why do its local laws avoid the variations that
would be readily detectable while compatible with non-
disrupted continuation of our lives?

B. Repeat in Schrodinger picture

We now reformulate the above considerations in the
Schrodinger picture. Let at a time t the system be in a
pure state with a wave function ψ(f). By the Born rule,
then |ψ(f)|2 is the probability density in the configura-
tion space {f}. Let a function ψ′(f ′) be the result of
invertible convolution of ψ(f) with some kernel U(f ′, f):

ψ′(f ′) =

∫
df U(f ′, f)ψ(f). (36)

Transformation (36) is unitary with respect to the Her-
mitian product (25),∫

df ′ |ψ′(f ′)|2 =

∫
df |ψ(f)|2, (37)

whenever∫
df ′ U∗(f ′, f1)U(f ′, f2) = δ(f1 − f2) . (38)

Consider unitary evolution (33) of a state |ψ〉 with

Û = exp[−iH ′(f̂ , π̂) dt]. The Feynman path integral lets
us present (33) as convolution transformation (36) of the
state’s wave function ψ(f) = 〈f |ψ〉. For an infinitesi-
mal dt

ψ′(f ′) =

∫
df d̄π ei[(f

′−f)·π−H′(f,π) dt] ψ(f) , (39)

where

f ·π ≡
∫
d3x

∑
ι

f ι(x)πι(x) (40)

and the momentum measure d̄π for a finite number of dy-
namical variables is defined by (16). For a wave function
(functional) whose argument f = {f ι(x)} is a function,
the measure d̄π is defined by the condition∫

d̄π ei(f
′−f)·π = δ(f ′ − f) , (41)

generalizing eq. (19). We can verify equivalence of the
Schrodinger transformation (33) and of the convolu-
tion (39) by noting that the evolving wave function in
both cases satisfies the same first-order differential equa-
tion

∂

∂t
ψ′ = −iH ′(f,−i δ

δf
)ψ′ (42)

with the same initial condition ψ′|dt=0 = ψ.3 Wave
function evolution over a finite time span ∆t fol-
lows by repeating the infinitesimal transformation (39)
∆t/dt times. The limit dt→ 0 then yields the respec-
tive convolution kernel U(f ′, f) in the standard Feynman
path integral form.

We now reformulate the “key observation” of the previ-
ous subsection II A in the Schrodinger picture. Let ψ be
the wave function of a physical system at a time t. Con-
sider its equivalent presentation ψ′ obtained by any con-
volution (36) that satisfies the unitarity condition (38).
Any real Hamiltonian function H ′(f, π) generates a con-
tinuous group of such convolutions through (39).

Let Ô = O(f̂ , π̂) be a Hermitian operator for an ob-
servable. At the current time t the probability of finding
various values of this observable equals the squared norm
of the projections of ψ on the eigenstates of Ô. Asso-
ciate ψ′ of (39) and the squares of its projections on the

eigenstates of the same (not evolved) operator Ô with a
different time moment t′. Given the existence of ψ, its
transform (36) also exists as the presentation of the same
physical state in another basis of the quantum Hilbert
space. This presentation of the state is its Schrodinger-
picture wave function that has evolved from t to t′ by the
Hamiltonian Ĥ ′.

III. PRESENTATIONS OF SMOOTHED
DISCRETE DISTRIBUTION CAN FORM WAVE

FUNCTIONS

The paper will show, starting from this section, that
certain presentations of the distribution of the generic
properties of static entities of practically any nature com-
pose the evolving wave functions of phenomenologically
viable physical worlds. The dynamics and initial con-
ditions for some of these worlds match those for our
observed universe, which therefore possibly has a simi-
lar fundamental origin. These wave functions, existing
materially, determine the objective frequentist probabil-
ities of alternate outcomes of quantum processes in the
emergent worlds. By studying instead of an abstract,
axiomatically defined wave function the concrete entities
with the identical properties and a specific and simple
implementation, we will be able to track down answers
to several long-standing fundamental questions, includ-
ing all of those listed in Sec. I A. We also determine how,
despite the arguments of Sec. II, the Lagrangian density
for observed quantum evolution can remain constant in
spacetime.

3 Ĥ′ ≡ H′(f̂ , π̂) may contain products of non-commuting opera-

tors f̂ and π̂. Then for the equivalence of eqs. (33) and (39) we
order these products in the Hamiltonian operator (29) so that
all the momenta π̂ stand to the right, as in (28).
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FIG. 3. (a). The red vertical lines illustrate a one-dimensional discrete distribution V(Q) of a property that can be quantified
by a real value Q. The distribution V(Q) is binned over intervals of equal width ∆Q. The resulting blue-bar histogram is fitted
with a smooth function Ψ(Q). (b). View Ψ(Q) as a superposition of linearly independent, smooth functions Bq(Q) that are
multiplied by adjustable fitting coefficients ψ(q), eq. (46).

A. Alternate smooth presentations

Consider a large finite set of N entities Ea,
a = 1, 2, . . . ,N , of any nature that permits characterizing
each of the entities by a large number of independent real
properties. Pick a finite number N of their generic inde-
pendent real properties Qn, n = 1, 2, . . . , N . Let Qna ∈ R
be the value that the n-th property takes for the a-th
entity.

As one of many examples, we may think of various
quantifiable characteristics of the individual planets in
the visible universe. We should however remember that
while this or another large collection of known physi-
cal objects can indeed contain emergent evolving systems
whose internal dynamical laws coincide with those of our
physical world, the latter is unlikely to emerge from its
own objects. Nor do we expect the fundamental enti-
ties Ea possibly behind our physical world to belong to
any similar world with space and time. Instead, it ap-
pears more general for that fundamental structure to be
self-contained and unrelated to any external spacetime or
dynamical system. Correspondingly, the typical funda-
mental entities Ea do not resemble familiar physical ob-
jects. They are visualized more appropriately as general
subsets of the set of all the entities that materially exist
(regardless of what it may mean). Each of these sub-
sets possesses many independent or quasi-independent
properties Qn, evaluated for the a’s subset (entity Ea)
to Qna ∈ R.

Let V(Q) be the density of the distribution of the prop-
erties Q ≡ (Q1, . . . , QN ) over the N basic entities, enu-
merated by a = 1, 2, . . . ,N :

V(Q) =

N∑
a=1

δ(Q−Qa) . (43)

The number of the entities whose properties fall in a
range ∆Q ≡ (∆Q1, . . . ,∆QN ) is

∆N =

∫
∆Q

dQ V(Q) , (44)

where dQ ≡
∏N
n=1 dQ

n. Choose a resolution ∆Q such
that every region of the size ∆Q, centered at an ar-
bitrary point Q0, contains many of the basic entities,

i.e., for it ∆N � 1. In addition, let the relative change
in ∆N for such adjacent regions be insignificant. Then
at the resolution ∆Q we can approximate the exact dis-
tribution density V(Q) of (43) by a smooth real func-
tion Ψ(Q). It means that for any window function W (Q)
with characteristic width no smaller than ∆Q and for
any Q’s value Q0∫

dQ W (Q−Q0)V(Q) '
∫
dQ W (Q−Q0) Ψ(Q) .(45)

As illustrated in Fig. 3, to obtain Ψ(Q) we can, first,
bin V(Q) over cells small in comparison to the width
of W (Q) yet sufficiently large for every cell to contain
many basic entities. Second, we fit the binned (i.e.,
coarse-grained) basic distribution with a superposition
of smooth linearly-independent basis functions Bq(Q, t).
Here, t marks various choices of a basis of functions,
whereas the parameter q ≡ (q1, . . . , qN ) distinguishes the
member functions of a given basis {Bq(Q)}. Thus we
match

V(Q)→ Ψ(Q) =

∫
dq ψ(q, t)Bq(Q, t) (46)

so that (45) holds. Importantly, the basis functions
Bq(Q, t) are not required to be localized around any value
of Q.

The alternative choices t of the basis of smooth
functions {Bq(Q)}t form a many-dimensional mani-
fold. A certain continuous family of basis changes
{Bq}t → {B′q}t′ will produce evolution transformation of
the Schrodinger wave function ψ(q, t)→ ψ(q, t′), repre-
senting various temporal instances of an emergent phys-
ical field system. Some of other continuous changes of
the expansion basis reflect the freedom of choosing a
constant-time spatial slice of four-dimensional spacetime
and choosing a gauge for the locally symmetric evolv-
ing fields. Association of the linear coefficients ψ(q, t)
in the expansion (46) with something physically tangi-
ble may become intuitively natural if one considers the
special case where Bq(Q, t) are the harmonic waves of
specific frequencies (as illustrated by Fig. 1.b). Possible
immediate concerns about associating the linear coeffi-
cients ψ(q, t) in the expansion (46) with the wave func-
tion of a physical system are likely to be the following.
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First, the observed physical evolution proceeds by spe-
cific dynamical laws, constant in space and time. Why
should dynamical laws restrict the change of an arbitrary
basis for decomposing the fitting function? The existence
of emergent wave functions of quantum fields with spe-
cific dynamical laws is demonstrated through Secs. IV-X.

Second, the norm of a wave function should determine
the physical probability. We will find that for the sug-
gested association this is indeed the case. Thus, unlike all
the past formulations of quantum mechanics, the proba-
bility of a macroscopic outcome of a quantum process in
the generically emergent systems is not postulated but
follows from the first principles.

Third, ψ(q, t) is real while the physical wave function
is complex. Yet we will see soon, in Sec. IV A, that the
emergent quantum states to develop from the real ψ(q, t)
are naturally described by a complex wave function.

B. Uncertainty of smoothing yields
probability-related norm of states

Consider the linear space spanned by linear combina-
tions of the functions Bq(Q) from a current basis in ex-
pansion (46). Let these linear combinations,

Ψi(Q) =

∫
dq ψi(q)Bq(Q), (47)

have arbitrary real or complex coefficients ψi(q). Corre-
spondingly, Ψi(Q) may be real or complex. The linear
combinations (47) of particular physical significance are
those that will represent dynamically isolated Everett’s
branches of the global wave function of an emergent phys-
ical system.

A norm on a linear space is equivalent to a Hermitian
product 〈1|2〉 for any members |1〉 and |2〉 of the linear
space. One might suggest

∫
dQΨ∗1(Q) Ψ2(Q) as a “nat-

ural” candidate for the Hermitian product of the linear
combinations (47). However, this is unmotivated and,
moreover, unacceptable because the quantity

∫
dQΨ∗1Ψ2

depends on the subjective choice of the arbitrary coor-
dinates Q. It thus cannot specify the objective physical
probability, unrelated to our description of the system.
Since the quantum-mechanical Hermitian product has
unequivocal physical meaning—it determines the prob-
ability of observing a particular branch of the wave func-
tion after a measurement—to understand the emergence
of the physical Hermitian product, let us understand the
emergence of the probability.

Let us bin the discrete fundamental distribution V(Q)
over coordinate cells of a size ∆Q chosen as described just
below eq. (44). Without limiting the generality, let all the
bins have the same size ∆Q. Then, by (44) and (45), the
number of the basic entities ∆Nb in a bin b fluctuates
over the bins about a smoothly changing value

〈∆Nb〉 = 〈Ψ(Qb)〉∆Q (48)

with a variance σ2(∆Nb).

For a finite set of the fundamental entities Ea, the fit-
ting coefficients ψ(q, t) in (46) and the respective smooth
fitting function Ψ(Q) have an intrinsic ambiguity. We
can require the fitting function to minimize some artifi-
cially chosen statistics. A simple and convenient choice
is χ2 statistics,

χ2 =
∑
b

[∆Nb −Ψ(Qb) ∆Q]

σ2(∆Nb)

2

. (49)

For a different choice of the bins or statistics the best
fit somewhat differs. Consider only binning choices for
which in every bin ∆N � 1 but ∆Q is much smaller
than the characteristic variation scales of 〈Ψ(Q)〉. Within
these limits on admissible binning, a fit Ψ(Q) is either
rejected at a statistically significant level for every bin-
ning and sensible statistics or is accepted for all of them.
Thus the notion of Ψ(Q) fitting—up to some unavoid-
able uncertainty—the generic discrete distribution V(Q)
is objective.

In terms of the variance density

v(Q) ≡ σ2(∆N )

∆Q
, (50)

the χ2 statistics (49) equals

χ2 =
∑
b

∆Q

v(Qb)

[
∆Nb
∆Q

−Ψ(Qb)

]2

. (51)

We assume from now on that ∆Nb for adjacent bins are
uncorrelated for any possible suitable binning; hence, lo-
cally v(Q) of (50) is independent of the bin size ∆Q. Un-
der these conditions, ∆Nb is determined, at least locally,
by the Poisson process with the expectation value (48).

Consider a prospective smooth fitting function

Ψ(Q) = 〈Ψ(Q)〉+ δΨ(Q) , (52)

where δΨ(Q), similarly to 〈Ψ(Q)〉, varies negligibly
over Q in any region of the size ∆Q. By 〈Ψ(Q)〉 defi-
nition (48),

〈∆Nb/∆Q〉 = 〈Ψ(Qb)〉. (53)

Averaging the terms on the right-hand side of (51) over
nearby regions over which v(Q) changes negligibly and
applying (53) yields:

χ2(Ψ) = χ2(〈Ψ〉) +
∑
b

∆Q

v(Qb)
[δΨ(Qb)]

2
. (54)

For the smooth δΨ(Q) and v(Q), we replace the sum over
the bins b by an integral and arrive finally at

δχ2(δΨ) ≡ χ2(Ψ)− χ2(〈Ψ〉) '
∫

dQ

v(Q)
[δΨ(Q)]

2
.(55)

This simple formula relates the fitting coefficients ψ(q, t)
in (46) to the probability-connected wave function of an
emergent physical system as follows.
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Suppose that the physical system that has emerged can
be artificially separated into a simple studied subsystem
with relatively few degrees of freedom and the remaining
“environment” with many degrees of freedom. Consider
“evolution” of ψ(q, t) due to continuously changing the
basis {Bq(Q)}t in decomposition (46).

Let this evolution split ψ(q, t) in, for simplicity, two
terms:

ψ(q, t) = ψ1(q, t) + ψ2(q, t) . (56)

They represent two decoherent Everett’s branches
of ψ(q, t) under the evolution, induced by the basis
change. The terms ψ1 and ψ2 in (56) describe differ-
ent states of the entire emergent system, including the
studied subsystem and its environment. These terms de-
cohere because of the interaction of the numerous degrees
of freedom of the environment.

After R repetitions of the process that splits the wave
function as described, we arrive at a superposition of
2R outcomes:

ψ = ψ11...1 + ψ21...1 + · · ·+ ψ22...2 . (57)

Let the splits be caused by a quantum measurement,
e.g., determination of a projection of an election’s spin.
Correspondingly, in (57) an individual term ψr1r2...rR ,
with ri ∈ {1, 2}, represents the measured subsystem
and its environment, including the observer, in the
branch with the specific sequence of the measured re-
sults (r1, r2, . . . , rR).

The alternate, decoherent branches of quantum evo-
lution are typically mutually orthogonal in the Hilbert
space of the quantum system. Indeed, first, a typical
quantum measurement splits the wave function along dif-
ferent non-degenerate, hence orthogonal, eigenstates of
a Hermitian operator of the measured observable. For
example, a measurement of the vertical projection of the
election spin yields the orthogonal spin-up and spin-down
states. Second, after the split and subsequent decoher-
ence, the typical formed “einselected” [7], i.e., stable to
further splitting due to subsystem-environment interac-
tion, branches of future evolution are usually [4, 7] the
orthogonal eigenstates of the subsystem-environment in-
teraction Hamiltonian, which is Hermitian.

The split of the fitting coefficients (56) re-
spectively splits the overall fitting function (46):
Ψ(Q) = Ψ1(Q) + Ψ2(Q). Consider the parameterization-
independent4 scalar product

〈1|2〉 =

∫
dQ

v(Q)
Ψ1(Q) Ψ2(Q) . (58)

4 Let us prove that (58) does not depend on the choice of the
variables Q. A change of the variables Q→ Q′(Q) gives

dQ′ = J dQ

where J ≡ |∂Q′/∂Q| is the Jacobian of the coordinate transfor-
mation. Then, since 〈dN〉 = Ψ dQ = Ψ′ dQ′,

Ψ′ = J−1Ψ .

Let the terms Ψ1 and Ψ2 represent the Everett branches
for evolution by a Hamiltonian that is orthogonal under
this scalar product (Hermitian under the related Her-
mitian product, to be identified in Sec. IV B). Then Ψ1

and Ψ2 are orthogonal under this product: 〈1|2〉 = 0.
Then, denoting the initial (represented by Ψ) state
with |0〉, we have 〈0|0〉 = 〈1|1〉+ 〈2|2〉. More generally,
for repeated measurements and multiple mutually or-
thogonal outcomes Ψi,

〈0|0〉 =
∑

outcomes i

〈i|i〉 . (59)

Sec. XII A will introduce more general realizations of
emergent mixed quantum states. They can be described
by a density matrix ρ(q, q′, t). For them, eq. (59) gener-
alizes to

ρ =
∑
i

ρi , (60)

eq. (284). Decoherence ensures that the off-diagonal
terms ρij , i 6= j, in the pointer state basis rapidly decay
and vanish [7]. For clarity, let us for now focus on pure
states, represented by wave functions. Generalization of
the obtained results to mixed states is straightforward,
Sec. XII A.

Let the evolution of ψ(q, t) of (46) split it and respec-
tively split the overall smooth fitting function Ψ(Q) into
a sum of decoherent Everett’s branches:

Ψ =
∑
i

Ψi . (61)

Consider one of the branches, Ψi. Depending on δχ2 that
results from setting the variation δΨ(Q) in (55) to Ψi(Q),
we can distinguish two qualitatively different situations:

a. When δχ2(Ψi) of (55) is large, removal of the
term Ψi from the sum over the alternate decoher-
ent branches (61) degrades the confidence level of
the overall fit, changing from Ψ to Ψ−Ψi, by an
order of 100%,

vs.

b. When δχ2(Ψi) is small, removal of the branch Ψi

does not qualitatively affect the fit’s confidence
level.

We define (up to a factor of the order of unity) a statistical
significance threshold δχ2

min as the borderline between
these situations.

The variance density v(Q) transforms as

v′ =
dσ2

dQ′
= J−1v .

Thus the right-hand side of (58) is manifestly parameterization-
independent.
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The squared norm 〈i|i〉 of the branch Ψi with respect
to the scalar product (58) equals δχ2(Ψi) of (55):

〈i|i〉 = δχ2(Ψi) . (62)

Suppose that the squared norm (62) of Ψi has fallen be-
low the introduced threshold δχ2

min of unambiguous de-
termination of the fitting function Ψ:

〈i|i〉 . δχ2
min . (63)

Then Ψi no longer represents an objectively existing
branch of the system’s evolution. A quantum state |i〉
may be discussed mathematically, but it has no objec-
tive representation through the underlying fundamental
entities.

It may be helpful to rephrase the above as follows. We
cannot describe the discrete basic distribution V(Q) by
a smooth approximation Ψ(Q) beyond certain precision.
Once we require a fit Ψ(Q) to be too accurate, it can
no longer be acceptably smooth because the underlying
discrete distribution V(Q) is not.

Thus every physically meaningful term in (59) should
exceed the positive threshold δχ2

min. Consequently, in the
emergent physical system the number of the physically
existing Everett branches for the alternate outcomes of a
quantum process is finite. This will let us calculate the
frequentist probability of the outcomes instead of postu-
lating it. It will be the subject of Sec. XII.

As shown, the condition 〈i|i〉 � δχ2
min is necessary for

the branch Ψi(Q) to be an objectively existing compo-
nent of the smoothed generic discrete distribution V(Q).
It yet remains insufficient for the physical existence of
an object described by the wave function Ψi(Q), or by
its equivalent presentations ψi(q). We will see this in
Sec. XII D. Most of our discussion will nonetheless ne-
glect other requirements to objective existence of the ob-
jects represented by the emergent wave function. Thus
for most of the present paper we operationally regard as
physical all the emergent Everett branches whose squared
norm well exceeds χ2

min and whose evolution is unambigu-
ous and regular.

For arbitrary branches |1〉 and |2〉 of an emergent wave
function, the scalar product (58) in terms of the fitting
coefficients ψ(q, t) of (46) at a fixed t is

〈1|2〉 =

∫
dq dq′ ψ1(q)M(q, q′)ψ2(q′) , (64)

where

M(q, q′)=

∫
dQ

v(Q)
Bq(Q)Bq′(Q) . (65)

So far, ψ(q) is real because the fitting function (46) is real.
The next section will show that the standard complex
wave function and the Hermitian product arise for the
emergent quantum systems automatically.

The canonical form for the scalar product,

〈1|2〉 =

∫
dq ψ1(q)ψ2(q) , (66)

follows whenever in (64)

M(q, q′) = δ(q − q′) . (67)

For example, the scalar product (64–65) takes the canon-
ical form (66) for

Bq(Q) = v1/2(Q) δ(Q− q). (68)

Any orthogonal transformation of this basis produces an-
other basis {Bq(Q, t)} where the scalar product (64) also
has the canonical form (66).

IV. EMERGENT EVOLVING WAVE FUNCTION
AND FIELD OPERATORS

We continue to explore emergent quantum systems
whose evolving wave functions consist of alternate pre-
sentations ψ(q) of the smoothed (coarse-grained) generic
discrete distribution V(Q). This section will show that
the emergent systems automatically possess a complex
wave function, local field operators, and probability-
related Hermitian product for the wave function’s dy-
namically isolated Everett branches, becoming quantum
states. The section will also present a simple example of
quantum field evolution constructed from alternate pre-
sentations of the static distribution. This example cannot
describe any physical world by the reasons stated at the
end of the section. Yet based on it, subsequent Secs. V-X
will identify physically viable emergent quantum fields.

A. Emergence of a complex wave function

Consider a presentation ψ(q) of the smoothed V(Q)
for which the scalar product (58) has the canonical
form (66). Expand this ψ(q) over the irreducible rep-
resentations of the abelian group of uniform translation
of its variables q = (q1, . . . , qN ):

q → q′ = q −∆q , (69)

where ∆q ≡ (∆q1, . . . ,∆qN ) is constant (independent
of q). The group (69) corresponds to the various shifts
of the coordinates q for the configuration space of the
emergent system to be identified with ψ(q).

The irreducible representations of the group (69)
are two-dimensional real (one-dimensional complex)
spaces of linear combinations of basis functions
{cos(q·p), sin(q·p)} for any fixed p = (p1, . . . , pN ). The
expansion over them is the Fourier transformation:

ψ(q)=

∫
d̄p
(

cos(q·p) , − sin(q·p)
)( ψr(p)

ψi(p)

)
=

=

∫
d̄p Re

[
eiq·p ψ(p)

]
, (70)
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where

i ≡

(
0 −1

1 0

)
, q·p ≡

∑
n

qnpn , (71)

ψ(p)≡

(
ψr(p)

ψi(p)

)
, (72)

and the real-part function “Re” in (70) selects the upper
component of its two-component argument. The two-
component function (72) is another representation of the
smoothed generic distribution. This representation is
dual to the representation ψ(q). Under a shift (69) of
the variables q, the values of ψ(p) transform as

ψ(p)→ ei∆q·p ψ(p) . (73)

The nature of the dual, “momentum” representa-
tion ψ(p) as the amplitudes of the “waves that com-
pose” ψ(q), eq. (70), for the emergent wave function is
analogous to the nature of the representation ψ(q) it-
self: the amplitudes of the “waves that compose” the
generic distribution of arbitrary quantities [eq. (46) or
Fig. 1]. Quantum physical evolution, discussed starting
from Sec. IV D, intermixes the configuration and momen-
tum representations of the evolving wave function. It is
therefore reasonable that the emergent wave function in
both representations has the same fundamental nature.

We may as well consider the representation that is dual
to the dual representation (72). To this end, we expand
an arbitrary complex ψ(p) over the waves that transform
irreducibly under shifts of its coordinates p:

p→ p′ = p−∆p , (74)

where ∆p ≡ (∆p1, . . . ,∆pN ) is constant. This expansion,

ψ(p) =

∫
dq e−iq·p ψ(q) (75)

where now

ψ(q) =

(
ψr(q)

ψi(q)

)
, (76)

leads naturally to a complex emergent wave func-
tion ψ(q). (In a mathematician’s view, this is a man-
ifestation of the Pontryagin duality for the irreducible
representations of an abelian group.)

In a physicist’s view, for a real ψ(q), eq. (70) defines
only the even (to reflection p→ −p) component of ψr(p)
and the odd component of ψi(p). Odd contributions
to ψr(p) or even contributions to ψi(p) do not change
the left-hand side of (70). However, the wave func-
tion of a physical, observationally accessible state will
be given not by the overall wave function ψ(q) but by
separate terms of its splitting, e.g. (57), into the Everett
branches, which decohere during its evolution. The over-
all sum (57) for ψ(p) ≡ ψr(p) + iψi(p) in the momentum
representation (70) of the real ψ(q) satisfies the condition
ψ(p) = ψ∗(−p). This condition does not however apply

to a term ψi that describes an individual decoherent Ev-
erett’s branch, e.g., a single term on the right-hand side
of (57). For it, we need the general complex ψi(p). In
q-space such a physical state is represented by a two-
component or, equivalently, a complex function ψi(q),
related to ψi(p) by (75):

ψi(q) =

∫
d̄p eiq·p ψi(p) ∈ C . (77)

Thus we necessarily arrive at representing the individ-
ual decoherent branches of quantum evolution by a com-
plex wave function even when the basic elements that
produced the evolving system do not possess a complex
structure. The two key ingredients for the emergence of
the complex representation are:

(i) mixing of the configuration and momentum repre-
sentations of the evolving wave function upon its
evolution;

(ii) decoherence and the resulting isolation of its indi-
vidual Everett’s branches ψi.

To complete the proof of automatic emergence of com-
plex structure that is required for quantum mechanics, let
us show that the linear transformation of the real ψ(q)
in (46) due to a physically relevant change of the ba-
sis {Bq} is linear on the complex space (77). (As seen
next, this statement is not as trivial as it might appear
superficially.)

Let us drop the subscript “i” when referring to an
emergent quantum state that is represented by a sin-
gle Everett’s branch (77). Let a complex ψ(q) of (77)
transform into

ψ′ = Âψ , (78)

standing for(
ψ′r

ψ′i

)
=

(
Ârr Âri

Âir Âii

)(
ψr

ψi

)
. (79)

Here ψr,i, ψ′r,i are real and the operators Âικ are linear.
Complex linearity,

Â (c1ψ1 + c2ψ2) = c1Âψ1 + c2Âψ2 (80)

for any c1, c2 ∈ C, holds if and only if the operator Â
commutes with the matrix i from (71):

Â i = i Â . (81)

Hence for the complex linearity of operators it is neces-
sary and sufficient that

Ârr = Âii , Âri = −Âir . (82)

All the configuration-space coordinate and momentum
operators

q̂n = qn and p̂n = −i∂/∂qn (83)

satisfy this condition. Therefore, they are linear on the
complex space of the wave functions (77). So is complex-
linear any Hamiltonian that is a multinomial or analytic
function of these operators. Thus evolution transforma-
tion generated by such a Hamiltonian is complex-linear.
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B. Hermitian product

We now identify the unique probability-related Hermi-
tian product of the complex wave functions of emergent
states (77).

Consider a smoothed V(Q)’s representation ψ(q)
for which the scalar product (58) has the canonical
form (66). Then, by Fourier-decomposing the real ψ(q)
of (46) with (70),

〈ψ|ψ〉=
∫
dq ψ2(q) =

∫
d̄p
{

[ψr(p)]2 + [ψi(p)]2
}

=

=

∫
d̄p |ψ(p)|2 . (84)

By Sec. III, 〈ψ|ψ〉 quantifies the capacity of a branch
(state) ψi to withstand future splits before it stops being
an objectively existing smooth constituent of the under-
lying discrete structure. Sec. XII will prove that, as a
result, 〈ψi|ψi〉 determines the frequentist probability for
an intrinsic observer in the emergent system to follow
this branch. Likewise, the complex wave function ψ(q)
of an emergent physical state (77) satisfies:

〈ψ|ψ〉 =

∫
d̄p |ψ(p)|2 =

∫
dq |ψ(q)|2 . (85)

Look for a probability-related product of the complex
prospective wave functions (77) in the general bilinear
form

〈ψ1|ψ2〉 = (ψr1, ψ
i
1)

(
M̂rr M̂ri

M̂ir M̂ii

)(
ψr2

ψi2

)
. (86)

Require that the product (86)

(i) reduces to the physical measure (85) for ψ1 = ψ2;

(ii) is linear in its second argument on the complex lin-
ear space (76):

〈ψ1|c ψ2〉 = c 〈ψ1|ψ2〉 ∀c ∈ C . (87)

It is straightforward to establish that these two require-
ments uniquely determine the operators M̂ικ in (86) so
that (86) becomes the canonical Hermitian product:

〈ψ1|ψ2〉 =

∫
dq ψ∗1(q)ψ2(q) . (88)

C. Normal wave function

The considerations presented next suggest that—
regardless of the nature of the underlying fundamental
entities—the smoothed distribution Ψ(Q) of their generic
properties Q takes in appropriate variables the generic
Gaussian form. (However, the corresponding Gaussian
wave function ψgaus(q) in (91) below is generally not the

FIG. 4. Visualization of the generic distribution of N arbi-
trary properties (Q1, Q2, . . . , QN ). We depict its projection
on the plane (Q1, Q2). The concentric circles are isovalue
curves of its fit by the generic Gaussian function (89).

initial wave function of the short-scale modes that ap-
pear from the Planck scale during inflation or during
black hole evaporation. The initial wave function of these
modes is determined as described in Sec. XI B.)

Consider a huge collection of different objects any of
which can be characterized by many independent quan-
tifiable properties. Most properties Qp of practical rel-
evance that characterize objects familiar to us are not
distributed normally. However, the general linear combi-
nations Qn of many independent properties Qp are Gaus-
sian, at least, for the numerous cases that meet the suf-
ficiency conditions of the central limit theorem of proba-
bility theory. For such randomly selected N uncorrelated
“generic properties” {Qn} ≡ Q, it is straightforward to
find a coordinate basis in which their smoothed distribu-
tion Ψ has the generic Gaussian (normal) form

Ψgaus(Q) = A2e−Q
2

. (89)

Here Q2 ≡
∑N
n=1(Qn)2 and a positive parameter A sets

normalization of the distribution.
Fig. 4 visualizes the exact discrete distribution V(Q)

of some N generic properties Qn by the red dots. The
concentric circles in Fig. 4 depict isovalue surfaces of their
smoothed distribution Ψ(Q).

When V(Q) is determined by a local Poisson pro-
cess, described immediately below (51), the variance den-
sity (50) equals:

v(Q) ≡ dσ2

dQ
=
〈dN〉
dQ

' Ψ(Q) , (90)

using (48) and replacing 〈Ψ(Q)〉 by its approxima-
tion Ψ(Q). The presentation ψ(q) of Ψgaus(Q) from (89)
for the canonical basis (68) is therefore also Gaussian:

ψgaus(q) = Ae−q
2/2 , (91)

with q2 ≡
∑
n(qn)2.

The normal wave function (91) has two suggestive
properties. First, it would describe the initial ground
state (the Bunch-Davies vacuum [62]) of the field modes
during inflation if the fields did not interact. Second, it is
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invariant under the Fourier transformation (18). More-
over, it is invariant under the broader, continuous group
of fractional Fourier transformation [eqs. (92–93) below],
arising naturally in the considered structure as seen next.

D. Evolving field operators

We start from a single degree of freedom q ∈ R with a
wave function ψ(q). Its configuration- and momentum-
space representations ψ(q) and ψ(p) are continuously
connected by a Lie group of transformations

ψ → ψ′ = Ûψ , Û = exp(−iĤϕ) (92)

with

Ĥ=
1

2

(
p̂2 + q̂2 − 1

)
, (93)

q̂ ψ(q)≡q ψ(q) , p̂ ψ(q) ≡ −i ∂
∂q

ψ(q) . (94)

An infinitesimal Schrodinger transformation (92) by
ϕ = dϕ is equivalent to the following Heisenberg trans-
formation of the operators q̂ and p̂:

q̂ → Û−1q̂ Û = q̂ + i[Ĥ, q̂] dϕ = q̂ + p̂ dϕ ,

p̂ → Û−1p̂ Û = p̂+ i[Ĥ, p̂] dϕ = p̂− q̂ dϕ .
(95)

Then for a finite transformation parameter ϕ

q̂ → q̂ cosϕ+ p̂ sinϕ ,

p̂ → −q̂ sinϕ+ p̂ cosϕ .
(96)

This Lie group of transformations includes the Fourier
transformation (ϕ = π/2) and the inverse Fourier trans-
formation (ϕ = −π/2). Since the Hamiltonian (93) an-
nihilates the Gaussian wave function ψgaus of (91), the
group of transformations (92), generated by this Hamil-
tonian, leaves ψgaus invariant.

The prospective emergent wave functions of bosonic
fields that will be constructed in this and the next two
sections are not objectively existing physical systems yet.
The end of the current section will show why. Emergent
wave functions of actual physical systems with specific
dynamics (of locally supersymmetric fields) will be dis-
cussed in Sec. IX.

The canonical generic “emergent wave function” ψgaus

from (91) is identical to the wave function of the vacuum
state of a free scalar field in a finite region of space con-
structed as follows. For simplicity, we set the space {x}
to a cube 0 ≤ x, y, z ≤ L with coordinate volume

V = L3. (97)

We impose the periodic boundary conditions on its sides,
i.e., construct a quantum field in a spatial region with
torus topology.

Consider the following Hermitian linear combinations
of the basic operators q̂n and p̂n from (83):

φ̂(x) ≡ 1

V 1/2

∑
m

1√
2ωm

[q̂cm cos(km·x) +

+ q̂sm sin(km·x)]

(98)

where q̂cm and q̂sm are various operators q̂n of the argu-
ments qn of the “emergent wave function” (91),

km ≡
2π

L
m , (99)

and m = (m1,m2,m3) runs5 over the sets of three inte-
gers with |m1,2,3| < M/2. We will specify the positive
real numbers ωm later in (124). In this and the next
section, until promoting the spacetime metric to a dy-
namical degree of freedom in Sec. VI, a·b ≡

∑
i aibi for

any spatial vectors a and b.
Set

ω−m = ωm . (100)

This lets us symmetrize q̂cm and antisymmetrize q̂sm in
m→ −m without changing the sum in (98). We there-
fore require that

q̂c−m = q̂cm , q̂s−m = −q̂sm . (101)

Eq. (98) describes a change of coordinates in the con-
figuration space from {qc,sm } to {φ(xn)}. It is convenient
to take

xn =
L

M
n , (102)

n = (n1, n2, n3) with the integers 0 ≤ n1,2,3 < M .
Also consider a Hermitian momentum field operator

π̂(x) ≡ 1

V 1/2

∑
m

√
ωm

2
[p̂cm cos(km·x) −

− p̂sm sin(km·x)] ,

(103)

where

p̂c,sm ≡ −i∂/∂qc,sm (104)

are the operators canonically conjugate to q̂c,sm . By (101),

p̂c−m = p̂cm , p̂s−m = −p̂sm . (105)

For xn of (102),

[φ̂(xn), π̂(xn′)] =
i

V
δnn′ , (106)

and for any spatial points x and x′,

[φ̂(x), φ̂(x′)] = [π̂(x), π̂(x′)] = 0 . (107)

5 The terms with m = (0, 0, 0) ≡ 0 require special treatment, es-
pecially for a massless field. Yet for a large volume V observable
effects of those terms are negligible. We thus simply disregard
the m = 0 terms and remove them from the sum (98).
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Let F̂ (x) ≡ F (φ̂(x), π̂(x),x) be an arbitrary operator
field that is constructed from the elementary field oper-

ators φ̂(x) and π̂(x) of (98) and (103). Define∫
V

d3x F̂ (x) ≡ V

M3

∑
n

F̂ (xn) , (108)

where the sum has M3 terms. Then (106) is equivalent
to the canonical field commutator

[φ̂(x), π̂(x′)] = iδ(3)(x− x′) . (109)

The Dirac delta function for the integral (108) is defined
by the general prescription (22).

Consider a Hamiltonian6

Ĥ =
1

2

∑
m

ωm

2

∑
ι=c,s

[
(p̂ιm)

2
+ (q̂ιm)

2 − 1
]
. (110)

Evolution (92) that is generated by this Hamiltonian does
not change the Gaussian wave function ψgaus of (91),
which is also its ground state.

Introduce annihilation operators

âm ≡
1√
2

(âcm + iâsm) (111)

where (for j = c, s)

âjm ≡
1√
2

(
q̂jm+ ip̂jm

)
. (112)

For the operators (111),

[âm, â
†
m′ ] = δmm′ ,

[âm, âm′ ] = [â†m, â
†
m′ ] = 0 ,

(113)

and

âmψgaus = 0 . (114)

Given the m→ −m symmetry properties of ωm, q̂c,sm

and p̂c,sm [eqs. (100, 101, 105)], the Hamiltonian (110)
equals

Ĥ =
∑
m

ωmâ
†
mâm . (115)

It generates evolution of the modes of a free field. In par-
ticular, in the Heisenberg picture, the mode annihilation
operators then evolve as

âm(t) ≡ eiĤtâme−iĤt = âme
−iωmt . (116)

With the aforementioned m→ −m symmetry proper-
ties, the local field (98) and its conjugate momentum
field (103) at the current time equal:

φ̂(x)=
1

V 1/2

∑
m

1√
2ωm

(
âme

ikm·x+ â†me
−ikm·x

)
, (117)

π̂(x)=
−i
V 1/2

∑
m

√
ωm

2

(
âme

ikm·x− â†me−ikm·x
)
. (118)

6 One of the factors 1/2 in (110) corrects for counting every cosine
and sine mode twice, at m and −m.

Under the evolution (116), these operators at the general
time become:

φ̂(x)=

∫
d̄3k

1√
2ωk

(
âke

ikµx
µ

+ â†ke
−ikµxµ

)
, (119)

π̂(x)=

∫
d̄3k

√
ωk

2
(−i)

(
âke

ikµx
µ

− â†ke
−ikµxµ

)
. (120)

Here x ≡ (t,x) and kµ ≡ (−ωk,k). We also took the con-
tinuous limit for the field modes (M →∞ at L = const)
and introduced a continuous operator field

âk ≡ V 1/2âm(k) , (121)

with m(k) ≡ round[kL/(2π)], rounded to the nearest in-
teger. For the continuous annihilation operators (121)

[âk, â
†
k′ ] = δ̄(3)(k − k′) ,

[âk, âk′ ] = [â†k, â
†
k′ ] = 0 .

(122)

The fields (119–120) satisfy

∂tφ̂ = π̂ . (123)

The equation for ∂tπ̂ likewise becomes local in x if we
set the frequency parameters ωk ≡ ωm(k) to

ω2
k = k2 + µ2 , (124)

where k2 ≡ k2
x + k2

y + k2
z and µ is a real constant. Then

∂tπ̂ = (∇2 + µ2) φ̂ , (125)

where ∇2 ≡ ∂2
x + ∂2

y + ∂2
z . The corresponding Hamilto-

nian (115) can be expressed as the spatial integral of local
Hamiltonian density,

Ĥ =

∫
d3x

1

2

[
π̂2 + (∂φ̂)2 + µ2φ̂2

]
. (126)

Importantly, the field operators φ̂(x) and π̂(x) evolve
by local equations not only for the Hamiltonian above
but for any Hamiltonian given by spatial integral of any,
possibly spacetime-dependent, local Hamiltonian density,

Ĥ =

∫
d3xH(φ̂(x), π̂(x), x) . (127)

However, the Gaussian function ψgaus is generally no
longer the ground state of the arbitrary local Hamilto-
nian (127).

Add to the non-interacting Hamiltonian den-
sity in (126) other Hermitian local operators

α(t)O(φ̂(x), π̂(x)) with time-dependent c-number coeffi-
cients α(t). Let the coefficients start from zero and grow
adiabatically to one over a characteristic timescale T .
Under the evolution of the initial state ψgaus from (91)
by this Hamiltonian, the modes with frequency ω � T−1

remain in the ground state of the adiabatically changing
Hamiltonian. This demonstrates that requiring the field
dynamics to be local and the high-frequency modes of
the field to be in the ground state is not sufficient for
fixing the Hamiltonian.
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The free scalar quantum field φ̂ with the wave func-
tion ψ(φ) ≡ ψ(q[φ])—constructed from the generic dis-
tribution V(Q) as described—is thus not an objectively
existing emergent quantum system. Its evolution by the
Hamiltonian (127–126) does not stand out from nearby
paths of its continuous evolution by arbitrarily modified
Hamiltonians, local or non-local. As argued in Sec. I B 1,
such systems are in principle unsuitable for biological
evolution and natural development of internal intelligent
observers.

Below we identify other ubiquitously present emergent
quantum field systems whose dynamical laws are fixed.
These systems also possess such features of our observed
physical world as gauge and gravitational interactions,
and they contain bosonic as well as fermionic fields.

V. GAUGE FIELDS

The observed physical dynamics is highly symmetric.
Its equations are invariant under the vast groups of lo-
cal gauge and diffeomorphism transformations. Corre-
spondingly, we will identify emergent quantum fields with
gauge- and diffeomorphism-symmetric dynamics. In this
section we will discuss gauge symmetry. The next Sec. VI
will addresses diffeomorphism symmetry. These symme-
tries do not yet fix the dynamics of an emergent system,
i.e., they do not resolve the fundamental problem pointed
out in Sec. II. However, further Sec. X will demonstrate
that the dynamics of emergent fields with larger local
symmetries, in particular, with local supersymmetry, is
fixed.

A. Locally symmetric dynamics entails symmetric
wave function

Consider an axiomatically introduced quantum field
theory whose dynamics is invariant under a group of local
transformations of the fields. As seen next, the wave
function ψ(f, t) of the fields is then invariant under the
restriction of these transformations to the wave function’s
field arguments, i.e., to the field configurations f(x) at
a fixed time t. To understand this intuitively, consider
the equation for quantum evolution ψ(f, t)→ ψ(f ′, t′) of
bosonic fields in the convolution form (36). Let us for the
moment not worry about defining the integration over df
in (36) for locally symmetric fields—we will prove the
eventual result rigorously later.

Consider a local symmetry transformation that
changes some of the fields f ′(x) at the time t′ but does
not affect the fields f(x) at the time t. Being a sym-
metry of the dynamics, the transformation preserves the
convolution kernel U(f ′, f) in (36). Hence ψ′(f ′) on the
left-hand side of (36) is invariant under this transforma-
tion of f ′. The invariance of the wave function under
such a transformation at the general time t′ is achieved
through initial-value constraints on the wave function

and through the symmetry of the dynamical equations,
preserving the constraints.

We demonstrate the wave function’s invariance for
abelian gauge symmetry explicitly in the next subsec-
tion V B, eq. (147). Appendix A shows it for any
non-abelian gauge symmetry, eq (A21). Sec. VI ad-
dresses diffeomorphism symmetry, eqs. (181–182). Fi-
nally, Appendix C proves this for the general local (su-
per) symmetry, possibly mixing bosonic and fermionic
fields, eqs. (C41–C42).

B. Wave function of abelian gauge fields

We now use alternate presentations of the smoothed
generic static distribution V(Q) to construct prospective
emergent wave functions of fields with gauge symme-
try. This section discusses abelian gauge symmetry and
flat spacetime. Appendix A extends the construction to
renormalizable theories with non-abelian gauge symme-
try and arbitrary metric in 3+1 dimensional spacetime.

First, consider formal (introduced axiomatically)
quantum abelian gauge field theory. Let f ≡ {f ι(x)}
stand for all its fields and π ≡ {πι(x)} denote their canon-
ically conjugate momenta. The Legendre transformation

L(ḟ , f) =
[
ḟ ιπι −H(f, π)

]∣∣∣
∂H/∂π=ḟ

(128)

matches a local Hamiltonian (127) to a local action
S =

∫
d4xL. Let the Hamiltonian be at most quadratic

in the momenta fields. Then we can explicitly take the
integral over d̄π in (39) to obtain

ψ′(f ′) =

∫
[df ] eidS(ḟ ,f) ψ(f) . (129)

Here

dS = dt

∫
d3x L(ḟ(x), f(x)) , (130)

ḟ = (f ′ − f)/dt, and the Feynman path-integral mea-
sure [df ] absorbs the constants from integration
in (39) over the independent momenta πιn ≡ πι(xn) [cf.

eq. (108)]. The action S(ḟ , f) specifies the kernel U(f ′, f)
for evolution (36) and involves only local fields but not
their momenta. Hence, the action is the quantity of
choice for establishing whether or not a local transfor-
mation is a symmetry of the fields’ dynamics.

Consider a renormalizable Lagrangian density7

L =
1

4e2
FµνF

µν − 1

2
(Dµφ)∗Dµφ− V (|φ|2) , (131)

7 We do not treat the complex conjugate field φ∗ as formally
independent from φ. Hence in (131) the kinetic term for φ has
the factor 1/2.
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where

Fµν=∂µAν − ∂νAµ , (132)

Dµ=∂µ − iAµ , (133)

φ = (φ1, φ2) is a complex scalar field, Aµ is a real vec-
tor field, and e is a non-zero coupling constant. This
Lagrangian density is invariant under the gauge trans-
formation

Aµ → Aµ + ∂µϕ (134)

φ→ eiϕφ (135)

for any ϕ(x).
The standard procedure, reviewed for the general

gauge symmetry and metric in Appendix A, matches the
Lagrangian density (131) to the Hamiltonian density

Ĥ = HN (π̂i, π̂ι, F̂ij , Diφ̂, |φ|2) + A0Ĥϕ . (136)

This Ĥ is a function of the displayed local fields and their
canonically conjugate momenta operators

π̂i(x)≡−i δ

δAi(x)
, (137)

π̂ι(x)≡−i δ

δφι(x)
, ι ∈ {1, 2}. (138)

In the last term of (136),

Ĥϕ(x) ≡ −i δ

δϕ(x)
≡

∑
f=φι,Ai

δf

δϕ
π̂f = ĵ0 − ∂iπ̂i (139)

where

ĵ0 =
∂φ̂ι

∂ϕ
π̂ι = iικφ̂

κπ̂ι = φ̂1π̂2 − φ̂2π̂1 (140)

is the matter charge density. Here and below iικ is an
element of the 2×2 matrix i of (71).

Let us show that Ĥϕ(x) of (139) generates the gauge

transformations of the theory operators. Let Ô be an ar-
bitrary operator that is composed of the elementary local

fields (φ̂ι, Âi) and their conjugate momenta fields (π̂ι, π̂
i)

at a common time. The operator Ô varies under an in-
finitesimal gauge transformation as

δϕÔ =

∫
d3x ϕ(x) i [Ĥϕ(x), Ô] . (141)

Its gauge variation is thus produced by similarity trans-
formation (35) with

Û=exp

[
−i
∫
d3x ϕ(x) Ĥϕ(x)

]
= (142)

=exp

[
−
∫
d3x ϕ(x)

δ

δϕ(x)

]
.

The normal component HN of the Hamiltonian den-
sity (136) for the Lagrangian density (131) equals

HN =
e

2

2
πiπ

i +
1

4e2
F ijFij + (143)

+
1

2

(
|π|2 + |Dφ|2

)
+ V (|φ|2) .

It is manifestly gauge-invariant:

δϕĤN (y) =

∫
d3x ϕ(x) i [Ĥϕ(x), ĤN (y)] = 0 .(144)

For a classical field system with the gauge-invariant
Lagrangian density (131) the conjugate to A0 momentum
is identically zero:

π0 =
∂L

∂(∂0A0)
= 0 , (145)

because L of (131) does not contain ∂0A0, In quantum
theory eq. (145) corresponds to the primary constraint

π̂0(x)ψ ≡ −i δ

δA0(x)
ψ = 0 . (146)

By the last equation, the wave function of this gauge-
symmetric system does not depend on the non-dynamical
field A0. In other words, A0 is not an argument of the
system’s wave function.

The wave function should remain independent of A0

after an infinitesimal step of its evolution, dψ = −idtĤψ.
With the Hamiltonian density (136), this is the case only
when the wave function satisfies the secondary constraint

Ĥϕ(x)ψ ≡ −i δ

δϕ(x)
ψ = 0 (147)

[the first identity recalls (139)]. The secondary con-
straint (147) demands that the physical wave function
does not depend on the gauge degree of freedom ϕ, i.e.,
on the gauge choice. We observed in the previous sub-
section V A that this is the general property of the wave
functions of systems with locally symmetric dynamics.

Since the action S for the gauge-invariant Lagrangian
density (131) does not involve ∂0A0, we have

δS

δA0(x)
=

δL

δA0(x)
= − δH

δA0(x)
= −Hϕ (148)

[the last equality above follows from (136)]. The sec-
ondary constraint (147) hence corresponds in the La-
grangian formulation to a requirement

δŜ

δA0(x)
ψ = 0 . (149)

C. Emergent quantum gauge fields

Sec. IV discussed emergent real scalar field oper-

ators φ̂(x) and the canonically conjugate momenta
field operators π̂(x). An emergent complex scalar

field φ̂(x) is straightforwardly composed of two real scalar

fields φ̂ι(x), ι ∈ {1, 2}. To construct φ̂ι(x) and the canon-
ically conjugate π̂ι(x), substitute in (98) each of the op-
erators q̂m (standing for either q̂cm or q̂sm) by two op-
erators q̂ιm of some independent arguments qn of a pre-
sentation ψ(q) ≡ ψ(q1, . . . , qN ) of the generic static dis-
tribution, eq. (46). Then proceed with the rest of the
construction as in Sec. IV D.
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For the pair of the real fields that compose the complex
field we may extend the Hamiltonian density (126) to

Ĥ =
∑
ι=1,2

1

2

[
π̂2
ι + (∂φ̂ι)2 + µ2(φ̂ι)2

]
, (150)

assigning equal mass µ to both components φι. We can as
well consider another path of evolution that is generated
by a Hamiltonian given by a spatial integral of a local

function of the fields, H =
∫
d3x H(π̂ι(x), φ̂ι(x), x). For

it, as noted at the end of Sec. IV D, the dynamics remains
local.

As a possible modification of the Hamiltonian den-
sity (150), consider

Ĥ=
∑
ι

1

2

[
π̂2
ι + (Dφ̂ι)2 + µ2(φ̂ι)2

]
≡

≡ 1

2

(
|π̂|2 + |Dφ̂|2 + µ2|φ̂|2

)
(151)

where

Dφ̂ι ≡ ∂φ̂ι − iικA(x) φ̂κ . (152)

To obtain an emergent gauge-symmetric field system
with the Hamiltonian density (136, 143), identify the am-
plitudes of the transverse modes of the arbitrary vector
fieldA(x) in (152) with additional—independent of qιm—
coordinates qn of the presentation ψ(q).

Specifically, promoteA(x) in (152) to a vector operator
field

Â = ÂT + ∂ϕ (153)

where ϕ(x) is an arbitrary real function on spacetime.
At some reference time t, set

ÂT (x) =
e

V 1/2

∑
m,λ

εmλ√
2|km|

[
q̂cλm cos(km·x) +

+ q̂sλm sin(km·x)
]

(154)

with λ ∈ {1, 2}, εmλ· εmλ′ = δλλ′ , and km· εmλ = 0, giv-

ing ∂·ÂT = 0. The amplitudes q̂cλm and q̂sλm of the
transverse modes are identified with the operators q̂n

of independent basic coordinates qn of the presenta-
tion ψ(q). Now any value of q = (q1, . . . , qN ) specifies
a realization of the complex scalar and transverse vector
fields (φ(x),AT (x)). Finally, for any ϕ(x) in (153), set

ψ(φ,A) ≡ ψ(e−iϕφ,AT ) ≡ ψ(q(e−iϕφ,AT )) . (155)

Consider evolution of the constructed gauge-invariant
prospective wave function (155) with the Hamiltonian
density (136, 143). We can follow this gauge-symmetric
evolution using any ϕ(x). The Hamiltonian density (136)
corresponds to the Hamiltonian

Ĥ = ĤN + Ĥϕ (156)

with a gauge-invariant ĤN and

Ĥϕ =

∫
d3xA0Ĥϕ . (157)

The constructed wave function (155) obeys the sec-
ondary constraint (147). Hence, in the Schrodinger
picture, the Hamiltonian (156) generates a gauge-
independent change of this wave function:

dψ = −idtĤψ = −idtĤNψ . (158)

By (144), the evolving wave function continues to obey
the secondary constraint (147). Hence, it continues to be
invariant under the gauge transformation of its argument
fields.

Eq. (139) shows that the operator −idtĤϕ, with Ĥϕ

from (157), is the operator of the gauge variation by

δϕ = dtA0 . (159)

While, as shown above, gauge transformation does not
affect the wave function, it generally changes field oper-

ators. The evolution of the Heisenberg operators φ̂(x)

and Âi(x) generated by the Hamiltonian (156) hence de-
pends on the temporal component, A0(x), of the gauge
connection field Aµ:

∂tφ̂=i[Ĥ, φ̂] = i[ĤN , φ̂] + iA0φ̂ , (160)

∂tÂi=i[Ĥ, Âi] = i[ĤN , Âi] + ∂iA0 . (161)

Equivalently, in the covariant form,

D0φ̂
ι=i[ĤN , φ̂

ι] , (162)

F̂0i=i[ĤN , Âi] . (163)

The described construction of locally interacting quan-
tum fields could fail at small length scales. Without reg-
ularization of the field dynamics in the ultraviolet limit,
the contribution of short-wavelength modes to the Hamil-
tonian of a typical renormalizable interacting theory for
3 + 1 dimensional spacetime diverges. Later Sec. XI how-
ever shows that diffeomorphism-symmetric, gravitation-
ally interacting emergent quantum fields, whose dynam-
ics can also be gauge-symmetric, are naturally regular-
ized in the ultraviolet limit. Only a finite number of
their modes requires basic representation by independent
dimensions of the fundamental distribution V(Q). The
same Sec. XI identifies a regular physical emergent wave
function of these fields.

Appendix B derives the Hamiltonian for the general
locally Lorentz-invariant, renormalizable, local action of
bosonic fields with arbitrary gauge symmetry, abelian
or not. This Hamiltonian describes quantum evolu-
tion of non-abelian gauge fields without introducing the
Faddeev-Popov ghosts [63]. Evolution by it preserves the
primary and secondary constraints on the wave function,
eqs. (A8) and (A17) respectively. The variables q of a pre-
sentation ψ(q) of the smoothed generic distribution V(Q)
can be mapped to the corresponding matter fields φι and
gauge fields Ari modulus their joint gauge transformation
similarly to the presented mapping for abelian gauge the-
ory in flat spacetime.
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VI. GENERAL COVARIANCE AND QUANTUM
GRAVITY

We proceed to identifying emergent quantum fields
whose dynamics has diffeomorphism symmetry. Any field
transformation, whether being a symmetry of the dy-
namics or not, to another description of a quantum field

system changes its Heisenberg field operators f̂(x) as

f̂ ′(x) = Û−1f̂(x) Û . (164)

The change δf̂(x) ≡ f̂ ′(x)− f̂(x) of a scalar, vector, or
higher-tensor field under diffeomorphism transformation
by an infinitesimal 4-vector parameter field εµ(x) is the
field’s Lie derivative along εµ(x). In particular,

δφ̂ = Lεφ̂ = ελφ̂,λ

δÂµ = LεÂµ = ελÂµ,λ + ελ,µÂλ
δĝµν = Lεĝµν = ελĝµν,λ + ελ,µĝλν + ελ,ν ĝµλ .

(165)

The transformed fields f̂ ′(x) describe the physical system
in a new spacetime coordinate frame that is displaced
relative to the old coordinates by ∆xµ(x) = εµ(x). The
transformed scalar, vector, and higher-tensor fields are
related to the original fields as:

φ̂′(x′) = φ̂(x), Â′µ(x′) =
∂xν

∂x′µ
Âν(x), . . . (166)

with

x′ = x− ε . (167)

A. Hamiltonian for generally covariant fields

To identify the quantum systems with diffeomorphism-
symmetric dynamics, we evoke arguments presented by
Dirac [64] for classical general relativity. We use the more
modern ADM [58, 59] notation (7), and we remember
that in quantum theory observables are described by op-
erators.

Consider a prospective observable whose operator η̂ is

a function of dynamical fields f̂ ι(x) at a common time x0:

η̂ ≡ η(f̂) ≡ η[f̂ ι(x)] . (168)

This observable may or may not be localized at one spa-
tial point x. Diffeomorphism transformation by an in-
finitesimal vector εµ(x) changes its operator η̂ by

δη̂ =

∫
d3x εµ(x) v̂µ(x), (169)

where in the linear order the operators v̂µ do not depend
on the displacement εµ.

We require that the transformation operator Û
from (164) preserves the canonical form of the Hermitian

product (88). Then Û is unitary. For an infinitesimal εµ,
it has the form

Û = exp

[
−i
∫
d3x εµ(x) Ĥµ(x)

]
, (170)

where Ĥµ are Hermitian operators that are independent

of εµ. Transformation of η(f̂) under (164, 170) produces
the variation (169) with

δη̂

δεµ(x)
= v̂µ(x) = i[Ĥµ(x), η̂] . (171)

Hamiltonian density (136) or (A15) of gauge the-
ories allowed us to specify “gauge-normal” evolution
with A0 = 0. Similarly, let any configuration of emer-
gent diffeomorphism-symmetric fields allow us to spec-
ify unit8 temporal displacement nµ(x) that is normal to
the current-time hypersurface. Akin to gauge theories,
evolution along the normal displacement nµ(x) (corre-
sponding to the synchronous coordinates) can be trans-
formed into equivalent evolution along an arbitrary dis-
placement εµ(x) (corresponding to the general coordi-
nates) as follows.

Decompose the displacement vector εµ(x) into the
components that are normal and tangential to the
current-time hypersurface:

εµ = [Cnµ + (0,C)] dt . (172)

Here the vector in the brackets has arbitrary normaliza-
tion. Extend the spatial coordinates {x} to other times
t 6= x0 along the vector field εµ(x). Set the coordinate
time at the displaced spatial hypersurface as t ≡ x0 + dt
with dt from (172). In the introduced spacetime coordi-
nates the displacement vector (172) equals

εµ(x) = (1,0) dt . (173)

The systems where every spatial hypersurface has a
normal unit vector nµ possess a metric tensor.9 Let
the metric tensor in the constructed coordinates, for
which (173) applies, be parameterized by the ADM
lapse N(x) and shift N i(x), eq. (7). The unit vector nµ

that is normal to the current-time (dt = 0) hypersurface
in the ADM parameterization (7) equals:

nµ = (−N,0) , nµ =

(
1

N
, − N i

N

)
. (174)

Substitution of this expression for nµ into (172) reveals
that the displacement εµ from (172) becomes (173) when
C = N and Ci = N i. With these values of C and C,
eq. (172) reads

εµ = [Nnµ + (0, N i)] dt . (175)

8 Fields with conformally invariant dynamics do not have a unique
unit length for the normal displacement. Nevertheless, the dy-
namics of our further interest is not conformally invariant. In
particular, it is characterized by a physical Planck scale.

9 For a proof, construct an orthonormal basis (vierbein) by taking
the vector eµ1 as the normal to an arbitrary hypersurface that
passes through the considered point, another vector eµ2 as the
normal to a hypersurface tangent to eµ1 , and so on. The metric
tensor is the inverse of gµν =

∑
a e

µ
ae
ν
a.
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Then by eqs. (169,175,171)

δη̂ = i[Ĥ, η̂] dt (176)

with

Ĥ=

∫
d3x

(
N ĤN +N iĤi

)
(177)

where

ĤN ≡ nµĤµ . (178)

Define

Na ≡ (N,N i) and Ĥa ≡ (ĤN , Ĥi) . (179)

Then (177) becomes

Ĥ =

∫
d3x NaĤa . (180)

Neither Ĥµ nor nµ depend on the displacement

field (175). Hence Ĥa of (179, 178) are also independent

of Na. In other words, Ĥa are composed of only fields
that specify the current physical state but not our choice
of extending the coordinates to future times.

B. Emergent generally covariant systems

Diffeomorphism invariance could be achieved by in-
troducing affine connections—the direct counterpart of
gauge connections—and promoting them to additional
dynamical degrees of freedom. This would result in
the Einstein-Cartan theory of gravity [65]. Yet we
can reduce the number of independent gravitational
degrees of freedom by imposing the Einstein equiv-
alence principle. It restricts the connections Γλµν
to be metric-compatible (gµν;λ = 0) and torsion-free
(Tλµν ≡ Γλµν − Γλνµ= 0). Then the standard machinery
of general relativity lets us construct the symmetric
Christoffel symbols Γλµν from the metric gµν . The
Christoffel symbols, metric, and integer-spin matter
fields can be combined into a diffeomorphism-invariant
action, yielding the desired Hamiltonian. This procedure
fails to incorporate covariantly half-integer spins. They
will be handled separately in Secs. VIII and IX.

We start by constructing emergent quantum field sys-
tems with spatial diffeomorphism symmetry, whose dis-
placement vectors are by definition limited to (0, ε(x)).
Akin to gauge transformations, spatial diffeomorphism
transformations mix dynamical fields only within the spa-
tial slices of constant time.

For the integer-spin fields, we implement spatial diffeo-
morphism symmetry by introducing new, gravitational,
degrees of freedom. They are described by a 3-tensor field
operator γ̂ij(x) that corresponds to the spatial metric in
the emergent system. We incorporate these degrees of
freedom into a prospective emergent wave function simi-
larly to the gauge degrees of freedom Âi in Sec. V.

Namely, consider various evolution paths of the matter

fields, here (φ̂, Âi). Some of the paths are generated by

a family of matter Hamiltonians Hm(π̂φ, π̂Ai , φ̂, Âi, γij)
where the last argument, γij(x), is a parameter field and
Hm(πφ, πAi , φ,Ai, γij) corresponds to a diffeomorphism-
invariant action. (Appendix B gives these Hm explicitly.)

Then, similarly to the gauge symmetry, map the dy-
namical components (identified below) of γij(x) to yet
unused independent coordinates qn of the representa-
tions ψ(q) of the smoothed basic distribution V(Q).
These independent coordinates thus become the gravi-
tational degrees of freedom of an emergent quantum sys-
tem.

The wave function at any time t is independent of the
lapse and shift Na. Indeed, the same wave function spec-
ifies the current state for the subsequent evolution with
any conceivable Na in the arbitrary displacement (175).

The wave function in diffeomorphism-symmetric the-
ory evolves over an infinitesimal time interval dt by a
Hamiltonian of the general form (180):

dψ = −idtĤψ = −idt
∫
d3x NaĤaψ . (181)

The wave function at the new time, t+ dt, should again
be independent of Na. By (181), this requires

Ĥaψ = 0 . (182)

These are the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints
of canonical quantum gravity [23].

The momentum constraints, Ĥiψ = 0, express con-
stancy of the wave function ψ(φ,Ai, γij) on the orbits of
spatial diffeomorphism transformations of its argument
fields, [23, 49] or eq. (B15) in Appendix B. These trans-
formations change fields by their Lie derivatives along
the spatial displacements ε(x), i.e., by the 3-dimensional
equivalents of eqs. (165).

The constancy of ψ(φ,Ai, γij) under the spatial diffeo-
morphism displacements lets us gauge away 3 of the 6 in-
dependent components of the symmetric tensor γij as fol-
lows. A spatial diffeomorphism transformation changes
the 3-metric tensor as

δεγij = Lεγij = ε(i|j) , (183)

where εi = γijε
j , the vertical bar “ | ” indicates covariant

derivative based on the spatial metric γij , and paren-
theses denote symmetrization. We can find 3 func-
tions εi(x) such that transformation (183) brings 3 com-
ponents of γij to some standard form, amounting to a
gauge condition. As noted in the previous paragraph,
the spatial diffeomorphism transformation with these (or
other) parameters εi(x) preserves the wave function ψ.

Define a scale factor field a(x) by

γij = a2hij , dethij = 1 . (184)

The Hamiltonian constraint, ĤNψ = 0, relates the val-
ues of ψ at different a(x) [cf. the Wheeler-DeWitt equa-
tion (198) below]. This lets us regard a(x) as another
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arbitrary transformation parameter, analogous to ϕ(x)
and εi(x). Thus only two components of γij remain inde-
pendent dynamical variables (gravitons). We map them
to the basic coordinates q similarly to (154).

C. Recovering canonical quantum gravity

Formulation of generally covariant dynamical laws is
much easier in the Lagrangian formalism. Consider a
gauge- and diffeomorphism-invariant local action

S ≡
∫
d4x

√−g
2

R−
∑
simple
subgr.

√
−g

4e2
F rµνF

r µν +

+ Lφ(Dµφ, φ, gµν)

]
. (185)

In it, m2
P ≡ (8πG)−1 ≡ 1, g ≡ det gµν , R is the Riemann

curvature scalar, and e are the gauge couplings (gener-
ally different for different simple subgroups of the over-
all gauge group). Also, Sφ ≡

∫
d4xLφ is required to be

gauge- and diffeomorphism-invariant. We suppose that
the matter part of the action contains only renormal-
izable terms because only they are generically expected
at sub-Planckian energy [56]. For the same reason, we
describe dynamics of the metric by Lagrangian density
that is proportional to R – the local invariant of the low-
est energy dimension constructed of the metric tensor
and its derivatives. These considerations still allow cou-
pling of R to scalar fields. We disregard such coupling
based on the experimental bounds on it. (For some of
the latest bounds and references to earlier constraints
see, e.g., [66, 67].)

The Hamiltonian for the gravitational part of (185),
the Hilbert action

Sg =

∫
d4x

√
−g
2

R , (186)

is [23, 64]

Hg =

∫
d3x NaHga(πij , γij) . (187)

Here, πij are the operators of the momenta conjugate to
the 3-metric γij ,

πij(x) = −i δ

δγij(x)
, (188)

and Hga = (HgN , γijHgj) with [23, 64]

HgN=GAB π
AπB − 1

2

√
γ (3)R , (189)

Hgi=−2πij |j . (190)

In (189): the indices A and B run over all the pairs ij,

Gij kl ≡
1
√
γ

(γikγjl + γilγjk − γijγkl) , (191)

(3)R is the Riemann curvature scalar for the 3-metric γij ,
and γ ≡ det γij . For cleaner formulas, we no longer place
hats over quantum operators.

Appendix B explicitly shows that the full Hamiltonian
that corresponds to the entire action (185) indeed has
the form

H =

∫
d3xNaHa , (192)

anticipated in Sec. VI A. Here

Ha = Hga +HAa +Hφa (193)

are local functions of: the fields f = (φι, Ari , γij), their
spatial derivatives, and conjugate momenta fields.

Appendix B also demonstrates that

e−i
∫
d3xNiHi ψ(f) = ψ(f − LNf) . (194)

The respective similarity transformation (164) with

εµ = (0,N) transports the field operators f̂(x) in space
by (165). Since the constructed wave function ψ satis-
fies the momentum constraints Hiψ = 0, eq. (194) shows
that ψ is invariant under the spatial displacement of the
fields:

ψ(f) = ψ(f − LNf) . (195)

By the Hamiltonian constraint, HNψ = 0, the total
Hamiltonian (192) for the general N(x) also annihi-
lates ψ. While the Schrodinger equation would then
produce time-independent ψ, the Hamiltonian constraint
itself specifies physical evolution [23]. The role of evolu-
tion time is now formally10 taken by the metric scale
factor a(x) of (184).

Indeed, Appendix A of Ref. [23] proves that

GAB π
AπB = −GAB

δ2

δγA δγB
(196)

in the gravitational Hamiltonian density (189) is a hyper-
bolic Laplacian operator with signature (−+ + + ++).
The scale factor a(x) corresponds to the “timelike” coor-
dinate of the six coordinates γA(x) at every x. Namely,
from [23],

GAB π
AπB =

1

24a

δ2

δa2
− G′A′B′

δ2

δζA′δζB′
(197)

where G′A′B′ is positive definite and ζA′ are five indepen-
dent coordinates that parameterize hij of (184). The
Hamiltonian constraint is thus a hyperbolic equation.
Explicitly, it is(

1

24a

δ2

δa2
− G′A′B′

δ2

δζA′δζB′
− 1

2

√
γ (3)R+

+ HAN +HφN
)
ψ = 0 , (198)

10 Connecting the evolution of the quantum-gravitational wave
function ψ in a(x) to the evolution of quantum fields in the qua-
siclassical time is by no means straightforward. This is described
in Refs. [23, 48, 49] and further in Sec. VII.
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which is the Wheeler-DeWitt equation of canonical quan-
tum gravity with matter fields.

VII. EMERGENCE OF QUASICLASSICAL
SPACETIME AND OF THE SCHRODINGER

EQUATION

This section will describe the emergence of quasiclas-
sical spacetime. It will then derive the Schrodinger
equation for the particle and metric fields in it. This
description, consolidating and generalizing results of
Refs. [48, 49, 51], applies to any wave function that satis-
fies the Wheeler-DeWitt equation with matter (198), in-
cluding the studied generically emergent field wave func-
tions.

A. Emergence of quasiclassical background

As reviewed at the end of the previous section, a suit-
able evolution parameter for solutions of the Wheeler-
DeWitt equation (198) is the scale-factor field a(x),
defined by (184). Write solutions of (198) symboli-
cally as ψ(f), where now f ≡ (φ,Ai, hij , a) ≡ (φ,Ai, γij).
Given initial ψ and δψ/δa(x) for all (φ,Ai, hij) at some
a(x) = a0(x), the hyperbolic Wheeler-DeWitt equa-
tion (198) uniquely determines ψ(f) for other configu-
rations a(x).

Let us split the fields f(x) into two terms

fa(x) = f̄a(x) + f̃a(x) (199)

as follows. Let f̄ be composed of the field modes whose
spatial wavelength at a reference configuration a0(x) of
the evolution parameter a(x) is larger than a certain

fixed value. Let f̃ be composed of the remaining, short-
wavelength, modes. We will specify the borderline wave-
length later. The variables f̄ will apply to quasiclassical
degrees of freedom for macroscopic scales. Their energy
and De-Broyle frequency will typically exceed the Planck
energy by orders of magnitude.

Consider solutions ψ(f̄ , f̃) of (198) that describe qua-
siclassical evolution of the macroscopic degrees of free-
dom f̄ . Start with the quasiclassical ansatz

ψ(f̄ , f̃) = A(f̄) eiS(f̄) ψ̃(f̄ , f̃) (200)

where A(f̄) and S(f̄) are real, but ψ̃(f̄ , f̃) is generally
complex. The wave function (200) is quasiclassical in f̄
when the phase rate of change δS/δf̄ and the prefac-

tor Aψ̃ vary negligibly in f̄ over the increments ∆f̄ for
which ∆S ∼ 1.

Set S(f̄) and A(f̄) in (200) to be respectively the phase
and amplitude of the “background” wave function

ψ̄(f̄) = A(f̄) eiS(f̄) (201)

that by definition obeys

H̄a(f̄ , π̄) ψ̄(f̄) = 0 . (202)

Here H̄a(f̄ , π̄) is obtained from Ha(f̄ + f̃ , π̄, π̃) by drop-

ping all the terms that involve the variables f̃ or their
conjugate momenta π̃, i.e., by setting f̃ and π̃ to zero.
For the leading order of quasiclassical expansion, replace
the operators π̄ = −iδ/δf̄(x) in (202) by c-numbers

π̄ =
δS

δf̄(x)
. (203)

This yields the Hamilton-Jacobi equations for S(f̄),
Ref. [23, 48]:

H̄a(f̄ , π̄) ≡ H̄a
(
f̄ ,
δS

δf̄

)
= 0 . (204)

Gerlach [48] showed with admirable care how for gen-
eral relativity without matter the Hamilton-Jacobi equa-
tions (204) lead to classical evolution of the dynami-
cal fields. Later Kim [51] stressed that for consistent
quasiclassical description of inflating universe the “back-
ground” Hamiltonian components H̄a must include not
only the long-wavelength metric degrees of freedom γ̄ij
but also, at least, the long-wavelength part of the field φ
that drives the inflation. Omission of the inflaton field
from H̄a would lead to non-oscillating solution [51] for
the background wave function (201). Then the quasiclas-
sical requirement of slow variation of the prefactor A(f̄)
in (201) could not be fulfilled.

It is straightforward to generalize Gerlach’s argu-
ments [48] to f̄ and H̄a that incorporate, besides the
metric, the matter fields. An observed trajectory of the
system (202) is a continuous set of the field configura-
tions f̄c(x) that are points of constructive interference of
solutions of eqs. (202). Consider the solutions of (202)
that are waves of the form

ψπ̄(f̄0 + df̄) ∝ eiπ̄·df̄ , (205)

where

π̄ · df̄ ≡
∫
d3x

∑
ι

π̄ι(x) df̄ ι(x) . (206)

Consider waves (205) whose wavenumbers π̄ belong to
a narrow range [π̄c − δπ̄, π̄c + δπ̄], centered at some π̄c.
These waves interfere constructively along an interval df̄c

of a trajectory in the configuration space when [48]

δπ̄ · df̄c = 0 . (207)

This condition is illustrated by Fig. 5.
In the quasiclassical limit, the phase π̄ · df̄ of every so-

lution (205) obeys the Hamilton-Jacobi equations (204).
Following [48], we use the Lagrange multiplies to find the
extremum (207) under the constraints (204) for every x.
Introducing the Lagrange multiplies dtNa(x) of varia-
tions of (204), we thus require for all infinitesimal δπ̄ the
following variation to vanish:

δπ̄ · df̄c −
∫
d3x dtNaδH̄a(f̄c, π̄) = 0 . (208)
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FIG. 5. An interval [f̄c, f̄c+df̄c] of a classical trajectory f̄c(x)
is formed by constructive interference of quasiclassical solu-

tions ψπ̄(f̄) ∝ eiπ̄·df̄ of (202)—waves of ψ in the configuration
space—with various momenta π̄ in a range [π̄c − δπ̄, π̄c + δπ̄].
The thin lines depict constant-phase surfaces of the waves
with momenta π̄1 and π̄2 from that range. The waves add up
along the classical path df̄c, depicted by the thick arrow, that
fulfills condition (207).

With

˙̄fc ≡ df̄c/dt = ∂tf̄c , (209)

eq. (208) becomes:

dt

∫
d3x δπ̄

(
˙̄fc −Na ∂H̄a

∂π̄c

)
= 0 . (210)

Condition (210) yields half of the Hamilton equations of
classical motion:

∂tf̄c(x) = Na ∂H̄a
∂π̄c

=
δH̄(f̄c, π̄c, N

a)

δπ̄c(x)
, (211)

with

H̄ =

∫
d3xNaH̄a(f̄ , π̄) . (212)

The other half of the classical Hamilton equations,

∂tπ̄c(x) = − δH̄(f̄c, π̄c, N
a)

δf̄c(x)
, (213)

then also follows as shown in [48]. The classical equa-
tions of motion (211–213) should be complemented by
the constraints (204):

δH̄

δNa(x)

∣∣∣∣
f̄ ,π̄=f̄c,π̄c

= H̄a(f̄c, π̄c) = 0 . (214)

The lapse and shift Na(x) [cf. (179–180)] can be cho-
sen arbitrarily. Their choice, however, affects f̄c(x) and
π̄c(x) that result from integrating the dynamical equa-
tions (211–213). For any Na(x), the obtained configura-
tions f̄c(t,x), considered as functions of x for various spa-
tial hypersurfaces with fixed t, are points of constructive
interference of the waves (205). The set of all such con-
figurations {f̄c(x)} can be parameterized [48] by Tomon-
aga’s “many-fingered time” σ(x) [68] as {f̄c(σ(x),x)}.
This set may be interpreted physically as the configu-
rations of the classically evolving fields f̄c(x) on all the
various spatial slices (t = σ(x),x) of the physical space-
time.

B. Evolution of emergent quantum fields’ modes in
the quasiclassical background

1. Hamiltonian formulation

Let us return to the full diffeomorphism-symmetric
quantum field system. Its wave function ψ(f) sat-

isfies Ĥaψ(f) = 0, eq. (182). We separated the
fields f into large-wavelength and short-wavelength com-
ponents (199). In the respective ψ(f̄ , f̃), we now confine
the quasiclassical, large-scale degrees of freedom f̄ to the
trajectories of constructive interference f̄c(x), shown by
the previous subsection to be classical trajectories. Let us
demonstrate that then the system’s quantum, small-scale
degrees of freedom f̃ have a wave function that evolves
by the Schrodinger equation i∂tψ̃(f̃ , t) = H̃ψ̃(f̃ , t) with

H̃ =

∫
d3xNaHa − H̄. (215)

Lapchinsky and Rubakov explored solutions of the
Wheeler-DeWitt equation with matter (198) in [49].
They confined the gravitational degrees of freedom to the
classical configurations and treated all the matter fields
quantum-mechanically. They showed that in the leading
order of quasiclassical expansion the prefactor ψ̃(f̃ , f̄c(t))
of the ansatz (200) for such solutions does satisfy the
Schrodinger equation.

However, Kim later demonstrated [51] that the con-
ditions for quasiclassicality necessarily fail when in an
expanding universe only gravity is treated quasiclassi-
cally. We therefore extend the arguments of Lapchinsky
and Rubakov to the situation where the quasiclassical
variables f̄ are the long-wavelength components of the
metric as well as of matter fields.

Start from the Hamiltonian constraint for the full wave
function (200):

(H̄ + H̃)
[
A(f̄) eiS(f̄) ψ̃(f̄ , f̃)

]
= 0 . (216)

Of the various derivatives over f̄ that appear from
π̄ = −iδ/δf̄ in H̄(f̄ , π̄) acting on the expression in the

brackets, retain only the first derivatives of S and ψ̃.11

This gives

H̄(f̄ ,
δS

δf̄
) ψ̃ − i

∫
d3x

δH̄

δπ̄ι(x)

δψ̃

δf̄ ι(x)
+ H̃ψ̃ = 0 .(217)

The first term of the last equation vanishes by (204). If
we confine f̄ to the classical solutions f̄c then (211) lets

11 The derivatives of A(f̄) on the left-hand side of (216) are can-
celed by the terms that appear at the higher orders of quasiclas-
sical expansion of eq. (202) for the background ψ̄(f̄) ≡ AeiS .
Hence A(f̄) derivatives do not affect the short-scale wave func-

tion ψ̃ in (216) at the considered leading order.
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us replace δH̄/δπ̄ι(x) in the second term of (217) by ∂tf̄
ι
c .

Then (217) becomes

−i
∫
d3x (∂tf̄

ι
c)
δψ̃(f̃ , f̄c)

δf̄ ιc(x)
+ H̃ψ̃ = 0 . (218)

Thus

i
d

dt
ψ̃(f̃ , f̄c(t)) = H̃ψ̃ . (219)

This is the standard Schrodinger equation for the wave
function

ψ̃(f̃ , t) ≡ ψ̃(f̃ , f̄c(t)) . (220)

The Hamiltonian H̃, defined by (215), involves the
canonically conjugate momenta of the matter fields
(φ̃ and Ãi) and of the metric γ̃ij . The metric mo-

menta contribute to H̃ a wrong-sign kinetic energy
term δ2/δã2 from the first term in the Wheeler-DeWitt
equation (198). We can avoid it, and the resulting (spu-
rious) instabilities, by excluding the metric scale factor a

from f̃ as follows.
The modes of a(x) are not dynamical degrees of free-

dom because a(x) enters the dynamical equation (198) as
an evolution parameter. In particular, the modes of a(x)
should not in Sec. VI B be identified with independent
dimensions qn of a representation ψ(q) of the basic dis-
tribution V(Q). These modes should correspondingly be
excluded from the integration measure df in the norm∫
df |ψ(f)|2 for the probability of various macroscopic

outcomes. We thus can consider the wave function of
the remaining fields φ = φ̄+ φ̃, . . . , hij = h̄ij + h̃ij with
a = ā. I.e., we can impose a gauge condition ã ≡ 0. Then
the arguments of the reduced wave function (220) for the

system (185) explicitly are ψ̃(φ̃, Ãi, h̃ij , t). This reduced
wave function does not involve ã. Its evolution equa-
tion thus does not contain the spurious kinetic energy
term δ2/δã2 of the wrong sign.

Addition to the background Hamiltonian H̄ of the
term H̃ for the short-wavelengths modes generally dis-
places the trajectory of constructive interference of the
quasiclassical modes away from the classical background
solution f̄c(t). Indeed, the classical force −δH̄/δf̄ in the
Hamilton equation (213) for ∂tπ̄c should receive addi-

tional contribution −δH̃/δf̄ , described by a quantum
operator. In contrast, the left-hand side of (213) is a
classical expression, ∂tπ̄c. This indicates that the ap-
proximations leading to (213) are too crude to properly

account for the quantum backreaction −δH̃/δf̄ .
One can solve the complete equation

(H̄ + H̃)ψ(f̄ , f̃) = 0 consistently by expanding ψ(f̄ , f̃)

over the eigenstates of H̃ [50] or another convenient
complete set of states [51] as

ψ(f̄ , f̃) =
∑
n

cn(f̄)ψn(f̄ , f̃) . (221)

The resulting formalisms [50, 51] are more involved than

just a single Schrodinger equation for ψ̃(f̃ , t). These ap-
proaches analyze multiple branches {n} of background

evolution. The backreaction −δH̃/δf̄ is specific in each
of the branches but is branch-dependent.

2. Lagrangian formulation

The Lagrangian formulation involves the fields f and
their spacetime derivatives ∂µf but not their canonical
momenta π. It hence manifestly reveals local symmetries
of the field dynamics. The classical trajectories f̄c (211–
213) of the quasiclassical macroscopic variables f̄ extrem-

ize the “background” action S̄ ≡
∫
dtL( ˙̄f, f̄ , Na):

δS̄

δf̄(x)

∣∣∣∣∣
f̄=f̄c

= 0 . (222)

The background solutions also satisfy the constraints

δS̄

δNa(x)

∣∣∣∣
f̄=f̄c

=
δL( ˙̄f, f̄ , Na)

δNa(x)

∣∣∣∣∣
f̄=f̄c

= 0 . (223)

They are equivalents of the constraints (214) of the
Hamiltonian formulation.

By (8), Na can be traded for the components g0µ of
the inverse metric tensor. Hence, for the action of gen-
eral relativity, the constraints (223) give 4 of the 10 in-
dependent components of the Einstein equations for the
classical background fields:

Ḡ0µ − T̄0µ =
2√
−ḡ

δS̄

δg0µ(x)
= 0 , (224)

where Gµν ≡ Rµν − 1
2 gµνR, Rµν is the Riemann tensor,

and Tµν is the matter energy-momentum tensor.
The full system, including its quantum degrees of free-

dom f̃ , is described by a diffeomorphism-invariant action
S =

∫
dtL with a local Lagrangian

L(ḟ , f,Na) =

∫
d3x L . (225)

By the secondary constraints (182),

δL

δNa(x)

∣∣∣∣
f=f̂

ψ = − δH

δNa(x)

∣∣∣∣
(f,π)=(f̂ ,π̂)

ψ = 0 . (226)

For the studied general relativistic action (185), these
equations reduce, similarly to (224), to

(Ĝ0µ − T̂0µ)ψ = 0 . (227)

The overall wave function ψ(f̄ , f̃) is a superposi-
tion of numerous decohered Everett’s branches. Its
branches represent various realizations of classical back-
ground f̄c(x). We may treat f̄c(x) of any individual Ev-
erett’s branch as external classical fields. In that branch
we can describe the physical world by a pair (f̄c, ψ̃). Its
f̄c(x) evolves by the classical Euler-Lagrange eqs. (222)
for the Hamiltonian H̄. (It can be corrected for the back-
reaction of quantum degrees of freedom as, e.g., sug-
gested in [51].) The reduced wave function ψ̃(f̃(x), t)
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evolves by the Hamiltonian H̃. Both H̄ and H̃ cor-
respond to the same diffeomorphism-invariant local ac-
tion S =

∫
dtL.

VIII. FERMIONS AND LOCAL
SUPERSYMMETRY

A. Emergent fermionic quantum fields

Low-resolution presentations of the generic distribu-
tion V(Q) from Sec. III can also be identified with wave
functions of systems that include fermions. Consider a

wave function ψ(f, n) for bosonic fields f̂ ≡ {f̂ ι(x)} and
for M modes of fermionic fields χ̂ ≡ {χ̂α(x)}. The sec-
ond argument of ψ(f, n) refers to the occupation numbers
of the fermionic modes:

n ≡ (n1, n2, . . . , nM ) , nm ∈ {0, 1} . (228)

The wave function ψ(f, n) is thus composed of
2M bosonic wave functions—one for every sequence of
0’s and 1’s in (228).

Such a wave function arises from dividing the consid-
ered earlier smooth representations ψ(q) of the generic
distribution into 2M classes. For example, we may label
every basic entity Ea, depicted by a dot in Fig. 4, by
M bits (n1, . . . , nM ). Then the wave function ψ(f, n) of
the bosonic fields f for specific values of the fermionic
occupation numbers n from (228) can be identified (re-
peating the steps in the earlier sections) with a represen-
tation ψn(q) of the smoothed distribution Vn(Q) over only
the entities Ea whose labels equal n. A more elegant and
economical mechanism for splitting the smoothed rep-
resentations of the generic basic distribution V(Q) into
2M bosonic realizations will be presented in a future pa-
per.

Define linear, anticommuting elementary fermionic op-
erators χ̂m, m = 1, . . . ,M , that annihilate the compo-
nent of ψ(f, n) with nm = 0 and lower its component
with nm = 1 to nm = 0, e.g., as:

χ̂m

(
ψ(. . . nm= 0 . . . )

ψ(. . . nm= 1 . . . )

)
=

(
smψ(. . . nm= 1 . . . )

0

)
. (229)

The sign factor sm on the right-hand side is

sm(λ) = (−1)
∑m−1
i=1 ni , (230)

set to achieve anticommutativity of χ̂m. The standard
Hermitian product, derived for the emergent wave func-
tions in Secs. III and IV B, with the fermionic degrees of
freedom in an appropriate basis becomes

〈ψ1|ψ2〉 =

∫
df
∑
n

ψ∗1(f, n)ψ2(f, n) . (231)

The integral and sum on the right-hand side should for
locally symmetric systems be taken only over the dynam-
ical degrees of freedom.

Operators χ̂†m, defined as the Hermitian conjugates
of χ̂m from (229) for the Hermitian product (231), act
as

χ̂†m

(
ψ(. . . nm= 0 . . . )

ψ(. . . nm= 1 . . . )

)
=

(
0

sm(n)ψ(. . . nm= 0 . . . )

)
.

The operators χ̂m and χ̂†m satisfy the canonical anticom-
mutation relations

{χ̂m, χ̂
†
m′} = δmm′

{χ̂m, χ̂m′} = {χ̂†m, χ̂
†
m′} = 0 .

(232)

We identify the anticommuting operators χ̂m with the
annihilation operators of modes of fermionic fields. Al-
ternatively, we could identify χ̂m directly with the local
fermionic field operators χ̂(x) at certain spatial points of
the current-time hypersurface [for example, the points xn

of (102)]. The mode-annihilation operators and local field
operators are related by the Bogoliubov transformation

χ̂′n = αnmχ̂m + βnmχ̂
†
m . (233)

It preserves the canonical anticommutators (232) when
the matrices αnm and βnm obey

αα† + ββ† = I

αβT + βαT = 0 ,
(234)

where I is the identity matrix. The matrix β in (233)
for the transformation from the modes to the local fields
is nonzero. Hence the Fock vacuum of the modes is not
annihilated by the field operators χ̂(x) and vice versa.

For easier description of the Hamiltonian eigenstates,
we identify the elementary anticommuting operators χ̂m
of (229) with the mode annihilation operators. Corre-
spondingly, we introduce the local fermionic fields via
their standard expansion over the modes. For example,
a spinor field in flat space equals

χ̂α(x) =
1

V 1/2

∑
m

1√
2ωm

[χ̂1s
mu

α
s (km) eikm·x +

+ χ̂2s
m
†vαs (km) e−ikm·x] .

(235)

Here the operators χ̂1s
m are independent of χ̂2s

m for Dirac
spinors or linearly related to them for Weyl and Majo-
rana spinors. The index s stands for either a spin pro-
jection (± 1

2 ) or chirality (L, R). The canonical anticom-
mutators

{χ̂α(x), χ̂†β(x′)} = δαβ δ
(3)(x− x′)

{χ̂α(x), χ̂β(x′)} = {χ̂†α(x), χ̂†β(x′)} = 0
(236)

should be understood, similarly to the bosonic canonical
commutators (109), as the continuous limit of the analo-
gous anticommutators for discrete points xn.

We construct the Rarita-Schwinger spin-3/2 fermionic
field operator χ̂αµ(x) for gravitino via its similar expan-
sion over modes with specific helicities. We identify the
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annihilation and creation operators for its dynamical (he-
licity ±3/2) modes with independent elementary anti-
commuting operators χ̂m and χ̂†m. We will identify the
other (helicity ±1/2) gravitino modes of the emergent
locally supersymmetric systems in the next Sec. IX.

B. Local supersymmetry

Secs. V–VI interpreted smooth presentations ψ(q) of
the generic static structure as wave functions of gauge-
and diffeomorphism-symmetric bosonic fields f . Every
value of ψ’s argument q was mapped to an orbit of sym-
metry transformation of the fields f . This yielded the
wave function ψ(f) ≡ ψ(q(f)). The constancy of the
wave function on the symmetry orbits considerably re-
stricted the Hamiltonian for its evolution. Nevertheless,
it failed to produce dynamical laws. For example, the
couplings in the Hamiltonian could still vary arbitrarily
in time.

Sec. X will show that emergent systems of bosonic and
fermionic fields with local supersymmetry evolve by un-
changed laws. The same generic basic structure gives
rise to alternate emergent locally supersymmetric sys-
tems with different dynamical laws. Yet the laws in each
of the systems are unchanged during its evolution. The
laws are encoded in the map of the basic coordinates q to
(the dynamical modes of) the field configurations f(x),
Sec. X B.

Since supersymmetry transformation interchanges
bosons and fermions, its variation parameters anticom-
mute. These parameters, along with fermionic fields, in
axiomatically formulated supersymmetric theories are el-
ements of a formal Grassmann algebra. The considered
here emergent fermionic fields, on the contrary, are opera-
tors defined on the space built of materially represented c-
number functions ψ(q, n). They do not require the Grass-
mann numbers, still handy for routine calculations, or
other formal mathematical constructions. The previous
subsection VIII A explicitly provided an implementation
of suitable anticommuting fermionic operators. Further
Sec. IX will discuss various realizations of the fermionic
transformation parameters of supersymmetry.

Consider a system of bosonic and fermionic fields

F̂ ι(x) ≡ (f̂ ι(x), χ̂ι(x)) (237)

whose dynamical equations are covariant under a Lie
group of local similarity transformations

F̂ ι(x)→ F̂ ′ι(x) = Û−1F̂ ι(x) Û . (238)

For infinitesimal transformations from this group

Û = exp

[
−i
∫
d3x ξA(x) ĤA(x)

]
(239)

where ξA(x) are the transformation parameters, and

ĤA(x) are functions of the field operators F̂ ι(x) and

their conjugate momenta Π̂ι(x), satisfying the commu-
tation/anticommutation relations (C3). The functions

HA(F̂ (x), Π̂(x)) may contain spatial derivatives of the
field operators but not their temporal derivatives.

From now on, we stop placing hats above operators.
Except for wave functions, fields’ indices, or spacetime
coordinates, every quantity below can be considered as
an operator that acts on wave functions.

Following Refs. [60, 69], we describe the degrees of free-
dom of a locally supersymmetric system in terms of fields
from one of the two classes: covariant matter fields and
connections.

Covariant matter fields, to be denoted

Φι = (φι, χι) , (240)

with φι and χι for respectively bosonic and fermionic
fields, change under the general symmetry transforma-
tion (238–239) so that their increment does not depend
on spacetime derivatives of the transformation parame-
ters ξA(x) [60, 69]:

δΦι(x) ≡ Φ′ι(x)− Φι(x) = ξA(x) (τAΦ)ι . (241)

As long as transformation (241) is infinitesimal, the oper-
ators (τAΦ)ι on its right-hand side are independent of ξA.
In the Hamiltonian formulation, they are linear combi-
nations of {Φκ}, canonically conjugate {Πκ}, and spatial
derivatives of {Φκ} or {Πκ}.

Connections, to be collectively denoted ΩAµ , for the
discussed symmetries (11–12) are the vierbein eaµ, spin

connection ωabµ , gravitino12 χαµ , and Yang-Mills gauge
fields Arµ:

ΩAµ = (eaµ, ω
ab
µ , χ

α
µ , A

r
µ). (242)

In both general relativity and supergravity the spin con-
nection ωabµ is not an independent field. It is composed
of eaµ and χαµ as determined by the zero-torsion condi-
tion (C30), e.g., Refs. [60, 69]. Our analysis does not
depend on whether an emergent system obeys the con-
straint (C30) or torsions are its independent degrees of
freedom. Theories of either type emerge from the generic
basic structure; although, due to different dimensionali-
ties of their configuration spaces, their chances to be our
world may differ drastically.

Appendix C summarizes the algebraic structure of lo-
cal symmetries that include local supersymmetry. It
presents formulas for transformation of the connec-
tions ΩAµ (242) and for covariant curvatures RAµν .

Temporal evolution is diffeomorphism transformation
whose displacement parameters equal εµ(x) = (dt,0).
Evolution in diffeomorphism-symmetric theory is there-
fore a special case of the general local symmetry trans-
formation (238–239). Let ξAdiff(x, ε) be the transfor-

12 We avoid the conventional gravitino notation ψµ to reserve the
symbol ψ for wave functions.
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mation parameters from (239) that yield the diffeo-
morphism transformation (166–167) with the displace-
ment εµ [eq. (C6)] For transformation (238) of temporal
evolution,

U = exp(−iHdt) (243)

where the Hamiltonian operator H by (239) equals

H =

∫
d3x

∂ξAdiff

∂ε0
HA =

∫
d3x ΩA0HA . (244)

The last equality used the relation

ΩA0 = ∂ξAdiff/∂ε
0 (245)

that follows from (C7). The temporal components ΩA0
of the connections ΩAµ thus specify the gauge at future

time. Hence ΩA0 can be chosen at will.
Appendix C 3 describes how to construct gener-

ators HA that produce a covariant local Hamilto-
nian (244). The generators HA can be built from a lo-
cal action functional (C31) that is invariant under the
desired symmetry transformations. Eq. (C47) explicitly
gives HA that correspond to the general locally symmet-
ric action (C31):

HA = (τAΦ)ιΠι −DiΠi
A −K0

A . (246)

Here, DiΠi
A is the covariant divergence (C48) of the mo-

menta fields Πi
A (canonical conjugates of ΩAi ), and K0

A is
the temporal component of Kµ

A from the Lagrangian den-
sity variation (C43). K0

A can be a function of the dynami-
cal fields (Φι,ΩAi ) and their conjugate momenta (Πι,Π

i
A).

Appendix C 3 demonstrates that a wave function of a
locally supersymmetric system does not depend on ΩA0
and satisfies the secondary constraint (C42):

HAψ = 0 . (247)

With HA of (246), the constraint (247) is

DiΠi
Aψ =

[
(τAΦ)ιΠι −K0

A

]
ψ . (248)

The divergence DiΠi
A on the left-hand side of (248) may

also enter K0
A on the right-hand side. Therefore, we al-

gebraically resolve (248) to obtain

DiΠi
Aψ = ρAψ (249)

where the generalized “charge density” ρA(F,Π) no
longer includes DiΠi

A. Eq. (249) is our main equation
for the wave function of locally supersymmetric fields.

IX. EMERGENT LOCALLY
SUPERSYMMETRIC FIELDS

We now identify generically emergent quantum fields
that are locally supersymmetric. Their wave function
exists materially. It is composed of presentations (46) of
the smoothed generic discrete distribution as described
in this section.

A. Bosonic constraints and gauge modes

Consider the local symmetries (12), consisting of local
translation, local Lorentz, gauge symmetries, and local
supersymmetry. Then the index A ranges over {a, ab, r}
for the bosonic components of the constraint (249) and
over {α} for its fermionic components.

The bosonic components of the constraint (249) read

−iDi
δ

δωAi (x)
ψ=ρAψ , (250)

where

ωAi = (eai , ω
ab
i , A

r
i ) (251)

are the spatial components of the bosonic connections.
Similarly to (153) for the gauge connection Ai, the gen-
eral bosonic connection ωi decomposes into transverse
and longitudinal parts:

ωAi = ωTAi +DiξA . (252)

Here, ωTi obeys some arbitrary gauge-fixing condition,
e.g., γijDiωTj = 0. An emergent wave function of bosonic

fields stems from identifying the variables q = (q1, q2, . . . )
of a presentation ψ(q) of the smoothed generic distribu-
tion with the dynamical variables (φ(x), ωTi (x)), where
φ are bosonic matter fields. This determines the wave
function ψ(φ, ωTi ) of the fields in the gauge ξA = 0. The
details repeat Sec. V C and are therefore omitted.

Determine the wave function ψ(φ, ωi) of the locally
symmetric bosonic fields in any gauge. This wave
function consists of the alternate representations of the
above ψ(φ, ωTi ) that are obtained by transforming it
along ξA(x) as

δψ =

∫
d3x δξA(x)

δψ

δξA(x)
(253)

with

δψ

δξA(x)
= Di

δ

δωAi (x)
ψ = iρAψ . (254)

The last line of the equations above follows from (252)
and (250).

The gauge modes ωLi ≡ Diξ [see (252)] of the emer-
gent system thus do not map to any underlying “mate-
rial” variables. Rather, they are parameters of the trans-
formation that creates ψ(φ, ωi) from ψ(φ, ωTi ). This is
visualized on the right side of further Fig. 7.

B. Fermionic constraints

Let us discuss the fermionic directions of local sym-
metry transformation. To be specific, consider local su-
persymmetry with N = 1. Its fermionic connections are
the gravitino field, Ωαµ = χαµ . Being motivated by the
above construction for bosons, we would like to extend
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FIG. 6. Bit dimensions of the configuration space for a
constrained gravitino mode (nπL , the vertical direction) and
the other fermionic degrees of freedom (nother, the horizontal
direction). The dependence of a locally supersymmetric wave
function ψ(f, nπL , nother) on nπL is constrained by (259). The
constraint requires that the lower component (Y0) of the wave
function in the basis (258) is a transformation (263) of the
upper component (Y ).

the wave function ψ along the non-dynamical fermionic
degrees of freedom (gravitino modes of helicities ±1/2)
by transformation. Correspondingly, we do not map the
occupation numbers of non-dynamical fermionic modes
to independent bit variables nm (228) of presentations of
a basic material structure.

The momentum field Πi
A on the left-hand side of the

fermionic component of (249) is the gravitino canonical
momentum πiα = Πi

α. Its relation to the local gravitino
field χαµ follows from the kinetic part of the gravitino
action [60, 70]:

Sg̃ = −
∫
d4x

e

2
χ̄µγ

µνρDνχρ , (255)

where e ≡ det eaµ, γµνρ ≡ 1
3!γ

[µγνγρ], γµ ≡ eµaγa, and

Dνχρ = ∂νχρ +
1

8
ωabµ [γa, γb]χρ .

Variation of this action with respect to ∂0χ
α
i yields the

gravitino canonical momentum

πiα =
e

4
(χ̄jγ

0[γi, γj ])α . (256)

Fig. 6 depicts the fermionic component of the con-
straint (249),

Diπiαψ = ραψ . (257)

For the anticommuting fermionic momenta fields,
(∂iπ

i
α)2 = 0 at any x and α. (Let us from now on sup-

press the index α as well.) In some basis of the Hilbert
space ∂iπ

i is therefore a raising operator:13

∂iπ
i =

(
0 λ

0 0

)
, (258)

13 The upper-component states for this basis belong to the sub-
space annihilated by ∂iπ

i. The lower-component states belong
to the orthogonal subspace of the Hilbert space.

where λ is an invertible bosonic operator. Given (C48),
we can rearrange the terms in (257) to obtain

∂iπ
iψ = ρ̃ ψ (259)

where, for the representation (258),

ρ̃ =

(
ρ1 0

ρ01 ρ0

)
. (260)

Let nπL be the bit coordinate of the configuration
space (i.e., the fermionic occupation number) that is
raised by ∂iπ

i of (258). Consider the fields’ wave func-
tion ψ(f, nπL , nother), where f = (φ, ωi) are its bosonic
arguments. Parameterize it in the considered represen-
tation as

ψ(f, nπL , nother) =

(
Y (f, nother)

Y0(f, nother)

)
. (261)

The constraint (259) with ∂iπ
i from (258) and ρ̃

from (260) amounts to{
λY0 = ρ1Y

0 = ρ01Y + ρ0Y0.
(262)

By the first of conditions (262), Y0 is a transformation
of the wave function’s component Y :

Y0 = λ−1ρ1 Y, (263)

where λ−1 is the operator inverse of the bosonic op-
erator λ from (258). Thus the configuration-space
bit dimensions nπL , represented on the right-hand side
of (261) by the vertical dimension, are non-dynamical.
They correspond to the longitudinal modes of the grav-
itino momentum πiα. Similarly to the longitudinal
modes of bosonic gauge fields, they arise by transform-
ing a function Y (f, nother) into its equivalent presenta-
tion Y0(f, nother) by (263). Fig. 6 illustrates this.

The second equation of (262) and eq. (263) subject the
remaining component Y of the wave function at every x
to 4 constraints

(ρ01 + ρ0λ
−1ρ1)Y = 0 , (264)

for the 4 values of the index α of the Majorana fermionic
operators in (257). These constraints can be written as
Pαψ = 0 where the operators Pα is self-conjugate. They
are equivalent to one Hamiltonian and three momentum
constraints (182) at every x with the Hermitian opera-
tors Ha(x).

Since the wave function of a locally supersymmetric
system satisfies Hαψ = 0 [eq. (247)], it is invariant under
local supersymmetry transformations:

e−i
∫
d3x ξα(x)Hα(x)ψ = ψ . (265)

This formula holds regardless of the implementation of
the fermionic parameter field ξα(x). Local supersymme-
try transformation changes the gravitino field as

δχαi = (Diξ)α (266)
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[cf. (C16)]. The parameter field ξα(x) thus represents
the longitudinal, gauge modes of gravitino.

It is instructive to identify the gauge, constrained, and
dynamical modes of gravitino in a gauge where at the
studied spacetime point eaµ = δaµ and the other connec-
tions vanish. Consider a small vicinity of this point in-
side which the terms nonlinear in connections are neg-
ligible. In that vicinity, expand the gravitino field χαi
over modes with specific spatial wavevector and helic-
ity. Focus on the modes with wavevector k = (0, 0, k).
The gravitino’s longitudinal component, χα3 , is gauge. It
can be adjusted arbitrarily by supersymmetry transfor-
mation (266), δχ3 = ikξ. This component decomposes
into modes of helicity ±1/2. For the components χα1
and χα2 , the constraint (257) with πiα (256) becomes

k

4
χ†j [γ

3, γj ]ψ = − k

2
(χ†1γ

1 + χ†2γ
2)γ3ψ = ρψ . (267)

It specifies the remaining modes of helicity ±1/2, which
are thus the constrained modes. Finally, the modes of χα1
and χα2 of helicity ±3/2 are physical fermionic degrees of
freedom. Their annihilation operators for the emergent
fields are represented by the basic anticommuting opera-
tors χm of Sec. VIII A.

C. Fermionic transformation parameters

The fermionic transformation parameters ξα(x) spec-
ify a considered symmetry transformation or a choice of
gauge. Their values are not objective characteristics of
the physical system. Correspondingly, they are not re-
lated to bit dimensions of the configuration space along
which the emergent wave function is represented by an
underlying material structure. In the explicit construc-
tion above, these parameters where auxiliary. They could
either have an arbitrary material implementation that
reproduces their relevant anticommutation properties, or
be abstract elements of the Grassmann algebra without
any material implementation. For the next Sec. X, it is
helpful to clarify the admissible properties of the param-
eters ξα(x).

The transformation parameters of the standard su-
persymmetry anticommute with themselves and with
the physical fermionic fields χα(x). The standard su-
persymmetry also postulates that the complex conju-
gates, as well as the Dirac and charge conjugates, of
the fermionic transformation parameters ξα anticommute
with the original ξα. For example, for the Dirac conju-
gate, {ξα(x), ξ̄β(y)} = 0. This is assumed in the powerful
superspace formalism for constructing a supersymmetric
action and calculating scattering amplitudes.

When ξ and ξ̄ are defined to be independent anticom-
muting fields then, for example, the right-hand side of the
supersymmetry commutator (273) corresponds to trans-
lation in spacetime by

εa = ξ̄1γ
aξ2 . (268)

For the anticommuting ξ̄1 and ξ2, however, this spacetime
displacement is a nilpotent operator, (εa)2 = 0, instead
of an ordinary spacetime vector.

A more natural option is to set ξ† in the Dirac conju-
gate

ξ̄ = ξ†iγ0 (269)

to the actual Hermitian conjugate of ξ on an extended
Hilbert space ψ(f, n, nξ), where the Hermitian product
straightforwardly extends (231) to the added bit dimen-
sions nξ. Then let ξ(x) be a non-dynamical Majorana
spinor field. Upon proper normalization, it has the
canonical anticommutator

{ξ(x), ξ̄(y)} = iγ0 δ(x− y) . (270)

[For the Majorana spinors, ξ̄ = ξTC where C is
the charge conjugation matrix. Hence, given (270),
{ξα, ξβ} 6= 0. These field operators still square to
zero: (ξα)2 = 0.] For a different normalization, e.g.,
ξα(x)→ α(x) ξα(x), the anticommutator (270) rescales
as

{ξ(x), ξ̄(y)} = |α(x)|2iγ0 δ(x− y) . (271)

The conventional assumption {ξ, ξ̄} = 0 is recovered in
the limit α→ 0.

Despite {ξ, ξ̄} 6= 0, the supersymmetry algebra retains
its standard form. Consider a small spatial region in
which the local transformation of covariant operators can
be approximated by a global transformation. Its param-
eters ξ and generators Q, which are mutually anticom-
muting Majorana spinors, satisfy ξ̄Q = Q̄ξ. Hence

[ξ̄1Q, ξ̄2Q]=ξ̄1α{Qα, Q̄β} ξβ2 − Q̄β{ξ
β
2 , ξ̄1α}Qα . (272)

The last term vanishes trivially for mutually anticom-
muting ξ̄1 and ξ2. It also vanishes when ξ1 and ξ2
are proportional to the same Majorana spinor ξ with
{ξ, ξ̄} = |α|2iγ0, cf. (271), because Q̄γaQ = 0 for the
fermionic Majorana spinor Q. This recovers the stan-
dard supersymmetry algebra:14

[ξ̄1Q, ξ̄2Q] = ξ̄1{Q, Q̄} ξ2 = ξ̄1γ
aξ2 iPa . (273)

We thus may employ the less abstract implementations
of the supersymmetry transformation parameters ξα(x)
with anticommutation (270).

14 We normalize the supersymmetry generators to

{Q, Q̄} = γaiPa .

The historical normalization of this anticommutator contains an
extra factor of 2 on the right-hand side. Without it, the alge-
braic structure and field transformations of supersymmetry are
described by cleaner formulas. We can convert formulas from
one normalization to the other by rescaling the supersymmetry
generators and transformation parameters as: Qold =

√
2Qnew

and ξold = ξnew/
√

2.
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FIG. 7. The complete emergent wave function of a field
system with N = 1 local supersymmetry. The thick solid
lines depict its configuration-space dimensions spanned by
the amplitudes of the fields’ dynamical (independent, physi-
cal) modes. They are represented by the continuous (bosonic)
and bit (fermionic) dimensions of a presentation ψ(q, n) of the
smoothed generic basic distribution V(Q), Fig. 1. The dimen-
sions for the fields’ gauge modes, shown with dashed lines, are
composed by stacking symmetry-equivalent presentations of
the wave function of the dynamical modes.

D. Map to the basic structure

The generic static distribution V(Q) from Sec. III thus
gives rise to wave functions of locally supersymmetric
fields as follows. Consider a locally supersymmetric ac-
tion. An example is the action of supergravity with an
arbitrary superpotential for matter fields. Any locally su-
persymmetric action is diffeomorphism-invariant because
the local supersymmetry group includes diffeomorphism.
The action can have other local symmetries, in particu-
lar, gauge symmetries. The symmetry generators HA for
this action equal (C47).

Let ψ(q, n), with many independent continuous argu-
ments q = {qn} and bit arguments n = {nm}, be an ap-
proximate, smooth in q description of a distribution of
properties for the large discrete set of the basic enti-
ties {Ea} of Sec. III A. An example of specifying ψ(q, n)
was presented in Sec. VIII A. This ψ(q, n) can be regarded
as a wave function of the dynamical modes of emergent
bosonic and fermionic fields with the considered action in
a fixed gauge. The amplitudes of the dynamical modes of
the bosonic fields are identified with the continuous ar-
guments qn [e.g., (98)]. The annihilation operators of the
dynamical modes of the fermions are identified with the
operators that lower independent nm [e.g., (235)]. We de-
pict these, physical dimensions of the configuration space
of the emergent system in Fig. 7 with thick solid lines.

The transformation (253–254) extends this wave func-
tion to other gauges along the bosonic gauge degrees of
freedom ξA(x). The fields’ gauge components ξA(x) are
variation parameters of this transformation. Thus the
wave function of all the bosonic (matter and connec-
tion) fields f = (φ, ωi) consists of the original presen-
tation ψ(q, n) for the chosen gauge and its alternative,

equivalent presentations for the other gauges.
The transformation (263) extends the wave function

along the fermionic constrained modes as described in
Sec. IX B. This specifies the wave function for all the
modes of the field theory except for the fermionic gauge
modes, δχαi = (Diξ)α.

Since supersymmetry transformation (265) does not
change the wave function, the fermionic gauge degrees
of freedom, ξα(x), can be represented by any fermionic
variables with the properties described in the previous
subsection IX C. They may be abstract or be operators
that act on a material structure. In particular, they may
be matched to the presentation provided by the emer-
gent physical objects in the gauge specified by these ξα.
(The emergent physical objects and background fields
can transform in other gauges into something equivalent
yet rather dissimilar to their familiar physical picture.)
Fig. 7 depicts the resulting full emergent wave function
of locally supersymmetric fields.

X. EMERGENCE OF DYNAMICAL LAWS

Sec. II proved that if the quantum superposition prin-
ciple held absolutely then at least some experimentally
measurable constant numerical parameters of the phys-
ical Hamiltonian would instead vary randomly in time
and space. We are ready to address how, despite the ar-
guments of Sec. II, physical evolution can proceed by
unchanged dynamical laws. The current section will
demonstrate that the generically emergent locally super-
symmetric fields evolve by fixed laws.15 The laws differ
among various locally supersymmetric systems but do
not change in any of them.

A. Preservation of inherent local symmetries

Let ψ(f, n) be an emergent wave function of bosonic
and fermionic fields F (x) = (f(x), χ(x)). As in
Sec. VIII, its bit arguments n = (n1, n2, . . . ) are the
occupation numbers (228) of modes of the fermionic
fields χ(x).

We call a transformation F (x)→ F ′(x) of the fields
at a fixed current time an inherent symmetry if it corre-
sponds to a symmetry of the current-time wave function.
A symmetric wave function of bosonic fields returns the
same value for symmetry-equivalent field configurations.
Hence, the wave function depends only on the classes of
symmetry-equivalent field configurations. An example is
gauge symmetry, Sec. V B or Appendix A. The spatial

15 Spontaneous breaking of local symmetry is, of course, possible.
Yet, despite the name, it does not destroy the local symmetry
of the dynamics or of the wave function. In particular, sponta-
neous breaking of local symmetry does not change the number
of independent degrees of freedom or the field constraints.
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diffeomorphism subgroup of diffeomorphism symmetry
is another inherent symmetry, Ref. [23] and Sec. VI B.
More generally, by Sec. V A, any restriction of local sym-
metry transformations to the fields at the current time
that forms a group of their transformations is an inherent
symmetry.

Let an emergent wave function ψ(f, n) of a field sys-
tem have inherent local symmetry. This wave function is
fundamentally represented by objectively existing, sat-
isfying the condition 〈i|i〉 � δχ2

min [cf. (63)], Everett’s
branches of presentations of the smoothed generic distri-
bution V(Q), eq. (46). We now show that the arguments
of Sec. II, to prove that the strict superposition princi-
ple results in noticeable variation of physical laws, are
inapplicable to the emergent system with inherent local
symmetry. (This does not contradict the conclusion of
Sec. II because the superposition principle holds for the
emergent systems only up to certain limits.)

Consider an infinitesimal unitary transformation
ψ(f, n)→ ψ′(f, n) that destroys the inherent symmetry
of ψ(f, n). The resulting wave function ψ′(f, n) needs
a material representation ψ′(q) with substantially in-
creased dimensionality. A new dimension should be
added to the system’s configuration space for every gauge
and constrained mode of the destroyed inherent symme-
try.

These can be continuous bosonic or bit fermionic di-
mensions. In either case, the configuration space for the
dynamical degrees of freedom of ψ′(f, n) has many more
dimensions. In it, the same underlying finite discrete
distribution (e.g., same number of dots in Fig. 4) cannot
represent the transformed smooth wave function with the
original accuracy. This degradation of the accuracy of
representing the wave function would push the majority
of its Everett branches below their objective existence
threshold (63). Consequently this would destroy most or
all of the material presentations of the current physical
state (see Sec. XII for specifics).

Thus evolution transformation of elementary physical
fields that breaks their inherent local symmetry is ad-
missible for abstract continuous wave functions but is
impossible for most of its material implementations that
emerge from a finite discrete structure.

B. Mechanism of Hamiltonian fixing

By the previous subsection, evolution of the generi-
cally emergent quantum fields preserves their gauge and
spatial diffeomorphism symmetries on the current-time
hypersurface. This however does not confine their dy-
namics to definite physical laws. For example, the lo-
cal evolution generator HN may equal a sum of gauge
and 3-diffeomorphism covariant operators that are mul-
tiplied by time-dependent coefficients (couplings). Adia-
batic change of the couplings would not disrupt the phys-
ical objects or excite field modes on length scales smaller
than the non-adiabaticity scale. This scale, in turn, can

be set to any macroscopic size. Hence the system’s inter-
nal observers should then generically experience physical
evolution where couplings change randomly over time.

Local supersymmetry, on the contrary, fixes the evolu-
tion of an emergent system. For a proof, remember that
the wave function of a locally supersymmetric system is
invariant under a local supersymmetry transformation:

δψ = −i
(∫

d3x ξαHα
)
ψ = 0 (274)

by (C42). A commutator [δ1, δ2] of two supersymmetry
transformations with infinitesimal fermionic transforma-
tion parameters ξ1 and ξ2 is an even (bosonic) element of
the graded supersymmetry algebra. Hence it is a linear
combination of the bosonic generators HA of the symme-
try group:

[δ1, δ2] = −i
∫
d3x εA(ξ1, ξ2)HA . (275)

By the supersymmetry algebra (273), this linear com-
bination for typical ξ1 and ξ2 includes the genera-
tors HN (x) of local temporal translations, entering (275)
with nonzero coefficients. By (274), the entire opera-
tor (275) annihilates the wave function: [δ1, δ2]ψ = 0. All
the bosonic HA 6= HN , generating either spatial diffeo-
morphism or gauge transformations, on the right-hand
side of (275) also annihilate the wave function. Conse-
quently, an emergent locally supersymmetric wave func-
tion satisfies the Hamiltonian constraint

HNψ = 0 (276)

automatically.
Thus for locally supersymmetric fields the Hamilto-

nian constraint is a consequence of the inherent symme-
tries of the wave function, i.e., is its inherent property.
For intuitive understanding, recall that, as seen from the
supersymmetry anticommutator (C29), a supersymme-
try transformation is a “half-step” of a displacement in
spacetime [71]. The constancy of the wave function at
the half-step (274) ensures its constancy at the full step
of the temporal displacement.

Let us determine how a current state of a locally su-
persymmetric system encodes its future evolution. Let
us modify the supersymmetry generators Hα infinitesi-
mally. By the reasons described in the previous subsec-
tion, we should avoid introducing new independent de-
grees of freedom. Let us therefore simultaneously modify
the bosonic symmetry generators HA, including HN , so
that the modified generators continue to form a complete
basis of a closed algebra with unchanged dimensionality.

Let ψ′ be the wave function that is annihilated by the
modified generators and that coincides with the origi-
nal wave function ψ in the top component Y of (261).
By (263), ψ′ should differ from ψ in the bottom com-
ponent Y0. The bottom component Y0 of the emergent
wave function (261) has no independent material repre-
sentation. It is instead a transformation (263) of the top
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entry Y . Therefore, although for a given Y in (261) the
bottom component Y0 is rigidly related to the supersym-
metry generators and the respective Hamiltonian (244),
Y0 does not exist on its own to specify particular dynam-
ics. Rather, it is a reflection of the dynamics.

Nonetheless, physical objects and other physical con-
stituents of a physical state do exist materially, even if
only as features of a presentation of the generic basic
structure. They are inseparable from their specific wave
function (261), with its top and bottom components com-
bined. Hence the physical objects themselves ingrain the
information about the unique dynamics of their locally
supersymmetric wave function.

For deeper understanding of how they do, transform
the emergent wave function (261) with a Hamiltonian H ′

that is not a linear combination (244) of the original gen-
erators HA. If the alternative Hamiltonian H ′ does not
describe a locally supersymmetric system then transition
to evolution by H ′ would require discontinuous and sub-
stantial increase of the number of the independent phys-
ical degrees of freedom. Sec. X A showed that it would
destroy most implementations of the typical emergent
physical states with the original symmetry.

The alternative Hamiltonian H ′ could instead be com-
posed of local generators {H′A} that form a basis of an
algebra whose dimensionality equals the dimensionality
of the original symmetry algebra. An emergent wave
function ψ′ constructed with these {H′A} represents a
system that evolves by different (primed) physical laws.
The memory of an intelligent observer in the emergent
world with the wave function ψ′, however, reflects past
events in the system whose dynamics has been generated
by H ′ 6= H. The other characteristics of its any subsys-
tem also causally continue past states of the system with
the inherent primed physical laws. The observers in the
primed system therefore cannot remember or otherwise
experience consequences of the events in the original sys-
tem, and vice versa. Nothing would change in either of
the two systems if the other one were somehow erased
from physical existence. The inhabitants and environ-
ment in either of the systems thus evolve by the fixed
dynamics of their own system. They are unaffected by
whatever happens in the other system.

Let us highlight qualitative difference between the de-
scribed coexistence of independent systems with different
yet specific dynamical laws from the situation of Sec. II,
where the dynamics could vary randomly during evolu-
tion. For the fixed-dynamics emergent systems consid-
ered here, a quantum state evolves by its specific inherent
physical laws that are unchanged throughout its evolu-
tion. In particular, its internal observer sees that the
current dynamical laws are the same as the laws that
described the past events as retained in the observer’s
memory and other historical records. In contrast, for
the randomly varying dynamics found in Sec. II a given
quantum state would spawn many different paths of evo-
lution. A future state along the typical path would reflect
consequences, including observers’ recollection, of the dy-

namics having been different in the past.

XI. PLANCK-SCALE PHYSICS

A major effort of high-energy theoretical physics of
the last half-century was attempts to unify the Standard
Model of elementary particles and the Einstein gravity
by a theory whose dynamics is regular in the ultraviolet
limit. We will however show that the simplest realis-
tic emergent quantum fields evolve unambiguously (for
certain initial conditions) despite ultraviolet incomplete-
ness of their dynamics. At the Planck scale the emergent
fields are not superseded by more fundamental dynami-
cal degrees of freedom: strings, loops, etc. All the phys-
ical degrees of freedom of the emergent systems are sub-
Planckian. Moreover, as described below, singularity of
dynamics for all but very special initial conditions lets us
resolve several outstanding problems of particle physics
and cosmology.

To work with a specific theory, we assume that no
new gravitational degrees of freedom, besides those of the
metric tensor, become dynamically relevant at high but
still sub-Planckian energy. We suppose that general rel-
ativity with the Hilbert gravitational action (186), com-
plemented by its gravitino counterpart, applies almost
until the Planck scale. We will see in part XI B that this
assumption is reasonable and sufficiently generic.

A. Are trans-Planckian modes fine-tuned?

Abundant empirical evidence indicates that our uni-
verse underwent cosmological inflation. The paradigm
of inflation agrees with [38] the observed nearly homo-
geneous, spatially flat, low-entropy cosmological initial
conditions. The simplest—single-field, slow-roll—models
of inflation were also impressively successful in predict-
ing a variety of cosmological properties of the universe
that since have been confirmed observationally. This in-
cludes “adiabaticity” of the primordial inhomogeneities,
their approximate Gaussianity, and the small and almost
scale-independent tilt of the primordial power spectral
index ns − 1 [72–74].

Yet various authors [30, 31, 33] have stressed that the-
oretical justification for inflation, despite its undeniable
empirical success, is by no means as solid as originally
believed. For example, any light field increases energy
density ε of radiation in the early universe by

∆εrad =

∫
d̄3k k n(k) ∼ n̄m4

P , (277)

where n(k) are the occupation numbers of the field’s
sub-Planckian modes. In the last part of (277), n̄ is
the energy-weighted average occupation number of the
modes, and mP is the Planck mass (5). Due to the
radiation pressure prad = εrad/3, the necessary for infla-
tion condition that the total pressure satisfies p 6 −ε/3
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(e.g., [75]) holds only if

n̄� 1 . (278)

Thus inflation is sustainable only if the high-frequency
modes, evolving on subhorizon scales adiabatically,
emerge from the Planck scale essentially in the ground
state.

Why should the universe satisfy the highly special low-
entropy initial conditions (278) [30, 31]? Someone might
respond that inflation resolves the historical problem of
the seemingly fine-tuned cosmological initial conditions
by starting spontaneously in an acceptably smooth re-
gion when the universe had about the Planckian energy
density. However, this implicitly assumes that such a re-
gion in the earliest universe is more generic than other,
extremely inhomogeneous initial conditions that lead to
anthropically suitable worlds. Various researches have
highlighted [30, 31, 33] that for unitary quantum evolu-
tion under nonsingular dynamics the opposite should be
expected.

Indeed, consider a smooth spatial region that is suit-
able for the start of inflation. In this region all the
trans-Planckian modes that will evolve into the vastly—
perhaps infinitely [39]—expanded universe should be
prepacked to exquisitely the right state, whose to-
tal energy and entropy do not exceed the Planck
mass mP ∼ 10−5 g. Under unitary quantum evolution,
finding such a special state of the universe at the be-
ginning of inflation remains as unlikely as finding its
observed—low-entropy, flat, and smooth—state today.
Many more configurations, highly inhomogeneous and
initially extending over a large spatial domain, should
be compatible with natural development of intelligent life
without inflation. Any single realization of the inhomoge-
neous but anthropically suitable initial conditions might
seem fine-tuned. Yet altogether they result in apparently
more generic [30, 31, 33] anthropically suitable universes
than those created by inflation.16 From this perspective,
inflation appears highly unnatural.

And yet, unlike the other fundamental physics theo-
ries of the recent decades, the inflationary paradigm has
confronted the observed reality with spectacular success.
Notably, numerous independent observations of fluctua-
tions in the cosmic microwave background and distribu-
tion of cosmic matter confirmed such inflationary expec-
tations as equal primordial number density perturbations
in all the cosmological species (“adiabaticity” of initial

16 These arguments also lead to the “Boltzmann brain” problem:
seemingly, an overwhelmingly higher probability of observing a
universe whose state is random beyond the regions currently oc-
cupied by localized intelligent subsystems, like us. The described
reasoning should therefore be incomplete or inapplicable to our
world. Nevertheless, the question of what resolves the Boltz-
mann brain problem and makes the inflationary initial conditions
preferable remains. The generically emergent quantum worlds
offer a resolution, presented in Sec. XIII.

FIG. 8. Planck length `P (set to 1 in our units) in spacetime
that undergoes cosmological expansion. The figure shows that
in any coordinate frame where over a superhorizon spatial
region g00 < 0 (i.e., dx0 is timelike) cosmological expansion
necessarily creates new sub-Planckian modes.

conditions), their approximate Gaussianity, approximate
scale-invariance of the primordial power spectrum, and
its small, almost scale-independent “tilt”. It is worth
mentioning that these properties prior to their observa-
tional discovery were disfavored by then the leading com-
petitive models for seeding the cosmological structure,
e.g., phase transitions or cosmic strings.

Another puzzle of inflation is why it does not “run
out” of the degrees of freedom for the universe that has
expanded tremendously and is predicted to inflate eter-
nally [39]. The change in the number of physical de-
grees of freedom in a fixed coordinate volume depends
on the applied spacetime coordinates. However, in any
superhorizon region17 of an expanding universe this num-
ber changes approximately equally any coordinate frame
where the time coordinate x0 is timelike [76]. This
should be evident from Fig. 8. Thus in any coordinates
that cover superhorizon distances and provide the nor-
mal causal relation between coordinate past and future,
inflation necessarily creates new sub-Planckian degrees of
freedom.

These puzzles disappear in the presented physical pic-
ture. The next subsection XI B shows that cosmological
expansion of the emergent fields creates new dynamical
modes around the Planck scale. The created modes ini-
tially have the ground state, regardless of how compli-
cated the fields’ ground-state wave function is. Then
further Secs. XII and XIII show that physical worlds can
be composed of only the emergent states with sufficiently
long regular past evolution. The emergent systems with
inflationary past satisfy this criterion, whereas typical
random anthropically suitable configurations, e.g., Boltz-
mann brain worlds, do not.

17 A spatial region is “superhorizon” when its characteristic ex-
tent satisfies L� H−1

Hub, where HHub is the cosmological Hub-
ble expansion rate. Likewise, a region is “subhorizon” when
L� H−1

Hub.
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B. Emergent physics near the Planck scale

Consider emergent wave functions of fields with spe-
cific dynamical laws. The laws can be fixed, e.g., by
local supersymmetry (Sec. X). Let the fields’ Hamilto-
nian permit phenomenologically acceptable cosmological
inflation. Many emergent systems with suitable (even if
fine-tuned) Hamiltonians exist. In some of such emer-
gent wave functions the field modes with large wave-
lengths evolve quasiclassically. They create a classi-
cal background f̄c(x) of an inflating or post-inflationary
world (Sec. VII A). Short-scale modes of the quantum

fields are described by a reduced wave function ψ̃[f̃(x), t]
(Sec. VII B).

We explore coupled dynamics of f̄c and ψ̃ in a region
where the curvature invariants—R, RµνλχR

µνλχ, etc.—
are sub-Planckian, i.e., their absolute values are well be-
low m2

P , m4
P , etc. For the discussed general relativis-

tic gravitational action, this implies sub-Planckian back-
ground energy density: ε̄� m4

P in the local rest frame,
defined as the local Minkowski frame where the overall
momentum in the studied local volume is zero.

Whenever gravitational mass density [77]

µ ≡ ε+
∑
i

pi (where ε ≡ −T 0
0 , pi ≡ T ii ) (279)

integrated over proper volume of a region exceeds a crit-
ical mass for this region, in general relativity the matter
in the region collapses gravitationally. Under the classi-
cal Einstein equations, the collapse leads to singularity if
during the subsequent evolution µ ≥ 0 at every point of
the region [78, 79].

Consider emergent fields whose evolution at high den-
sity up to the Planck scale is not qualitatively different
from the respective evolution in classical general relativ-
ity. Specifically, there appears no obstacle for identify-
ing quantum field systems where for the modes of wave-
lengths λ ∼ `P ≡ m−1

P :

a. The ground state has |µ| � m4
P , and

b. The excited states of these modes have µ ∼ m4
P

and develop a dynamical singularity over about the
Planck time.

By the earlier sections, the amplitudes of the dynam-
ical modes of the emergent fields are arguments qm of
smooth presentations ψ(q) of the generic basic distribu-
tion. Consider field systems that satisfy the above con-
ditions a. and b. For them, regular regions of a phys-
ical world can be represented only by ψ(q) that place
the modes with λ ∼ `P to the ground state of the fields’
Hamiltonian. The prospective emergent wave functions
that are composed of the other presentations ψ(q) can-
not evolve regularly for longer than about the Planck
time. Thereafter their inherent evolution terminates in
singularity. Those presentations therefore are not wave
functions of physical systems.

FIG. 9. (a). The coordinate value of the Planck length `P (of
the constant proper value (5)) contracts during inflation in
any spacetime coordinates where over superhorizon scales the
time coordinate is timelike (g00 < 0), Fig. 8. (b). An excited
state of fields with a finite characteristic spatial scale λ col-
lapses to a black hole when its occupation number n becomes
sufficiently high, making it sufficiently massive (M ∼ λ, in
units with `P ≡ 1). Then only the ground state may be stable
for the fields’ modes with λ ∼ `P . These modes in a regular
physical region are thus restricted to the ground state. As
`P during inflation becomes much smaller than λ, as depicted
in (a), the modes can start to evolve non-trivially.

During cosmological inflation the coordinate value of
the Planck length `P in comoving coordinates, extending
regularly to superhorizon scales, contracts. The coordi-
nate wavelength λ of the modes is time-independent. The
wavelength of any mode starts with λ ∼ `P and redshifts
to λ� `P , Fig. 9.a.

Consider inflation whose energy scale has fallen well
below the Planck energy.18 Then the field modes evolve
from λ ∼ `P to larger subhorizon scales, `P . λ� H−1

Hub,
nearly adiabatically. As described above, a physical wave
function places the modes with λ ∼ `P to the ground
state. During their subsequent adiabatic evolution on
subhorizon scales, the modes remain in the ground state,
until excited by reheating or another non-adiabatic pro-
cess. The inflation condition (278) thus applies automat-
ically.

The dimensionality N of the fundamental distribu-
tion V(Q), where Q = (Q1, . . . , QN ), and correspond-
ingly the number of the independent arguments qn of
its smooth presentations ψ(q) may be finite. Then dur-
ing eternal inflation the amplitudes of new short-scale
modes that appear from the Planck scale will eventually
be represented by qn that already participate in repre-
senting other modes on larger scales, including super-
horizon ones. Inflation can therefore continue perpet-
ually even for a finite number of the basic entities Ea
(Sec. III A) and their independent properties Qna . Then

18 This characterized inflation when the observationally accessi-
ble scales were exiting the Hubble horizon, as follows from the
observational upper constraints on the primordial tensor fluctu-
ations [73, 74, 80].
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FIG. 10. An emergent physical world is a generic class of emergent quantum states. It encompasses emergent states with
physically indistinguishable evolution of sub-Planckian modes. In addition, it is a concentration point in the set of all the
emergent systems.

the basic-level information recycles from superhorizon to
the newly emerging microscopic scales. The “recycling”
pertains to the basic information in the discrete distribu-
tion V(Q) but not to the quantum information [1] in the
physical wave function. The initial smooth wave function
of the new sub-Planckian modes equals the ground-state
wave function of the Hamiltonian of the emergent sys-
tem. It carries no information about the physical objects
on larger scales.

In the presence of interaction, even only gravitational
one, the ground-state wave function of an inflating field
is not Gaussian [81]. The deviation from the Gaussian
wave function ψgaus(q) of (91) can be substantial when
interaction is significant. This applies even to the stan-
dard gravity on scales close to Planckian. Yet the initial
wave function of the modes can be any of the equivalent
representations of ψgaus, e.g., ψ0 = Û0 ψgaus where Û0 is a
non-degenerate operator. To produce a physically viable
emergent system, the operator Û0 should transform the
Gaussian function ψgaus into its equivalent presentation

ψ0(q) =

∫
dq U0(q, q′)ψgaus(q

′) (280)

that sets the Planck-scale modes to the ground state of
the system’s Hamiltonian. To maintain the canonical
form of the Hermitian product (88), choose an opera-

tor Û0 that yields the desired ψ0 and is unitary. For
example,

U0(q, q′) =

∞∑
n=0

ψn(q)ψ′∗n (q′) (281)

where {ψn}∞n=1 and {ψ′n}∞n=1 are any functions that to-
gether with respectively ψ0 and ψ′0 = ψgaus provide two
alternate complete sets of basis functions orthonormal in
the canonical Hermitian product (88).

Instead of the presentation (280) of the generic distri-
bution, we could pick a special, non-typical subset of the
basic fundamental entities {Ea} for which the smoothed
distribution of their properties would directly equal the
desired ψ0. There is, however, no justification to limit
the physical world to such exclusive subsets of the basic

entities. In many more other sets of generic entities the
same physical world emerges as the representation (280).

The requirement of definite dynamical laws, fulfilled
for the emergent locally supersymmetric fields, permits
a variety of these laws. The systems may differ, e.g., by
superpotentials, field multiplets, and other local symme-
tries. Regardless of how tightly experiments and observa-
tions will constrain the low-energy effective field theory,
they will generally admit many choices of Planck-scale
dynamics. We argued at the beginning of this subsec-
tion and will present additional arguments at the end of
the next subsection that the degrees of freedom for scales
comparable to the Planck length should be in the ground
state. This fixes the dependence of the wave function on
these degrees of freedom for a given Hamiltonian. We can
then describe evolution on larger spatial scales by an ef-
fective Hamiltonian for only sub-Planckian modes of the
physical fields. At sub-Planckian energies the same ef-
fective action describes many systems whose full actions
differ around the Planck energy by non-renormalizable
terms for matter and by higher mass-dimension terms
for metric dynamics.

With a detailed description to follow in Sec. XII, we
expect that the low-energy physical world is represented
simultaneously by all the observationally indistinguish-
able emergent systems. This justifies considering only
renormalizable or, for the metric dynamics, the closest to
renormalizable terms in the action up to the Planck scale.
The respective actions specify concentration points in the
set of all the emergent systems. The concentration points
of emergent field systems that evolve by specific physical
laws are various emergent physical worlds, Fig. 10. The
state and dynamics of trans-Planckian modes (of wave-
length λ . `P ) in these emergent worlds are undefined.

C. Macroscopic gravitational collapse

According to general relativity, some regions of the uni-
verse should gravitationally collapse to a singularity of
classical dynamics. The collapse is unstoppable [78, 79]
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under conditions that are commonly expected in the cen-
tral parts of massive stars, galactic cores, and other cos-
mic overdense regions. Physical laws, to qualify for such,
should unambiguously specify if not necessarily evolution
of the complete interior of these regions then, at least, in-
teraction of their boundaries with the remaining universe
throughout its observed history.

Companion paper [46] presents detailed study of grav-
itational collapse and of the Hawking evaporation [52]
of the resulting black hole for the generically emergent
quantum fields. In short, evolution of the emergent quan-
tum fields with a general relativistic gravitational ac-
tion is unambiguous outside the black hole’s event hori-
zon. The physical—sub-Planckian—field modes in ap-
propriate coordinates evolve smoothly outside the hori-
zon through the complete evaporation of the black hole.
The matter that has fallen across the horizon and most
of the physical information about it forever disappear
from the outside physical world [46]. Inside the collaps-
ing regions evolution of the emergent fields continues un-
ambiguously until some of the local curvature invariants
approach their Planck values. Then in these regions, sur-
rounded by the event horizon, the emergent fields and
composed of them physical objects cease to exist [46].

Although the information in the collapsed matter does
not return in full with the Hawking radiation, the to-
tal energy and momentum remain constant. Despite
the concerns raised in [82] (counterexamples to which
have been long known [83–86]), the violation of unitar-
ity in black hole evaporation is compatible with energy-
momentum conservation. The covariant conservation of
energy and momentum is a consequence of the diffeomor-
phism symmetry [46]. The latter is an inherent prop-
erty of the described emergent fields with fixed dynamics
(Sec. X B). The reader is referred to [46] for details.

In the presented view, singularity of quantum field dy-
namics near the Planck scale is not a nuisance to avoid
with a deeper dynamical theory. Rather, it is an essen-
tial property of the physical world. It provides specific
initial conditions for physical evolution. If the dynamics
were regular for all initial conditions then, as discussed
in Sec. XI A, the states with inflationary past would be
a minor subset of the field states that contain intelligent
life arbitrarily similar to us. Sec. XIII will show that
only the emergent states with regular past evolution can
be habitable worlds. Then, as Sec. XIII demonstrates,
the inflationary initial conditions become preferable to
arbitrary initial inhomogeneities that accidentally pro-
duce an intelligent observer.

XII. PROBABILITY AND THE BORN RULE

A. Local mixed states

The generically emergent quantum-field worlds that re-
semble or, possibly, compose our observed universe are
mixed quantum states. Indeed, the degrees of freedom

beyond the event horizons of black holes and acceler-
ated cosmological expansion should be integrated out.
This yields the physically relevant density matrix of the
causally accessible universe.

Sec. III B demonstrated that an decoherent branch ψi
of an emergent wave function ψ is an objectively exist-
ing entity only when the squared norm 〈ψi|ψi〉 of the
branch substantially exceeds a positive threshold δχ2

min.
Yet when ψi represents the state of the universe then its
norm depends strongly on how we extend the current-
time spatial hypersurface over superhorizon scales. Many
proposed “reasonable” choices [87–92] differ drastically
from each other.

The ambiguity of defining equal–time hypersurfaces
on superhorizon scales disappears once the degrees of
freedom beyond the local Hubble volume are integrated
out. For the resulting mixed state of the matter and
spacetime metric in the local Hubble volume, the various
physically relevant choices of equal-time hypersurfaces in
the weakly perturbed Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson–
Walker spacetime are qualitatively similar.

Akin to the decoherent branches ψi of an emergent
wave function ψ, an decoherent branch ρi of an emer-
gent density matrix ρ exists objectively only when tr ρi
exceeds the threshold δχ2

min from (63). To see this, con-
sider an emergent wave function ψ(qloc, qext). Integrate
out qext to obtain the emergent density matrix

ρ(qloc, q
′
loc) =

∫
dqext ψ(qloc, qext)ψ

∗(q′loc, qext) . (282)

Let ρi(qloc, q
′
loc) be one of its decoherent branches. Con-

sider a basis formed by einselected “pointer” states [7]. In
it, ρ is block-diagonal while ρi matches to diagonal block
and has zero elements outside it [7]. Let in the present
context δΨ in (55) correspond [via (47)] to the part ψi
of the emergent wave function that composes via (282)
the mixed state ρi. This part consists of the i’s compo-
nents of the global wave function ψ in the specified basis.
The corresponding right-hand side of (55) equals tr ρi.
Thus, by (55), the branch ρi(qloc, q

′
loc) stands at a statis-

tically significant level above the intrinsic uncertainty in
the emergent ρ(qloc, q

′
loc) if and only if

tr ρi = δχ2(δΨ)� δχ2
min . (283)

Evolution of the global wave function ψ(qloc, qext) out-
side the causally accessible spatial region intermixes the
variables qext = (q1

ext, q
2
ext, . . . ) without affecting the lo-

cal density matrix ρ(qloc, q
′
loc) of (282). Hence the local

density matrix ρ cannot split into decoherent branches
through evolution of the degrees of freedom qext. Since
branching of the global ψ due to evolution of the fields
beyond the cosmological and black hole event horizons
does not split ρ, it cannot reduce the squared norm of an
emergent local mixed state below the threshold δχ2

min of
its objective existence.
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B. Physical world as an ensemble of branches

Consider an emergent physical universe similar to and
possibly including our one. It contains many intercoupled
“environmental” degrees of freedom. Let its internal ob-
server perform a multiple-outcome quantum experiment,
e.g., the Stern-Gerlach, double-slit, or Schrodinger cat
experiment. The experimental object, apparatus, exper-
imentalist, local environment, and other objects and in-
telligent observers that are causally accessible to the ex-
perimentalist are described by a density matrix (282). It
arises by integrating out the inaccessible degrees of free-
dom qext, e.g., those beyond the cosmological and black
hole event horizons. After the experiment, the density
matrix splits into a sum of rapidly decohering terms:

ρ =
∑
i

ρi . (284)

This equation displays no cross terms
∫
dqext ψi ψ

∗
j with

i 6= j in (282) because they vanish upon decoherence of
the macroscopically distinct outcomes i and j [7].

Let

W = {ρr(qloc, q
′
loc)} (285)

be the set of the macroscopically similar Everett’s
branches of the emergent density matrices for the dis-
cussed causally accessible region of the universe. Typ-
ically, most of the other decoherent branches of multi-
branch emergent quantum systems are physical configu-
rations dissimilar to the considered one. To the author’s
knowledge, the first description of a physical world as an
equilibrium ensemble of local mixed states that are deco-
herent branches of a global state (of an eternally inflating
universe) appeared in Ref. [57]. An important distinc-
tion from [57] is that the ensemble W of (285) contains
branches of many global emergent systems. As seen be-
low, globally these systems can substantially differ from
each other.

We adopt the following terminology:

• “Emergent quantum system” is the entire global
emergent wave function.

• “Emergent quantum state” is a decoherent
branch ρr of the density matrix for the mixed state
of the spatial region that is causally accessible to a
given internal observer.

• “Emergent physical world” is an ensemble W
of macroscopically similar emergent quantum
states ρr. These states ρr will be called “realiza-
tions” of the world W.

The realizations (density matrices) ρr from an ensem-
ble W represent physically similar local worlds. Hence
ρr have similar functional form. However, they generally
differ substantially in their squared norm (to be called
weight)

wr ≡
∫
dqloc ρr(qloc, qloc) ≡ tr ρr . (286)

After the experiment with several decoherent out-
comes i, the density matrix ρr of every realization of
a world W splits similarly to (284) into the sum of the
density matrices for the branches i:

ρr =
∑
i

ρir . (287)

For the outcomes’ weights wir = tr ρir, eq. (287) yields

wr =
∑
i

wir . (288)

Let the design of the experiment set unambiguously at
its beginning the relative wave function ψobj(qobj) of the
probed object. The density matrices of the realizations
of the respective world have the factorizable form

ρr(qloc, q
′
loc) = ψobj(qobj)ψ

∗
obj(q

′
obj) ρ

′
r(qrest, q

′
rest) .

Here, qloc = (qobj, qrest) and ψobj is normalized by∫
dqobj |ψobj(qobj)|2 = 1. Under the specified conditions,

the initial wave function of the probed object ψobj for
these realizations ρr is the same. A “clean” experiment,
whose results are determined only by its design and the
initial state of the experimental object but are unaffected
by the environment, then yields the same ratios

αi = wir/wr (289)

in every realization ρr. By (288),∑
i

αi = 1 . (290)

Describe the ensemble (285) for an emergent phys-
ical world W by cumulative distribution F (w) of
weights (286) of its members, the macroscopically sim-
ilar realizations ρr:

F (w) ≡

(
number of realizations ρr

with wr ≡ tr ρr > w

)
. (291)

Let F (w) be the cumulative distribution for the realiza-
tions of the world at the beginning of the considered ex-
periment. Let Fi(w) be the similarly defined cumulative
distribution for the realizations with an outcome i after
the branches ρir for the various outcomes of the exper-
iment decohere. From (289), a realization of the out-
come i with weight w is created by a realization of the
initial configuration with weight w/αi. Hence Fi(w) and
the initial distribution F (w) are related as

Fi(w) = F (w/αi) . (292)

As evident from the definition of cumulative distribu-
tion (291), the total number of the objectively existing
realizations with an outcome i is

Ni = Fi(wmin) , (293)

where

wmin ≡ δχ2
min (294)
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is the weight below which a realization stops being an ob-
jectively existing entity, eq. (283). The frequentist prob-
ability of the outcome i thus equals

Pi =
Ni∑
iNi

=
Fi(wmin)∑
i Fi(wmin)

. (295)

In particular, if an outcome i is so unlikely that the re-
spectiveNi of (293) diminishes below unity then there are
no physical outcomes of that type. This distinguishes the
objective physical probability Pi from alternative formal
assignments of probability, even if the latter are “ratio-
nal” in the sense of Refs. [24–27].

Return to the experiment that splits an initial state
into decoherent branches i of relative weights αi,
eq. (289). The probability (295) of its outcome i by (292)
becomes

Pi =
F (wmin/αi)∑
i F (wmin/αi)

. (296)

A power-law cumulative distribution

F (w) =
A

wp
(297)

[with p > 0 so that dF/dw 6 0 by F (w) definition (291)]
yields

Pi =
αpi∑
i α

p
i

. (298)

Given αi definition (289), the Born rule requires Pi = αi.
Thus (298) recovers the Born rule only when p = 1.
Eq. (296) shows similarly that the Born rule fails for any
cumulative distribution F (w) that is not a power law.

C. Deriving the Born rule for typical branches

We now prove that the Born rule arises under the fol-
lowing generic conditions, which produce the required
power-law form of F (w) with p = 1. Let an ensem-
bleW(t) of emergent mixed states {ρr}, each being a de-
coherent branch of an emergent density matrix, represent
a local universe that qualitatively resembles our universe
at a cosmological time t. This time may, for example,
be counted from the end of inflation or be defined by the
temperature of the cosmic microwave background. Un-
like the previous subsection, allow the states {ρr} in the
ensembleW(t) differ macroscopically from each other. It
is sufficient that they share certain qualitative features
and have the specified value of the time t.

During evolution of the states ρr in their internal cos-
mological time t, their Everett’s splitting can increase
their total number by creating new decoherent branches.
The splitting can also decrease their number by some
of the descendent branches thinning below the thresh-
old of their objective existence (63). Fig. 11 illustrates
these competing processes by respectively solid black and
dashed red lines.

FIG. 11. The weights (squared norms) wr ≡ tr ρr of the re-
alizations of an evolving emergent world. Its realizations
are the decoherent branches of the emergent density matri-
ces that represent the local universe. They form an ensem-
ble W(t) ≡ {ρr(t)}. The picture describes two nearby mo-
ments t1 and t2 of equilibrium evolution of the ensembleW(t).

The weight of any followed realization ρr of a physical
world W(t) monotonically decreases in t. On the other
hand,W(t) at any t contains realizations with the largest
weight, wmax, possible for the generic distribution V(Q).
For example, they include pure states whose entire emer-
gent wave function is a single Everett’s branch. They are
produced as described by eq. (280). These realizations
typically do not have an extended periods of regular past
evolution. Yet for the cosmological time t they exist;
therefore, they also contribute to W(t). Fig. 11 depicts
these realizations as the uppermost blue dots.

In many respects an evolving emergent physical
world W(t) is analogous to a thermodynamic system.
Both are ensembles of microscopically different realiza-
tions with common values of relatively few macroscopic
parameters. A realization ρr of an emergent world is
analogous to a microscopically detailed realization of a
thermodynamic system. The macroscopic characteristics
of the emergent world, including its cosmological time t,
are analogous to the macroscopic thermodynamic param-
eters: temperature, density, etc. A distribution of the mi-
crostates of a thermodynamic system can be compared to
the weight distribution density f(w) of the realizations of
the emergent world. This distribution density is related
to the cumulative distribution F (w) of (291) as

f(w) ≡ dN

dw
= −dF

dw
. (299)

The historically successful Copernican principle sug-
gests that the observed universe is one of the emergent
worlds {W(t)} that are typical among the anthropically
suitable worlds. The typical worlds may still vary sub-
stantially in their macroscopic parameters. Next we ob-
tain the Born rule of quantum mechanics for the typical
worlds where the majority of the realizations have ex-
tended regular past.

Let t and t′ be the values of the local cosmological time
at respectively the beginning and the end of the consid-
ered experiment with several alternate outcomes. Let the
interval [t, t′] be minute relative to the temporal scales of
qualitative global changes in the causally accessible uni-
verse. This is true for typical natural microscopic pro-
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cesses, e.g., scattering or decays of elementary particles.
This is applicable to a laboratory experiment, testing the
Born rule, only if the observed experimental outcome
does not place the experimentalist in a non-generic Ev-
erett’s branch. When it does, the observer’s world may
change drastically during the experiment. We will ex-
plore that possibility in the next subsection.

Consider an emergent world that is a typical ensemble
of regularly evolving emergent states. The mentioned
thermodynamic analogy suggests that its weight distri-
bution F (w) has settled to an equilibrium form. Then in
the specified temporal interval [t, t′] the competing pro-
cesses of creation and destruction of the world’s realiza-
tions, visualized in Fig. 11, balance each other. Then the
resulting equilibrium weight distribution at t′, after the
experiment, equals to the distribution at t, before it.

Although the experiment’s outcomes i differ for the
experimentalist, let the respective realizations of the lo-
cal universe be qualitatively similar. Let them contain
at many places similar experimentalists who find any of
the same plausible outcomes {i}. This allows us to place
the branches with all the outcomes to the same ensem-
ble W(t) for a single typical world.

Under the described conditions, the equilibrium distri-
bution F (w) should not change by the Everett splitting
caused by the experiment. The weight distribution for
the ensemble of the typical realizations at the time t′

equals19
∑
i Fi(w). Thus the requirement that the dis-

tribution remains unchanged reads:

F (w) =
∑
i

Fi(w) . (300)

Then by (292)

F (w) =
∑
i

F (w/αi) . (301)

For an experiment with two alternate outcomes, of rela-
tive weights α1 ≡ α and α2 = 1− α, condition (300) be-
comes

F (w) = F
(w
α

)
+ F

(
w

1− α

)
. (302)

This equation for the equilibrium distribution F (w)
applies to many quantum processes with various values
of α. It therefore should hold identically in α. This lets
us differentiate its both sides over α to obtain

1

α2
f
(w
α

)
=

1

(1− α)2
f

(
w

(1− α)2

)
, (303)

19 Possible untypical branches j with negligible weight,
∑
j αj � 1,

contribute negligibly to the sum
∑
i Fi(w) over all the created

branches. Indeed, by (292), Fj(w) = F (w/αj), becoming negli-
gible for αj → 0. This lets us replace the sum in (300) over the
typical branches by the sum over all the branches.

where f(w) is the weight distribution density (299). The
identity (303) gives f = A/w2, where A = const. Inte-
grating this result and fixing the integration constant
by (302), we determine the equilibrium cumulative dis-
tribution:

F (w) =
A

w
. (304)

We noted after eq. (298) that the distribution (304)
and only this distribution yields the Born rule. We have
thus derived the Born rule from the first principles for
a typical ensemble of emergent quantum states most of
which have extended regular past. On the other hand,
eq. (298) shows that the Born rule fails for a non-typical,
out-of-equilibrium emergent world whose weight distribu-
tion differs from (304). The inapplicability of the Born
rule in the general situation does not contradict Glea-
son’s theorem [8] for non-negative measures on a Hilbert
space by the reasons explained in footnote 1 on p. 2.

D. Important real-world consequences

A mechanism for objective collapse of a wave function
still has not been found in nature. For the described
generically emergent quantum-field systems it does not
exist. Without such a mechanism and barring superde-
terminism (see footnote 20 on p. 49), the quantum state
of our universe incessantly splits under numerous natural
and artificial processes. The natural processes include ra-
dioactive decays, stellar nuclear fusion, high-energy colli-
sions of particles in space, etc. A universe where inflation
is ending undergoes an immense number of splits during
particle creation in reheating. The state of a universe
that inflates also splits continuously into branches with
different classical values of the field modes that become
superhorizon [57].

The demonstrated connection between the norm of an
emergent quantum state and the probability of its obser-
vation relied on the existence of the positive least value
for the norms of the objectively existing Everett branches
of the emergent systems (Sec. III B). Then any followed
physical branch of our world, continuously splitting into
progressively “thinner” branches, is bound to terminate
upon its norm diminishing to (63).

Our universe has nonetheless survived a tremendous
amount of splits due to natural processes, including those
listed above. We thus face two crucial questions:

1. Why has our universe so far sustained natural split-
ting of its state?

2. Can the splits due to recent or future artificial pro-
cesses be more dangerous than the natural ones?

The previous subsection XII B partially answered the
first question. Namely, an emergent world that is typi-
cal within not too restrictive anthropic constraints is an
evolving equilibrium ensemble of emergent states. In it,
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termination of some of the existing branches is balanced
by creation of new branches.

However, the condition 〈i|i〉 � δχ2
min, while necessary,

is not sufficient for an Everett’s branch i that is formally
predicted by the Schrodinger equation to be physical.
Consider the following example.

An arbitrary wave function ψ(q) can be formally con-
structed by transforming the smoothed generic distribu-
tion Ψ(Q) with (280–281). The resulting realization of
ψ(q) has the largest possible norm, whose square thus
well exceeds δχ2

min. Nevertheless, this ψ(q) cannot mate-
rially represent the physical objects in a region X of the
configuration space {q} where

∆XΨ(Q) ≡
∫
X

dq ψ(q)Bq(Q) (305)

is not objectively represented by the underlying dis-
crete V(Q) in (46). Indeed, a fixed finite number of
elements of the basic discrete distribution V(Q) cannot
objectively represent an arbitrarily complicated physical
configuration.

This may but does not have to ever interfere with the
future of intelligent life in a generically emergent world.
For example, the causally accessible volume of our future
physical universe is already limited by the event horizon
of its accelerating cosmological expansion. The respec-
tive upper bound on the complexity of the physical struc-
tures in our causal future may be restrictive enough for
their objective material presentation to be available for-
ever.

The quantum splits from recent, in cosmological time-
frame, human activity should be a minute fraction of all
the splits. Yet certain artificial splits, e.g., those caused
by some high-energy experiments or quantum computing,
possibly have never happened before. It is thus crucial if
our branch remains sufficiently typical for the emergent
world to continue its existence over additional satisfac-
tory duration.

One can easily devise practically realizable selection
of the branches that throws the observer to untypical,
non-generic branches. For example, the Schrodinger cat
can be arranged to survive only under an extremely un-
likely quantum fluctuation that is yet allowed by the
Schrodinger equation. If we accept the Everett view of
quantum evolution literally and believe that every out-
come, with an arbitrarily small norm of its branch, exists
then from the cat’s perspective the animal would be safe.
It is clearly not the case in the fundamental picture of
physical evolution that is described in this paper. By it,
when the norm becomes too tiny, no physical presenta-
tion of a live cat remains.

XIII. PREFERENCE FOR INFLATION;
NO BOLTZMANN BRAIN PROBLEM

Sec. III introduced Ψ(Q) as a smooth presentation of
the coarse-grained generic discrete distribution. Trans-

formation (280) converts Ψ(Q) to an arbitrary smooth
wave function ψ(q) of the dynamical modes of emergent
fields. By the earlier sections, the fields’ gauge modes are
transformations of this ψ(q). Their generators are related
to the generators of the symmetry transformations of the
resulting emergent field system. Superficially, we could
thus identify emergent locally supersymmetric wave func-
tions that reproduce any conceivable configuration of dy-
namical degrees of freedom of any locally supersymmetric
fields.

Consider various emergent wave functions constructed
as described and representing a world with internal in-
telligent life. This construction does not require the life
to develop naturally via biological evolution. Nor does it
need the wave functions to evolve regularly in the past.
The overwhelming majority of these configurations have
never experienced cosmological inflation. The typical
configurations with internal life would be suitable for life
only within a region just big enough to encompass a sin-
gle self-aware being. Their environment elsewhere would
have enormous entropy density. I.e., these configurations
would be “Boltzmann brain” worlds [35–37]. This sec-
tion describes a natural mechanism that lets the generi-
cally emergent quantum fields avoid the Boltzmann brain
problem.

A. A physical world should be predictable

What, if anything, distinguishes a random continuous
path in various arrangements of some elements from a
worldline of a physical system? During observed evo-
lution of our quantum-classical world the same causes
inevitably lead to effects in a relatively narrow range
(which, of course, depends on the causes). It is easy to
select continuously changing configurations, for example,
cartoon frames or other subsets of a larger set, so that
they follow some artificial cause-effect structure up to a
given moment. Yet if nothing compels us to retain the
same cause-effect structure past that moment then the
future of the arranged path remains unpredictable.

A distinctive property of a potentially inhabitable
physical world is that its internal observer can predict
many future events. Here, “predicting” refers not to cal-
culating probabilities of future events but rather to the
ability to anticipate the likely future evolution itself for
at least macroscopic objects. Without it, macroscopic
evolution would appear random to an observer and bio-
logical evolution would be impossible (Sec. I B 1).

B. Emergence of classicality requires extended
regular past

Let us describe how the considered emergent worlds
avoid the Boltzmann brain problem. First, we argue that
an emergent physical world needs an extended period of
regular past evolution.
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By Sec. XII C, the Born rule is absent unless during a
sufficiently long period of regular evolution the compet-
ing processes of creation and destruction of the Everett
branches have established detailed equilibrium. A wave
function of a locally supersymmetric system far from the
equilibrium still transforms by specific laws. However, its
branches with relatively low norm then remain physical.
Hence then the respective paths of macroscopic evolution
are not much less probable than the paths represented
by branches with a large norm. Typical non-equilibrium
collections of emergent states thus are not worldlines
of almost deterministic evolution of macroscopic quasi-
classical objects. Their specific quantum dynamics fails
to translate into roughly predictable macroscopic evolu-
tion. Without the Born rule, effectively eliminating “ex-
otic” branches with very low norm, the evolving quan-
tum states are not evolving physical worlds suitable for
life (Sec. I B 1). Rather, they constitute what has been
vividly called “multimess” [93].

C. Singular past of random states vs inflation

Second, let us show that evolution paths that contain a
period of cosmological inflation can be the most typical
worldlines of emergent systems with the required long
period of regular evolution.

The dynamics of the studied emergent fields satisfies
the discussed in Sec. XI B requirement of singular gravi-
tational collapse of sufficiently dense regions. The known
quantum field theories with locally Lorentz-invariant and
unitary dynamics are CPT -invariant. For them, the re-
verse evolution of a typical emergent system backward in
time qualitatively resembles the normal, future-directed
evolution of a typical system with the same action. Ei-
ther the future-directed or past-directed evolution of the
typical emergent state quickly turns singular due to the
gravitational instability. The state’s evolution does not
continue beyond the singularity (Sec. XI B).

The typical time of regular evolution of a random
emergent wave function with fixed dynamics may or
may not be sufficient for establishing the detailed equi-
librium (300). This depends on the range [wmin, wmax] of
the norms (286) for the objectively existing decoherent
branches of the emergent wave functions (Sec. XII). The
range [wmin, wmax] in turn depends on the fundamental
structure that gives rise to the discrete basic distribu-
tion V(Q). This range should be huge for V(Q) that can
represent the known physical universe. Then the typical
time of regular evolution of a random emergent system
with self-aware life may be insufficient for achieving the
detailed equilibrium (300). Assume this to be the case.

When the distribution (291) of the norms of phe-
nomenologically similar emergent states has not con-
verged to its equilibrium form, the Born rule is absent
(Sec. XII). The previous part XIII B showed that then
the collection of the emergent states is multimess, not a
potentially inhabitable physical world.

The systems whose Lagrangian permits inflation are
exceptions. Some of their emergent states begin to in-
flate. Eternal inflation [39] then continues regularly in-
definitely. This guarantees that eventually the detailed
equilibrium (300) will be established. Then the nu-
merous Everett branches of the inflating [57] and post-
inflationary universes will obey the Born rule (Sec. XII C)
and will thus compose a physical world with roughly
predictable macroscopic evolution, necessary for life
(Sec. I B 1).

The described fundamental picture manifestly avoids
the Boltzmann brain problem. Its typical worlds with
roughly predictable macroscopic evolution are composed
of the decoherent branches of the emergent density matri-
ces for a universe that has underwent inflation, creating
the standard nearly flat and homogeneous cosmological
initial conditions.

XIV. CONCLUSION

The sole material structure behind the described emer-
gent quantum-field worlds is the generic discrete distri-
bution V(Q) of many real properties Q ≡ (Q1, Q2, . . . )
over a large number of fixed material entities. For exam-
ple, let numerous independent properties {Qp} character-
ize each of many various entities {a} by real values Qpa.
Then let V(Q) be the distribution over the entities {a}
of their generic properties Qna =

∑
p c

n
p Q

p
a, where cnp are

the generic real coefficients.
Some descriptions of the smoothed distribution V(Q),

appearing continuous at imperfect resolution, compose
wave functions of evolving bosonic and fermionic fields
with local symmetries, including gauge and diffeomor-
phism symmetry. In compliance with PBR theorem [47],
the wave function for the dynamical modes of the fields
exists materially. Their wave function is identified with
the coefficients ψ(q) in the superposition (46) of lin-
early independent smooth basis functions Bq(Q) that
approximates the discrete V(Q). More descriptively,
ψ(q) are thus the amplitudes of modes that compose the
smoothed V(Q), Fig. 1.

The gauge and constrained degrees of freedom of the
field system do not span independent dimensions of its
configuration space. Correspondingly, the fields’ gauge
and constrained modes do not map to the arguments q
of the presentations ψ(q) of the smoothed V(Q). The
amplitudes of the gauge modes are instead the variation
parameters of the ψ(q)’s transformations (reflecting other
choices of the basis functions {Bq(Q)}) from the group
of the local symmetries of the emergent fields.

The distribution V(Q) is static. Various temporal mo-
ments of evolution of the emergent wave functions cor-
respond to different choices of the smooth basis func-
tions Bq(Q), superposed with the respectively basis-
dependent coefficients ψ(q) to fit V(Q), eq. (46). The
physical spacetime for the emergent fields arises by con-
structive interference of their quasiclassical large-scale
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modes, Sec. VII and Figs. 2 or 5.

Discreteness of V(Q) is essential for the existence of
specific physical laws of the fields’ evolution (Sec. X, re-
viewed below). Discreteness of V(Q) also leads to un-
ambiguous values of probability for alternate outcomes
of quantum processes in the emergent worlds. Finally,
it provides a mechanism for resolving two long-standing
questions about cosmological initial conditions: the ex-
tremely low entropy of the initial patch that evolves via
inflation into the contemporary universe and the Boltz-
mann brain problem.

Sec. II considered a hypothetical quantum system of
any fundamental origin for which the quantum superpo-
sition principle is an absolute law. Then Sec. II showed
that any current state of the system should experience
physically real alternate branches of its future evolu-
tion by various Hamiltonians whose decoherence-stable
“pointer” states [4, 7] continue to evolve smoothly. An
example is a smooth change of the cosmological constant
or of some of the Standard Model couplings. Besides con-
tradicting numerous observations and experiments, this
prevents evolutionary development in the system of any
internal life (Sec. I B 1).

For a resolution, we recalled that the wave func-
tion ψ[f(x), t] of a field system at a fixed time t is un-
changed under any transformation of its arguments f(x)
that is a local symmetry of the fields’ action, i.e., of their
dynamics. In particular, the wave function is constant
on the orbits of gauge and spatial diffeomorphism local
symmetries of the action [23]. Dynamics that violates
wave-function constancy on these orbits cannot itself be
symmetric. It then requires a large number of new dy-
namical degrees of freedom. Yet for systems that emerge
from a finite structure V(Q), the number of independent
dynamical variables is capped. Then the numerous addi-
tional degrees of freedom are unavailable.

Gauge and spatial diffeomorphism symmetries do not
fix physical laws yet. Alternate paths of symmetry-
preserving evolution could be generated by symmetric
Hamiltonians whose couplings arbitrarily change in time.

In contrast, evolution of a given state of fields with lo-
cal supersymmetry is unique. Its Hamiltonian is encoded
in the inherent symmetries of the current-time wave func-
tion, Sec. X B. Complementary locally supersymmetric
systems emerge. Their dynamical laws differ among the
systems but cannot change in any of them during its evo-
lution.

Quantum entanglement over arbitrarily large distances
in the emergent systems is a trivial phenomenon. Entan-
gled characteristics of two physical objects are fundamen-
tally different coordinates, e.g., q1 and q2, in a decoher-
ent term ψi(q) ≡ ψi(q1, q2, . . . ) of a presentation of the
generic basic distribution. The variables q1 and q2 are en-
tangled when they are not statistically independent with
respect to the probability distribution dP = |ψi(q)|2dq.
Dynamical variables for regions that are separated by
enormous, even cosmological distances are thus various
characteristics of the same feature in a presentation ψ(q)

of the underlying basic distribution V(Q). Distance in
the emergent physical spacetime is meaningful only with
respect to the internal local dynamics of the emergent
fields.

Locality of dynamics of the emergent fields originates
as follows. Their dynamics is a manifestation of local su-
persymmetry transformations, inherent to their current-
time wave function (Sec. X). Basis generators for the
graded Lie group of the symmetry, i.e., basis vectors of
its algebra, can be labeled by continuous spatial coordi-
nates x. A step of evolution transformation for the fields
equals a sequence of inherent symmetry transformations
of the wave function. They are all local. The dynamics
is thus necessarily local.

Alternative formulations of quantum mechanics—for
example, nine are described in [94]—are indistinguishable
for most of their testable predictions. Yet many of the
formulations are not mutually equivalent . They suggest
different objective, observer-independent organization of
nature. They differ in their predictions for certain exper-
iments that may be contemplated in principle.

Due to discreteness of the fundamental distribu-
tion V(Q), the number of the objectively existing de-
coherent branches of an emergent wave function is fi-
nite, although possibly huge. Hence the probabilities
for the macroscopic outcomes of a quantum process are
well-defined. Importantly, the branches whose norm di-
minishes below a fixed positive threshold cease to exist.
Therefore, some outcomes that would be permitted by
the standard axiomatic quantum mechanics as an un-
likely but allowed quantum fluctuation do not materialize
as physical reality.

The Born rule of quantum mechanics arises dynam-
ically for typical emergent states with extended regular
past. Among such states, the probability for an observer
to follow a given branch is proportional to the square of
the branch’s norm (Secs. III and XII). The relevant norm
and related Hermitian product are identified in Secs. III–
IV B.

The described fundamental picture of quantum evolu-
tion is thus a middle ground between the strict Everett’s
view, by which essentially all the futures compatible with
the conservation laws are realized, and the quantum-
mechanics interpretations that suggest a single branch
of macroscopic evolution. In the presented picture, only
a relatively narrow subset of the dynamically possible
configurations and future outcomes is realized physically.
On the other hand, branching into objectively existing
alternate futures does occur (within limits). In particu-
lar, branching is essential for establishing the dynamical
equilibrium that gives rise to the Born rule (Sec. XII).

This study thus provides concrete answers to the ques-
tions about origin, interpretation, and self-consistency
for a complete quantum view of a physical universe with
the known particles and forces, including gravity. For
example, it explains what produces unchanging funda-
mental dynamical laws (Sec. II) and the Born rule. Be-
sides, this picture—not merely a mathematical construc-
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tion but a description of structures generic in nature—
offers resolution to several conundrums of high-energy
physics and cosmology:

• Ultraviolet divergences in perturbatively formu-
lated quantum field theories;

• Apparent preference [30–34] of Boltzmann-brain
states with accidental appearance of intelligent ob-
servers over a universe that underwent inflation;

• The central singularity and the end of evaporation
of a black hole; its information paradox [41].

Let us review the solutions.
A generic inhabitable physical world is comprised of

decoherent branches of emergent wave functions with:

(a) inherent specific dynamics
(fixed, e.g., by local supersymmetry);

(b) the dynamics becoming singular and local evolution
ending upon gravitational collapse of sufficiently
dense regions;

(c) extended regular past evolution
(e.g., during an initial stage of inflation).

Property (c) is required for establishing the detailed
balance that produces the Born rule. It creates dis-
tinct quasiclassical branches of macroscopic evolution
(Sec. XIII B). Given (c), property (b) leads to spe-
cific initial conditions. They and specific dynamics—
property (a)—are necessary for predictable evolution in
a world with internal life (Sec. X).

Physical laws in the studied emergent worlds break
down locally during gravitational collapse of sufficiently
dense regions [46]. Event horizons then isolate the centers
of the formed black holes from the outside space, where
the evolution continues regularly. Ref. [46] analyzes in
detail full quantum evolution of gravitational black holes
in the generically emergent quantum worlds. It explains
physics at the central singularity, describes the final stage
of the Hawking evaporation, resolves the black hole in-
formation paradox, and is free from the firewall paradox.

To reconcile termination of physical evolution in iso-
lated regions with our common sense, note the follow-
ing. First, the underlying fundamental structure V(Q)
is static. It therefore remains non-singular. Tempo-
ral states of evolving physical systems are alternate pre-
sentations of the smoothed V(Q). Physical evolution is
the continuous transformation that relates them. Noth-
ing demands this transformation to be regularly extend-
able indefinitely. Second, the singularities are covered by
event horizons. The emergent dynamics remains well-
defined outside them [46]. The emergent spacetime also
extends regularly under the horizons until local evolu-
tion becomes undefined near the black hole’s center [46].
Third, evolution is unitary in the regular regions of the
emergent spacetime. Globally for systems with black

holes it is non-unitary [46]. Fourth, covariant energy-
momentum conservation remains a strict law of the emer-
gent evolution. It follows from the inherent symmetries
of the emergent systems [46].

Cosmological inflation proceeds only when the degrees
of freedom for distance scales of the order of the Planck
length occupy the ground state (Sec. XI A). That would
be highly unlikely for the general unitarily evolving sys-
tem even among its anthropically suitable states [30–
34]. In contrast, for the described emergent systems it
is automatic. By property (b) above, only the emergent
wave functions that place these degrees of freedom to the
ground state can represent a regular physical region.

For these systems, 3+1 dimensional quantum field
theory is not superseded around the Planck energy by
deeper regular dynamics. An effective field theory with
symmetry-preserving counterterms governs the dynam-
ics of the sub-Planckian modes of the emergent fields in
the regular regions. To fix the physical laws to a specific
form, i.e., to avoid the paradox highlighted in Sec. II, the
Standard Model should still be extended, e.g., by super-
gravity, above the currently probed energy.

Our results demonstrate that, contrary to sugges-
tions [7, 24–27, 95], the Born rule is not an automatic
consequence of unitary evolution of a physical wave func-
tion. A material wave function can evolve unitarily and
yet represent quantum evolution where the Born rule
fails; see the end of Sec. XII B for various examples. The
probabilities of macroscopic outcomes are determined by
the law of evolution of the wave function and an addi-
tional law—the Born rule (or another principle leading
to it, e.g., [29]). This requires an underlying material
structure (e.g., the studied generic discrete distribution)
that produces the Born rule.20

Unlike the previous theoretical approaches, whether
leading to Everett’s many-world picture or to a single
branch of macroscopic evolution, the presented study
does not postulate fundamental physical principles, dy-
namics, or initial conditions. They all are what they are
for the emergent quantum field systems that objectively
exist in nature. The dynamics and initial conditions for
a generic class of the emergent systems are indistinguish-
able from those observed in our world. Concluding para-
graphs of [46] provide other indications that our universe
is perhaps one of the emergent systems.

As noted above, the described fundamental picture
turns out to be a middle ground between the Everett’s
many-world view and approaches that suggest a unique
macroscopic world. Likewise, it appears to lead to a
variety of non-communicating universes with different

20 An alternative—superdeterministic evolution with appropriate
initial conditions—is considered in [21]. It yet requires highly
special dynamics and special initial conditions [96]. The laws
or even possibility of superdeterministic dynamics that may pro-
duce physical evolution similar to the one that we observe remain
unknown [21].
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core physical laws, perhaps justifying anthropic explana-
tion [97] for the tiny but non-zero cosmological constant.
On the other hand, it is very distant from the propo-
sition to regard any anthropically viable Lagrangian as
describing some physical world [19, 20]. The possible
physical laws are, on the contrary, tightly restricted by
the requirement of not changing unpredictably on every
dynamical scale. Of the present physical theories, only
those with local supersymmetry, e.g., supergravity, ful-
fill this requirement. This restriction and the arguments
of Sec. II stand regardless of the fundamental origin of
quantum principles.

There are innumerable examples of material or math-
ematical structures that can provide a suitable basic dis-
tribution V(Q). If our physical world originates as de-
scribed, it should be represented simultaneously by all
the materially existing information carriers, not limited
to the objects of our or other emergent physical worlds. It
is therefore difficult to speculate on the origin of the fun-
damental elements that provide the generic basic distri-
bution V(Q). On the other hand, we may already possess
all the tools for theoretical study of the physical systems
that emerge generically. Together with data that is ac-
cessible experimentally, this may turn out to be sufficient
for predicting the probabilities of the outcomes in every
feasible physical process.
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Appendix A: Invariance of wave function for
non-abelian gauge symmetry in curved spacetime

This Appendixshows that the wave functions for
abelian or non-abelian gauge field theories in curved
spacetime are unchanged under gauge transformation of
the fields. For this purpose, it is sufficient to treat the
spacetime metric gµν(x), unaffected by gauge transfor-
mation, as an external field. This Appendixand the
next one address bosonic fields. Then the arguments of
the wave function are the configurations f(x) of the the-
ory fields on a 3-dimensional spacelike slice of spacetime.
Appendix C will analyze and prove similar statements for
the general systems of bosonic and fermionic fields with
the general local symmetry, including local supersymme-
try.

Gauge-invariant Lagrangian density21

L = L(Dµφ, F
r
µν , φ, gµν) (A1)

contains spacetime derivatives of covariant matter
fields22 φ ≡ {φι} only as a part of the covariant derivative

Dµφ = (∂µ −Arµtr)φ . (A2)

Here tr are square matrices, anti-Hermitian for a unitary
representation of a compact Lie group. They multiply
the column φ of the matter fields φι and generate their
gauge transformation. For infinitesimal transformation
parameters δϕr(x),

δφι = δϕrtιr κφ
κ . (A3)

The generators tr compose a basis of a representation of
the gauge Lie algebra:

[tr, ts] = frs
ttt , (A4)

where fst
r are the algebra’s structure constants.

Likewise, the gauge-invariant Lagrangian density L in-
volves spacetime derivatives of the gauge fields Arµ only
through the covariant field-strength tensor F rµν , defined
as

[Dµ, Dν ] = −F rµνtr , (A5)

or equivalently,

F rµν = ∂µA
r
ν − ∂νArµ −AsµAtνfstr . (A6)

For a formal proof of these intuitively natural assertions
about the general form of Lagrangian density (A1) that is
invariant under the general local symmetry see “Theorem
on covariant derivatives” in [69, 98, 99].

Manifestly, F rµν and, hence, the Lagrangian do not con-
tain ∂0A

r
0. The equation of motion for Ar0 is then replaced

by the primary constraint

π0
r ψ =

∂L
∂(∂0A

r
0)
ψ = 0 . (A7)

By it,

δ

δAr0
ψ = iπ0

r ψ = 0 . (A8)

Thus the wave function does not depend on Ar0, in agree-
ment with the construction of Sec. V.

The constancy of the wave function ψ(φ,Ari ) on the
gauge orbits follows from the secondary constraint, to be

21 Here, displaying dependence on Dµφ and φ also implies possible
dependence on (Dµφ)† and φ†.

22 In Appendices A and B for clarity and relevance to phenomenol-
ogy we set bosonic matter fields to Lorenz scalars. In the gen-
eral case, studied in Appendix C, we regard any covariant mat-
ter fields, bosonic or fermionic, of any spin as world scalars Φι,
possibly carrying spinor or tensor indices of local Lorentz trans-
formations in the tangent space.
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now derived. The Lagrangian density L corresponds to
the Hamiltonian density

H = φ̇ · π + Ȧriπ
i
r − L , (A9)

where π ≡ {πι} are the momenta fields canonically con-
jugate to φ = {φι}. The dot product in (A9) and below
denotes contraction over ι. By (A2),

φ̇ · π = D0φ · π +Ar0j
0
r , (A10)

where

j0
r ≡

δφ

δϕr
· ∂L
∂(∂0φ)

= (trφ) · π . (A11)

By (A6),

Ȧriπ
i
r = F r0iπ

i
r + (∂iA

r
0 +As0A

t
ifst

r)πir . (A12)

For the Lagrangian density (A1), the canonical momenta
fields are:

πι=
∂L
∂φ̇ι

=
∂L(Dµφ, F

r
µν , φ, gµν)

∂(D0φ)ι
, (A13)

πir=
∂L
∂Ȧri

= 2
∂L(Dµφ, F

r
µν , φ, gµν)

∂F r0i
. (A14)

Eqs. (A13–A14) determine D0φ and F0i as functions of
(π, πir, Diφ, F

r
ij , φ, gµν). Then substitution of (A10, A12)

to (A9) yields:

H=HN (π, πir, Diφ, F
r
ij , φ, gµν) +Ar0Hr (A15)

with

Hr=j0
r − ∂iπir + frs

tAsiπ
i
t = j0

r − (Diπ
i)r . (A16)

In (A15) we dropped the total derivative ∂i(A
r
0π
i
r) since

it does not contribute to the Hamiltonian H =
∫
d3xH.

For the second equality in (A16) we remembered that
πir transform by the adjoint representation, for which
the generators tr in its covariant derivative (A2) are the
structure constants frs

t.
Evolution ∂tψ = −iHψ with the Hamiltonian den-

sity (A15) should not introduce the dependence of ψ
on Ar0, forbidden by the primary constraint (A8). Hence
the operator that multiplies Ar0 in (A15) should annihi-
late ψ:

Hrψ = 0 . (A17)

It is the secondary constraint.
The wave function changes under a gauge transforma-

tion of the dynamical fields f = (φ,Ai) as

δψ=ψ(f − δf)− ψ(f) =

=−
∫
d3x

(
δφ · δψ

δφ(x)
+ δAri

δψ

δAri (x)

)
=

=− i
∫
d3x

(
δφ · π + δAriπ

i
r

)
ψ . (A18)

Substitution of the gauge variations δφ from (A3) and
δAri from

δAri = ∂iδϕ
r +Asi δϕ

tfst
r = (Diδϕ)r (A19)

yields

δψ = −i
∫
d3x δϕrHrψ . (A20)

By the secondary constraint (A17),

δψ = 0 . (A21)

Thus the wave function is constant along the orbits of
the gauge group.

Appendix B: Generally covariant Hamiltonian of
bosonic matter

This Appendixderives the Hamiltonian density for the
general gauge- and diffeomorphism-invariant bosonic ac-
tion (185) with renormalizable non-gravitational part.
The Appendixalso demonstrates that the respective op-
erator

∫
d3xN iHi generates Lie translation of the fields

in space.
The Lagrangian density of gauge fields is

LA =

∫
d4x

√
−g

4e2
F rµνF

r µν . (B1)

It assumes the standard normalization tr(trts) = 1
2δrs

for generators of the fundamental representation of the
gauge Lie group.

Direct calculation determines the corresponding
Hamiltonian density as:

HA = Ȧriπ
i
r − LA =

= NaHAα + (∂iA
r
0 −AsiAt0fstr)πir (B2)

where Na ≡ (N,N i) are the lapse and shift functions (7),
and

HAN =
e2

2
√
γ
πirγijπ

j
r +

√
γ

4e2
γikγjlF rijF

r
kl , (B3)

HAi = F rijπ
j
r . (B4)

For scalar fields, the Lagrangian density of the renor-
malizable gauge- and diffeomorphism-symmetric action
is

Lφ = −
√
−g
[
gµν

2
(Dµφ)·Dνφ+ V (φ)

]
. (B5)

Here, φ is a column of real scalar fields φι (expressing
complex fields as pairs of real ones), Dµ is the gauge-
covariant derivative (A2), and V (φ) is a potential that
is invariant under gauge transformation of φ. The corre-
sponding Hamiltonian density equals

Hφ = φ̇ · π − Lφ = NaHφa +Ar0j
0
r (B6)
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with

HφN =
π · π
2
√
γ

+
√
γ

[
1

2
γij(Diφ)·Djφ+ V (φ)

]
, (B7)

Hφi = (Diφ) · π (B8)

and, by eqs. (140, A3),

j0
r = (trφ) · π . (B9)

Due to the secondary gauge constraint (A17) and anti-
symmetry of fst

r, the sum of the terms from the right-
hand sides of (B2) and (B6) that contain A0 annihi-
lates ψ. The remaining terms and the gravitational part
of the Hamiltonian from (187–190) give for the total
Hamiltonian of the action (185):

Hψ =

∫
d3xNaHaψ (B10)

where

Ha = Hga +HAa +Hφa , (B11)

with Hga ≡ (HgN , γijHgj).
Eq. (171) suggests that

∫
d3xN iHi, where i runs over

{1, 2, 3}, generates Lie translation of the physical fields
in space. Let us verify this for the Hamiltonian density
above. Indeed, by (190) and (183, 188),∫

d3xN iHgi =

∫
d3xN(i|j) π

ij =

= −i
∫
d3xLNγij

δ

δγij
, (B12)

where LN is the Lie derivative along the spatial vector
field N i(x), eq. (165). By (B4) and (137),∫

d3xN iHAi =

∫
d3xN iF rij π

j
r =

=

∫
d3x [−iLNA

r
i

δ

δAri
+N iAri j

0
r + C] , (B13)

where Cψ = 0. For the last equality, we integrated the
term

∫
d3xN i(−∂jAri )πaj by parts and applied the sec-

ondary gauge constraint (A16–A17). Finally, from (B8)
and (26),∫

d3xN iHφi =

∫
d3xN i(φ,i · π −Ari j0

r ) =

=

∫
d3x [−i(LNφ) · δ

δφ
−N iAri j

0
r ] . (B14)

Adding up eqs. (B12–B14), we obtain∫
d3xN iHiψ = −i

∫
d3x

∑
f=γij ,Ari ,φ

LNf
δ

δf(x)
ψ . (B15)

This confirms that the operator
∫
d3xN iHi generates Lie

translations of the fields in space:

e−i
∫
d3xNiHiψ(f) = ψ(f − LNf) . (B16)

Appendix C: Structure of local (super) symmetry

1. Covariant fields and connections

Given a quantum field theory, let F ι denote collectively
its bosonic and fermionic field operators, f ι(x) and χι(x)
respectively. Let the theory action be invariant and,
hence, its field equations be covariant under a group of
local symmetry transformations

F ι(x)→ F̃ ι(x) = U−1F ι(x)U . (C1)

The unitary operator U for local transformations (C1)
with infinitesimal variation parameters ξA(x) should take
the form

U = exp

[
−i
∫
d3x ξA(x)HA(x)

]
. (C2)

Here HA(x) are functions of the field operators
F ι(x) = (f ι(x), χι(x)) and of their canonically conjugate
momenta Πι(x) = (πι(x), iχ†ι (x)), obeying

[F ι(x),Πκ(y)} = iδικ δ
(3)(x− y) . (C3)

As usual, [A,B} stands for the anticommutator when
both A and B are fermionic operators and for the com-
mutator when at least one of A or B is bosonic. The func-
tions HA(F (x),Π(x)) in (C2) may contain spatial but
not temporal derivatives of their argument fields (F,Π).

Let Φ denote the covariant matter fields, defined in
Sec. VIII B, eq. (240). Their change under an infinites-
imal symmetry transformation (C1–C2) can be parame-
terized as

δΦι(x) ≡ Φ̃ι(x)− Φι(x) = ξA(x) (τAΦ)ι . (C4)

For covariant matter fields, by their definition, the right-
hand side of (C4) contains no spacetime derivatives of
the variation parameters ξA(x) [60, 69].

In the Hamiltonian formulation, the operators (τAΦ)ι

in (C4) are linear combinations of {Φκ}, {Πκ}, and their
spatial but not temporal derivatives, all evaluated at the
considered x. Their relation to the more conventional
Lorentz-covariant form of local symmetry transforma-
tion (C4) of the Lagrangian formulation is discussed be-
low [after eq. (C36)].

Let diffeomorphism be symmetry of the theory. Then
it is a subgroup of the overall local symmetry group (C1–
C2). Let ξAdiff(ε) be the variation parameters of the trans-
formation (C1–C2) that Lie-transports the fields by an
infinitesimal displacement vector εµ(x), eq. (165).

Following [60, 69], we regard any covariant matter
field Φ of any spin as a world scalar, possibly carrying
spinor or tensor indices (α or a) for their local Lorentz
transformation in the tangent space. Then an infinitesi-
mal diffeomorphism transformation changes the field by

δΦ = εµ∂µΦ . (C5)
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Since it is a special case of the arbitrary local symme-
try transformation, this change has the form (C4), with
ξA = ξAdiff(ε). Thus

εµ∂µΦ = ξAdiffτAΦ . (C6)

For the infinitesimal transformations, the functions
ξAdiff(ε) are linear:

ξAdiff(x) = ΩAµ (x) εµ(x) . (C7)

The above relation defines the connections ΩAµ .
Eqs. (C6–C7) should be valid for any infinitesi-

mal εµ(x). They hence require

∂µΦ = ΩAµ τAΦ . (C8)

This formula relates variation of matter fields in space-
time to their equivalent variation in the tangent and in-
ternal spaces.

Denote

ξ(x)≡ξA(x) τA (C9)

Ωµ(x)≡ΩAµ (x) τA . (C10)

By (C8), diffeomorphism displacement over a vector
field εµ(x) transforms covariant matter fields as

Φ
diff→ Φ′ = eε

µ∂µΦ = eε
µΩµΦ . (C11)

The general local symmetry transformation of matter
fields (C4) in notation (C9) reads

Φ(x)→ Φ̃(x) = eξ(x)Φ(x) . (C12)

Transform Φ and Φ′ from (C11) by ξ and ξ′ respec-
tively:

Φ→ Φ̃ = eξΦ , Φ′ → Φ̃′ = eξ
′
Φ . (C13)

The diffeomorphism transformation (C11) for the gauge-

transformed Φ̃ and Φ̃′ of (C13) becomes

Φ̃
diff→ Φ̃′ = eξ

′
eε
µΩµe−ξ Φ̃ = eε

µΩ̃µΦ̃ . (C14)

This equation, with ξ′ = ξ + εµ∂µξ, determines the con-
nection in the new gauge:

Ω̃µ = Ωµ + ∂µξ + [ξ,Ωµ] . (C15)

Thus the components ΩAµ of the connection field (C10)
change under the general local symmetry transformation
as

δΩAµ = ∂µξ
A + ΩCµ ξ

BfBC
A = (Dµξ)A. (C16)

Here, fBC
A are the structure constants (13), and Dµ is

the covariant derivative of the vector ξA, belonging to
the adjoint representation of the symmetry algebra.

Let us show that ∂µ − Ωµ is a covariant operator. It
changes covariantly under transformation (C12),

∂µ − Ωµ → eξ(∂µ − Ωµ)e−ξ, (C17)

whenever

Ωµ → eξΩµe
−ξ − eξ∂µe−ξ. (C18)

For an infinitesimal ξ the last formula reduces to (C15),
which was already proven.

2. Curvatures

Let

τa ≡ Da ≡ iPa (C19)

be the generators of translation in the tangent Minkowski
space at a spacetime point x. Identify the tangent space
with an infinitesimal region of spacetime viewed in a
locally inertial frame and gauge with locally vanishing
connections. In the general frame and gauge, by (C8)
and (242),

∂µΦ = ΩAµ τAΦ = eaµDaΦ +AIµτIΦ . (C20)

Here, eaµ(x) are the vierbein fields and AIµ(x) are the
remaining connection fields. Their index I ranges over
the non-translation directions of the symmetry algebra.
For the connections (242), AIµ = (ωabµ , χ

α
µ , A

r
µ).

Part C 4 of this Appendixextends the ADM frame-
work (6) to the vierbein eaµ. This helps identify its gauge
and dynamical degrees of freedom. The field Φ on the
left-hand side of (C20) is a function of the spacetime
world coordinates x. Regard Φ on the right-hand side
of (C20) as a function of the local Minkowski coordinates

ξa = eaµdx
µ (C21)

of the tangent space, in which

Da = ∂/∂ξa . (C22)

The covariant operator

[∂µ − Ωµ, ∂ν − Ων ] = − ∂[µΩν] + [Ωµ,Ων ] (C23)

expands with (C10) and the commutators (13) into a lin-
ear combination of the generators τA. By (C8), the op-
erator (C23) returns zero when acting on any covariant
field. Hence all the coefficients of its expansion over τA
vanish. This operator therefore equals zero. Expand-
ing connections Ωµ on the right-hand side of (C23) as
eaµDa +AIµτI and equating the result to zero, we calcu-
late curvature:

RAµντA ≡ eaµebν [Da, Db] = (C24)

= ∂[µe
a
ν]Da + ∂[µA

I
ν]τI−e

a
[µA

I
ν][Da, τI ]− [AIµτI , A

J
ν τJ ].

The only nonzero [Da, τI ] in the semifinal term with the
generators (12) are

[iPa, iJbc] = ηa[biPc] . (C25)

The components of the curvature (C24) thus equal:

Raµν=∂[µe
a
ν] − ω

ab
[µ eν]b − χ̄[µγ

aχν] (C26)

RIµν=∂[µA
I
ν] −A

K
ν A

J
µfJK

I . (C27)

Eq. (C26) used that for the supersymmetry connections
and generators

Aαµτα = χ̄µQ = Q̄ χµ (C28)
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and

{Q, Q̄} = γaiPa . (C29)

[Footnote 14 on p. 35 explains the normalization of Q
and Q̄ for (C29).]

The spin connections ωabµ in both general relativity
and supergravity are not independent degrees of freedom.
They are functions of the vierbein eaµ and (in supergrav-
ity) of the gravitino field χαµ that fulfill the zero-torsion
constraint

Raµν = 0 , (C30)

e.g., Refs. [60, 69].

3. Constructing a symmetric Hamiltonian

Consider a locally supersymmetric action23

S =

∫
d4x L(RAab, (DaΦ)ι, F ι), (C31)

where F = (Φι,ΩAµ ) and

RAabτA ≡ [Da, Db] = eµae
ν
bR

A
µντA . (C32)

View its Lagrangian density L in a gauge where at a
studied point the connections AIµ vanish. Then Da and
the spacetime derivatives in other generators τI (e.g., in
Qα for supersymmetry) reduce to (C22). I.e., they are
derivatives with respect to the local Minkowski coordi-
nates ξa (C21).

Any of the generators τA for the symmetries (12) con-
tains no more than one derivative:

(τAΦ)ι = tιAκΦκ + sι aAκ
∂Φκ

∂ξa
. (C33)

In the general coordinates and arbitrary gauge ∂Φ/∂ξa

of the last term equals DaΦ:

∂Φκ

∂ξa
= (DaΦ)κ ≡ Dκ

aλΦλ . (C34)

23 To present the action of supergravity [60, 70] in the form (C31),
write its part for the bosonic fields as

Sg =

∫
d4x

[
(det eaµ)

2
R+ cµνa Raµν

]
.

Here R is the Riemann curvature that is composed of Rabµν with

the spin connections ωabµ regarded as independent fields. In

the last term, cµνa are non-dynamical auxiliary fields. Then
δS/δcµνa = 0 yields the zero-torsion constraint (C30). The re-
maining part of the supergravity action [60, 70], describing grav-
itino dynamics,

Sg̃ = −
∫
d4x

(det eaµ)

2
(χ̄µγ

µνρ)αR
α
νρ ,

likewise conforms to the form (C31).

Then (C20) yields

∂µΦ = (eaµ +AIµs
a
I )DaΦ +AIµtIΦ . (C35)

This equation lets us express DaΦ in the action (C31)
via ∂µΦ and the gauge fields (eaµ, A

I
µ).

Solve the equations24

Πι =
∂L

∂(∂0Φι)
(C36)

to express ∂0Φ as functions of the canonical momenta Π,
fields F , and spatial derivatives of F and Π at the cur-
rent time. This lets us convert a covariant expression for
symmetry transformations δΦι into (C4) where τAΦ con-
tained no temporal derivatives but included momenta Π,
along with Φ and spatial derivatives.

Let the structure constants fAB
C of the symmetry Lie

group contain no spacetime derivatives. Then the La-
grangian density in (C31) with curvatures (C26–C27)
does not contain ∂0ΩA0 . Hence all ΩA0 are non-dynamical
fields. Correspondingly, they are not arguments of the
system’s wave function. The wave function thus satisfies
the primary constraint

∂L
∂(∂0ΩA0 )

ψ = Π0
A ψ = 0 . (C37)

In particular, the wave function does not depend on
the temporal components ωA0 of bosonic connections
(ΩAµ = ωAµ ):

δ

δωA0
ψ = iπ0

A ψ = 0 . (C38)

Likewise, the constraint (C37) states that the temporal
components of the fermionic connections (Ωαµ = χαµ) are

not physical degrees of freedom. Indeed, since (χα0 )2 = 0,
in some basis for a given α and a given mode or spatial
point

χα0 =

(
0 0

c 0

)
, π0

α =

(
0 d

0 0

)
(C39)

with nonzero c and d. In this basis, the wave function—
constrained as π0

αψ = 0 by (C37)—takes the form:

ψ =

(
function of dynamical variables

0

)
. (C40)

The secondary constraint follows similarly to the case
of gauge symmetry [eq. (147) or (A17)]. Namely, an in-
finitesimal step of evolution by the Hamiltonian (244)
changes the Schrodinger wave function by

δψ = −i
∫
d3x dtΩA0HA ψ . (C41)

24 This subsection, constructing Hamiltonians with desired sym-
metries, treats fermionic fields as Grassmann variables.
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The operators HA where defined by (C2); they are in-
dependent of the transformation parameters ξA. Hence
HA do not depend on ΩA0 of (245). We can set them to be
also independent of Π0

A because, due to the primary con-
straint (C37), terms with Π0

A do not contribute to HAψ.
With HA being independent of both ΩA0 and Π0

A, the
wave function ψ + δψ that has evolved by (C41) obeys
the primary constraint (C37) only under the secondary
constraint

HAψ = 0 . (C42)

Finally, let us determineHA that generate a given sym-
metry transformation (C1–C2). To preserve the action,
a local symmetry transformation (C1–C2) with parame-
ters ξA(x) can change the Lagrangian density only by a
total divergence:

δL = ∂µ(ξAKµ
A) . (C43)

Then the Lagrangian changes by a total time derivative

δL = ∂0(

∫
d3x ξAK0

A) . (C44)

Let Q be an operator that generates the considered sym-
metry transformation as

δF ι = eiQF ιe−iQ − F ι = i[Q,F ι] , δḞ ι = i[Q, Ḟ ι]

for every dynamical field F ι = (Φι,ΩAi ). This genera-
tor Q can be shown [100, 101] to equal

Q =

∫
d3x

(
δF ιΠι − ξAK0

A

)
. (C45)

With the variations δF ι = (δΦι, δΩAi ) from (C4)
and (C16), we then obtain:

Q =

∫
d3x ξAHA (C46)

where

HA = (τAΦ)ιΠι −DiΠi
A −K0

A . (C47)

Here

DiΠi
A = ∂iΠ

i
A − (−1)|AB|ΩBi fAB

CΠi
C , (C48)

where |AB| by definition equals 1 when both A and B are
odd (fermionic) directions of the supersymmetry algebra
and equals 0 otherwise.

4. Vierbein in the ADM decomposition

Vierbein vectors eµa(x) by definition satisfy

eµagµνe
ν
b = ηab , (C49)

where ηab is the canonical Minkowski metric tensor. Con-
sidering the fields on an arbitrary current-time spatial hy-
persurface, it is convenient to choose one of the vierbein
vectors, eµN (x), as the unit vector nµ(x) that is normal to

this hypersurface. Then, by the explicit expression (174)
for nµ and orthogonality of eµa with different a’s,

eµN ≡n
µ =

(
1

N
,− N i

N

)
(C50)

eµI=
(
0, eiI

)
, I ∈ {1, 2, 3}. (C51)

Since by (C51) e0
I = 0, the spatial vectors eI ≡ {eiI} are

orthonormal:

eI · eJ ≡ eiIγije
j
J = eµI gµνe

ν
J = δIJ . (C52)

With the ADM-parameterized metric tensor gµν (7),
the vierbein reciprocal eaµ = gµνη

abeνb equals:

eNµ =−nµ = (N, 0) (C53)

eIµ=(Nie
i
I , γije

j
I) . (C54)

The ADM shift vector N i matches to the vector

N I = eIiN
i (C55)

in the tangent Minkowski space (C21). Also remember-
ing that the index I is raised with δIJ , eqs. (C53–C54)
for the vierbein reciprocal then become

eaµ =

(
N 0

N I eIi

)
. (C56)

The spatial metric γij and its inverse γij are simply
expressed via eIi and eiI respectively:

γij=gij = eai e
b
jηab =

∑
I=1,2,3

eIi e
I
j , (C57)

γij=gij +
N iN j

N2
=

∑
I=1,2,3

eiIe
j
I . (C58)

Thus the spatial vectors eiI form a triad of orthonormal

basis vectors in space. Their reciprocal eIi = γije
j
I form

the dual orthonormal basis 1-forms deI = eIi dx
i. Of the

9 components of the triad eiI , 3 components parameterize
its arbitrary orientation in space and 6 are the compo-
nents of γij .
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